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Summary

Nowadays, the textile clothing industry is searching for new ways to add
value to their products. Developments in textile sensors start to demonstrate
their usability and possibilities when they are integrated on fabrics. The
Internet of Things context pushes the companies to find new ways to obtain
information from our surroundings to be able to actively react, in real-time,
to the situation we are living in. For many years, the integration of sensors in
textile has been regarded as inconvenient. The users do not feel comfortable
to use it since the textile properties are modified.

In recent years, advancement in technology and integration of conduc-
tive materials into textile materials have provided that the researchers new
opportunities to integrate sensors on fabrics. Conductive yarns produced
following the textile processes results in a family of yarns which are soft,
flexible and conductive. The conductive material is unnoticeable by sight
which is very important for the final user feeling. These conductive yarns
are being used to develop conductive fabrics or patterns that do not give
the feeling of being a sensor or electrically conductive. The sensors play an
important role to make our daily life more comfortable and easy. But due
to their certain features, conventional sensors may not be a good fit for the
applications in some fields. Textile sensors rise as a new alternative tool
to address the shortcomings of the conventional sensors. Textile capacitive
sensors could provide a new tool to introduce sensors in fields where it could
not be done previously. The advantages of the textile capacitive sensors are
flexibility, long area coverage and proximity to the measured stimulus.

The thesis is focused on the textile capacitive sensor development. The
conductive materials, the effect of the materials on the sensor behaviour and
the textile integration methods are covered over the course of the thesis. The
textile capacitive sensor is based on the permittivity change detection, which
could be either the substrate permittivity or the surroundings environment.
Textile capacitive sensors are relevant because their flexibility is suitable for
many daily tasks monitoring, some of them related to patients or dependent
people.

The results obtained in this thesis extend the state of the art for the
textile capacitive sensors. The produced textile sensors and applications
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developed support the viability of the suggested technology.
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En la actualidad, la industria de la moda está buscando nuevas formas de
añadir valor a sus productos. El desarrollo en los sensores textiles integrados
en los tejidos, empieza a demostrar su utilidad y posibilidades. El contexto
actual de Internet de las cosas (IoT), está provocando que las compañ́ıas
busquen nuevas formas de obtener información de nuestro alrededor, para
aśı, poder reaccionar activamente, en tiempo real, a las situaciones que
estamos viviendo. Durante años, la integración de sensores textiles ha sido
rechazada, sobre todo por los posibles usuarios. Estos no se sent́ıan cómodos
usando tejidos con sensores integrados, debido a la modificación que estos
provocaban en las propiedades de los mismos.

En los últimos años, los avances en los procesos tecnológicos y la inte-
gración de materiales conductores en los materiales textiles han provisto a los
investigadores de nuevas oportunidades para poder integrar sensores en los
tejidos. Los hilos conductores producidos mediante técnicas textiles resultan
ser unos hilos suaves, flexibles y conductores. El material conductor pasa a
ser indetectable visualmente, lo cual es muy importante para las sensaciones
del usuario final. Estos hilos conductores son usados para desarrollar tejidos
o patrones conductores que no dan la sensación de ser sensores o conduc-
tores de la electricidad. Los sensores juegan un papel muy importante a la
hora de hacer nuestra vida diaria más fácil y cómoda. Pero, debido a una
serie de caracteŕısticas, los sensores convencionales no pueden ser usados en
ciertas aplicaciones. Los sensores textiles aparecen como alternativa viable
para responder a desventajas que pueden tener los sensores convencionales
a la hora de ser integrados. Los sensores textiles pueden llegar a ser una
opción para introducir sensores en nuevas aplicaciones, antes inexploradas.
Las ventajas que aportan los sensores textiles son su flexibilidad, cobertura
de un área amplia y la proximidad al est́ımulo medido.

La tesis se centra en el desarrollo de sensores textiles. Los materiales
conductores, el efecto de los materiales en el comportamiento del sensor y
los procesos de integración serán estudiados durante esta tesis. El sensor
textil capacitivo se basa en la variación de la permitividad, la cual puede
ser provocada por un cambio en dicha propiedad en el tejido o en las cer-
cańıas del sensor. El sensor textil capacitivo, gracias a su flexibilidad, podŕıa
llegar a ser relevante en aplicaciones de monitoreo diario, algunas de ellas
relacionadas con personas dependientes o pacientes en hospitales.

Los resultados obtenidos a lo largo de esta tesis extienden el estado del
arte de los sensores textiles capacitivos. Los sensores textiles producidos y
las aplicaciones desarrolladas respaldan la viabilidad de la tecnoloǵıa pre-
sentada.
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Preface

The initial research on how to integrate conductive lines or devices into tex-
tiles were performed over the last decade of the 20th century. From then
to now, the interest in smart textiles has been growing. Companies and re-
searchers have been working around it with the objective of obtaining new
textiles with added value and new functionalities. Although, smart textiles
cover a wide variety of applications and utilities, nowadays textile sensors
are one of the most valuable fields. The integration of sensor into the nor-
mal clothing provide new opportunities to monitor the environment around
us and use the information acquired to act smart in our daily life. Society
is taking a new paradigm where knowledge is the most added value that a
product could have. Researchers are looking into the integration and devel-
opment of textile sensors to substitute common electronic devices applied
into wearable devices to improve the quality of the data, to reduce the im-
pact for the user or to find new applications where conventional electronic
devices could not be used. Textile sensor has many applications in diverse
fields such as healthcare sensing, motion sensing, chemical sensing, physical
sensing, environmental sensing, force sensing, etc.

This thesis aims to develop, analyse and test the performance of the
textile capacitive sensors in detail. Even though, there are textile capacitive
sensors developed in the literature, the present thesis intends to demon-
strate how the capacitive textile sensors could be integrated using only tex-
tile methods providing solutions beyond the state of the art. It will be
demonstrated how the textile industry is prepared to start producing textile
sensors using the materials proposed, such as conductive yarns, produced
by textile techniques and the machinery available. Different methodologies
of integration are going to be analysed and how the sensor behaviour is af-
fected by the materials used. With the methodology studied, textile sensor
applications will be analysed to approve their workability and functionality.
It is important to emphasise some characteristics that are essential for the
development of the textile capacitive sensor such as flexibility, total inte-
gration over the textile, soft touch-feeling and resistant. The performance
of developed textile capacitive sensors has been tested for two parameters
humidity and presence detection, which are most widely demanded and used
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CHAPTER 0. PREFACE

applications of the textile sensors.
During the thesis, an international collaboration with the Intelligent

Clothing Research Group from Tampere University (Finland) was carried
out. The international collaboration consisted of a 3 months stay where
a project was conducted between the thesis’ author and researchers from
Tampere University. A smart chair was developed and manufactured by the
integration of the textile capacitive sensors presented during the thesis. As
a result of this international collaboration with the Tampere University our
research outcome is shared with scientific community with an internationally
recognised paper.

This Ph.D. thesis is organised by following the guidelines according to the
formatCompendium of articles, meaning that the results presented along
the document have been already published in international JCR journals and
conference proceedings. The list of published Journal articles and conference
proceedings over the course of thesis completion are recapped in Section
Publications included in this thesis.

The thesis content is divided in 4 parts:

• Part 1 contains the Chapter 1 where review of the working principle
of the capacitive sensors as well as most common integration methods
are presented. Additionally, an analysis of most common structures
is performed and comparative study on the capacitive textile sensors
found in literature are conducted.

• Part 2 is the Methodology Section, which is formed by chapters from 2
to 6, where the steps that the capacitive textile sensor should have got
over before starting the manufacturing process are exposed. The mate-
rials selection, geometry simulation and theoretical model are analysed
to determine the desired characteristics of the sensor. In addition, the
methodology to characterise the materials, sensor production and the
behaviour of the sensor produced is explained in detail.

• Part 3 or Results Section contains the chapters from 7 to 10. Chap-
ter 7 presents the Spice model of the sensor designed by the author.
This model is used to find an adjustment of the interdigital capaci-
tance value of the structure. Chapter 8 shows the capacitive textile
sensor produced by means of embroidery technology. Along this chap-
ter different tests are performed to demonstrate its workability. Fur-
thermore, different materials for the conductive threads and textile
substrates are used. The response of the sensor against humidity is
analysed. The Chapter 9 contains the results of the capacitive textile
sensor integrated by woven technology, which permits to introduce the
conductive yarns and produce the sensor into the structure of the wo-
ven fabric. Measurement methods used previously, explained in Chap-
ter 4, are revised due to the complexity of the circuits. To conclude
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the section, Chapter 10 presents the applications developed during the
thesis. The applications developed could be divided into two groups:
humidity sensing and presence sensing.

• Finally, Part 4 contains the Chapter 11, where the main conclusions
and results reported during the document are summed up. Some fu-
ture work activities aligned with current research outcomes from this
thesis work are proposed.

The work conducted during the realisation of this thesis, from 2018 to
2022, was carried out with in the group RFLEX (Radio Frequency Identifi-
cation and Flexible Electronics), which is part of the Electronic Engineering
department of the Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (Campus de Ter-
rasa). RFLEX is also associated with the INTEXTER (Instituto de Investi-
gación Textil y Cooperación Industrial de Terrassa). The aim of the RFLEX
group is to research, study and develop electronic wearables integrated into
textiles. TThe research team recognised as a consolidated group by Catalan
Government (AGAUR) focuses on both antennas and sensors research.

This work has been funded by the Catalan and Spanish governments
through different projects and grants. We would like to highlight the fol-
lowing projects that permit the group to develop its research activities:

• Project TEC2016-79465-R by the Spanish Government. Title:Integración
electrónica en sustratos textiles para el desarrollo de tejidos inteligentes.

• Project PID2021-124288OB-I00 by the Spanish Government. Title:Sensores
textiles para aplicaciones sanitarias

Furthermore, this Ph.D. thesis has been supported by a predoctoral fel-
lowship (2020-FI-B-00028) from the Agència de Gestió d’Ajuts Universitaris
i de Recerca (AGAUR), by Terrassa Universitària Terrassa’s Council and
by the UPC Electronic Engineering Department.
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Introduction
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1
State of the art of textile

capacitive sensors
technology

This chapter provides a brief introduction to smart textiles so that the read-
ers will be familiar with the basic concepts. Specifically, current state of art
in capacitive textile sensors, and its working principles and various design
approaches will be presented. Particularly, the capacitive textile sensors
take the main role, which will be studied analysing the actual state of the
technology, the working principle and design possibilities available.

1.1 Introduction

Nowadays, textile sensors is one of the smart textile areas that gather more
research attention. These efforts have been motivated by the fabric surface
availability where a sensor could provide additional functionality. Society
is building up around the idea of a connected world or Internet of Things
(IoT). Data collected in real-time is desired to obtain knowledge about the
environment that surrounds us and textile sensors could be the key to acquire
it.

Textile sensors implemented in the clothing industry or home clothing
could provide the tool to obtain the desired data. As fabric covers the
greater part of our body or home, the available surface to install the sensors
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is unlimited. The requirement which the textile sensors need to accomplish
is being unobtrusive. Touch-feeling is the most important drawback at the
beginning of the technology and new processes permit to accomplish the
touch requirement with a higher grade of integration. If the full integration
is completed, the fabric will be perceived as enriched textile, avoiding the
perception change of the fabric.

1.2 Capacitive sensors

A sensor is a device that receives a stimulus and responds with an electri-
cal signal. The stimulus is referring to a physical phenomena which could
be light intensity, heat, sound, force, moisture, pressure, distance, motion,
chemical composition, among others. The sensor output is an electrical
signal readable by the human which can be channelled, amplified and mod-
ified by human-made[1]. The case study focuses on the capacitive sensors,
which corresponds to a type of sensors that produce the transformation from
a physical phenomena to an electrical signal by means of the capacitance
property.

Here are some of the main characteristics of the sensor as following;

• Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the sensors is defined as the slope of
the output characteristic curve, or generally, the relation between the
physical stimulus and the electrical signal.

• Stability: Referred to the degree to which sensor characteristics remain
constant over the time.

• Accuracy: Property that mark the ability to provide a response close
to the real value of the stimulus.

• Response time: Time needed for the sensor to respond to the stimulus.

• Hysteresis: Defined as a deviation of the sensor’s response at a spec-
ified point of the stimulus when it is approached from the opposite
direction, which referred to the design direction of work.

• Operating life: Lifetime of the sensor working.

• Stimulus range (span): Range of values from the physical phenomena
that the sensor can respond with an output signal.

• Resolution: The smallest amount of a stimulus that can be sensed.

• Linearity: Deviation of the sensor response from a specified straight
line. It can be found also as linearity error or non-linearity.
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• Repeatability: Property that means the ability of the sensor to re-
produce the same response as other of the same production set under
identical conditions.

1.2.1 Working principle

Before getting into the working principle of the capacitive sensors, lets for
introduce the basics of the capacitance concept. The capacitance is the ratio
of electric charge stored (q) to a difference in electric potential (V) between
two charged objects, defined in equation below.

C =
q

V
(1.1)

The fixed ratio, C is called capacitance. Explained with a flat plates
capacitor scheme in mind, which is shown in Figure 1.1, the capacitance
value depends on the size of area and the spacing between the plates.

Figure 1.1: Two parallel plate capacitor scheme.

The capacitance of a flat capacitor can be found from:

C = ϵ0
A

d
(1.2)

Where A is the area of the flat plates and d the distance between them.
The permittivity of the dielectric between the plates (air case) is represented
by ϵ0.

The working principle relies on the modification of the characteristics of
the capacitive property by an external stimulus. Capacitive sensor’s sensing
ability depends on the geometry of the charged objects, the distance between
charged elements and dielectric permittivity.

In this thesis, a capacitive sensor based on the permittivity change is
chosen. The geometry and the distance between the shape chosen for the
charged objects are maintained constant. To represent this fact, the capac-
itance of the sensor can be expressed by:
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C = ϵ0κG (1.3)

Where G is the geometric constant, ϵ0 is the permittivity associated
with the air and κ is the permittivity of the dielectric material between
the geometrical shapes [1]. For instance, the capacitive sensors presented
along this thesis react to every stimulus which produces an alteration in the
dielectric constant that affects the capacitance.

Usually, the dependence between the stimulus and the permittivity al-
teration is not perfectly linear, but this can be attended by utilising some
signal processing algorithms as well as mathematical algorithms.

1.3 Textile capacitive sensors

A textile capacitive sensor is defined as a capacitive sensor which has been
implemented on a textile substrate with materials produced following the
textile processes. It can be easy to confuse the textile capacitive sensor
concept and identify a conventional electronic sensor attached to a fabric
as it. But it is important to highlight that to acquire the textile sensor
designation all the sensor components has to be implemented with textile
materials and techniques. In addition, textile sensors resulted from this
transformation should keep its initial characteristics almost unaltered.

Textile sensors are thought as an alternative to substitute conventional
electronic sensor to take advantage of the textile characteristics. E.g. textile
sensors could cover longer areas for lower prices, with respect to conventional
electronic sensors that usually require multiple sensor deployment. This ex-
ample is one of the wide variety of characteristics that could be used to
make the most of some applications. Some relevant characteristics are flexi-
bility, thickness, low profile, comfortable, low weight, technologies available
to produce or to lower costs (due to the scalability of the processes).

The production process of the textile sensors determines the degree of
integration achieved by the textile sensor. There are two technology options
to build a textile sensor. One of the technologies can be defined as Additive
technology, which is based on the addition of a material or substance to
produce the textile sensor. Figure 1.2a shows an example of the integration
classification. Embroidery technology, which is a well-known technology
for the society, belongs to that group. The second technology refers to
the processes where the sensors are built during the fabrication process of
the textile. Figure 1.2b shows a structural integration sensor into a woven
fabric. Woven technology is one example of this group. Different integration
methods will be further explained in Section 1.4.

Textile capacitive sensors can be found in a wide variety of forms and
structures. Most of the structures used in textile capacitive sensors are
adaptations of the corresponding electronic sensors used in industry, Figure
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(a) Additive integration [2] (b) Structural integration[3]

Figure 1.2: Classification of different integration methods

1.3 shows a textile version of a two plate capacitor. For force or pressure
measurement, the most widely used structure to design the textile sensor
is the two parallel plate capacitor. The structure is built by conductive
textile or flexible material, which form the plates, with a dielectric material
between them. But also, researchers work on different structures to answer
to the application requirements. In depth explanation about structures is
performed in section 1.5.

Figure 1.3: Textile 2 plates capacitor[4]

For textile capacitive sensors, independent of the structure used, there
is always one surface which will make contact with the substance or the
object to measure. Depending on the application, it is wanted, to have full
contact between the sensor and the object/substance, partial or none con-
tact, appearing a dielectric material between sensor and object/substance
to measure. The situation is determined by the stimulus to measure and
the aim of the data collected.

In the initial state of smart textile technologies, the conventional elec-
tronic components were installed over the textile and connected between
them by conductive lines or cables. Nowadays, technological developments
allow the researchers to focus on the integration of sensors directly on the
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textiles by conductive yarns or materials. But, it is still necessary to connect
them to PCBs.

1.4 Integration method

Parts of the characteristics of a textile sensor are consequence of the in-
tegration method used. The principal substrate should be a textile to be
able to define a sensor as a textile sensor. During the process a conductive
material is going to be integrated over or into any textile material that take
part of the final fabric. As previously was mentioned, there are two groups
of techniques to integrate a sensor in a fabric.

1.4.1 Additive technology

The additive technology was the first integration method used during the
textile sensor research. At the beginning, some conventional electronic com-
ponents were attached over the fabric and connected between them with
conductive lines or yarns. An example of this can be observed in [5]. Two
sensors made by a thin-film capacitor and a line-resistor are introduced be-
tween yarns during the woven process of the textile, which they can be seen
in Figure 1.4.

(a) Structure with both sensors inte-
grated on a film

(b) Woven textile with several film in-
tegrated

Figure 1.4: Sensor film integrated into a woven textile[5]

At the present time additive technologies allow the sensor to be produced
over the substrate with conductive materials. The natural textile additive
technology is the embroidery method. This method consists in the disposi-
tion of an external yarn, which for a textile sensor should be a conductive
yarn, in a substrate [6], the result can be observed in Figure 1.5. That ex-
ternal yarn joined to the substrate is considered part of the fabric from here
on out. Embroidery touch feeling is also well-known by the society and is
not a drawback to introduce sensors to daily clothes.
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Figure 1.5: Embroidered sensor used as a circuit to light up a led[6]

The more innovative technologies involve deposition of conductive mate-
rials as conductive ink or coating textile materials with conductive materials.
At an initial state, it was usual to produce yarns or textiles with a conductive
coating, to be used in the production of these textile sensors. Furthermore,
textile yarns with a conductive coating have been demonstrated as a good
option to create textile sensor by embroidering or introducing the resulting
yarns in the production process[7, 8]. An example of these references is
shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Conductive yarn produced by coating technique[7, 8]

Lastly, to produce textile sensors by printing with conductive ink over the
textile substrate, two processes are observed. First, screen printing process
was adapted to produce textile sensor. Screen printing technology is used
by the textile industry to create clothes decorated with pictures or shapes.
To create textile sensors, conductive ink is used during the process and
the meshes used to dispose the ink as required are adapted to conductive
ink requirements. As a result, conductive print is performed over textile
substrate [9], results can be observed in Figure1.7a. The second process, ink-
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jet printing is a process well-known by electronic industry. It is considered
as an adaptation of the fabrication process from the Printed Circuit Boards
(PCB). In consequence, ink-jet printed structures over textile or flexible
substrate are achieved [10]. Figure 1.7b shows the ink jet printed structures.

(a) Screen printing technology [9] (b) Ink jet printing technology [10]

Figure 1.7: Sensors produced by the addition of conductive ink over a flexible
substrate

1.4.2 Structural sensor

When the sensor is integrated or produced during the textile substrate manu-
facturing it can be referred as a fully integrated textile sensor. These sensors
are integrated into the structure of the textile what makes them impossible
to be separated from the substrate.

Usually, fully integrated textile sensors are manufactured with conduc-
tive yarns incorporated into woven or knitted technologies. During these
processes, the structure of the sensor is constructed into the structure of
the fabric. The development of the machinery needed in knitted and woven
processes makes more viable the integration of these sensors. To produce a
sensor with knitted process, one of the options is to introduce a conductive
yarn following the knitted structure between the yarn loops[11], as it can be
seen in Figure 1.8.

The woven process is more challenging when a sensor is constructed
into the structure. Machinery used for large-scale productions could have
limitations in the design of the sensor structure. For this reason, it is more
convenient to use weaving machines controlled by a Jacquard, which is a
system that allows to create unlimited weaving patterns. The jacquard
system is an addition to a normal weaving loom, where every warp yarn
position is controlled by a series of cables connected to a device situated
over the weaving machine. Electrocardiogram(ECG) electrodes have been
built in woven textiles and demonstrated their usability[3], the reference
sample is presented in Figure 1.9. But for the moment, the sensor design
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Figure 1.8: Scheme of a knitted sensor[11]

into woven structures are limited due to the technology development and
cost of the machinery required.

Figure 1.9: ECG woven electrode[3]

1.5 Capacitor structure

The capacitor structure is an important factor for the stimulus which is
desired to be measured. Capacitance textile sensors can be differentiated by
two structure families: 3-D structures or 2-D structures.

3-D structures refer to the capacitor structures where the sensor is built
in 3 dimensions. Size, width and height are important for the geometry
of the sensor and the measurement method selected. The most represen-
tative structure is the 2 plate capacitor, which has been adapted to be
built on textiles. The principle of the structure is maintained and these
capacitors are built with 2 conductive plates or shapes, separated by a di-
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electric material. This structure has many variations along the textile sen-
sors production. Researchers have replicated that structure into the yarn
structure[12](Figure 1.10a), the textile structure[13](Figure 1.10b) and also
between yarns[14](Figure 1.11a) or fabrics[4](Figure 1.11b).

(a) Capacitor built in a yarn[12] (b) Capacitor build in a textile[13]

Figure 1.10: Sensors produced by the addition of conductive ink over a
flexible substrate

(a) Capacitor built between two
yarns[14]

(b) Capacitor built between two fab-
rics[4]

Figure 1.11: Sensors produced by the addition of conductive ink over a
flexible substrate

The plane structures or 2-D structures are built on textiles with conduc-
tive materials where the height of the geometry produced with conductive
material is negligible. This group of sensors usually measures stimulus that
alter the environment around the sensor. Some examples of these structures
are the plane electrodes [15] and the interdigitated structures[16] presented
in Figure 1.12.

1.5.1 Interdigital structure theory

Interdigital capacitance structure is worth to be mentioned specifically. This
structure has been used for so long and studies of the behaviour and geome-
try can be found in the literature. Theoretically, the interdigital capacitance
structure is expected to accomplish some requirements to follow the theoret-
ical equations and model explained in [17]. Figure 1.13 shows the interdigital
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(a) Plane electrodes capacitor[15] (b) Interdigital structure capacitor

Figure 1.12: 2-Dimensional capacitor[16]

structure model. It is formed by two electrodes, identified as input/output
ports, from where fingers rise to almost reach the other electrode. These
fingers are separated from the others by gaps with a dimension defined as
G. The fingers have a thickness W and length L which are important for
the capacitance of the structure.

Figure 1.13: Interdigital structure referenced [17]

To be treated as a lumped element, the interdigital capacitor character-
istic length should be relatively small to the circuit’s operating wavelength.
In this case, the interdigital structure is accompanied by a plane ground.
Another hypothesis to take into account is the relation between the length
of the fingers and the space between the fingers, which has to be relatively
small regarding the length.
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Once that conditions are fulfilled and the substrate is selected, the total
capacitance of an interdigital structure is given by[17]:

CRH = (εr + 1)l[(N − 3)A1 +A2](pF ) (1.4)

A1 = 4.409tanh[0.55
h

W

−0.45

]10−6 (
pF

µm
) (1.5)

A2 = 9.92tanh[0.52
h

W

−0.5

]10−6 (
pF

µm
) (1.6)

Where:

Cx = capacitance from textile sensor
εr = Permittivity of dielectric material
l = Length of fingers
N = Number of fingers
h = height of the substrate material
W = width of the conductor material

A1 and A2 are necessary to represent the interior and exterior of the
fingers along the interdigital capacitor structure. As it is observed in the
Equation 1.4 gaps are not affecting the capacitance value of the structure
due to the hypothesis done.

1.6 Textile capacitive sensor applications

Textile capacitive sensors have been applied in a wide variety of applications
due to their adaptability. Along the years, and the development of the
integration techniques exposed earlier in Section 1.4, the deployment of the
textile sensors is growing in healthcare applications. The characteristics of
the textile sensors which differentiates them from electronic based sensors,
such as flexibility, lower impact and long area coverage, make them more
suitable for healthcare and worth to develop. Applications could be divided
depending on the working principle used to measure the external stimulus.
However, some stimulus can be measured with more than once working
principle. Therefore, each application is presented separately explaining the
most relevant characteristics.

Strain capacitive textile sensor[4, 8, 12, 14, 16, 18–22] were the first tex-
tile sensors integrated over a textile substrate. Initially, they focus on the use
of conductive elastic yarns where the strain suffered by the material could be
measured by the variation of capacitance provoked by the geometric change.
Also, conductive elastic textiles were produced after the development of the
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textile manufacturing processes. Figure 1.14 shows an example of a textile
strain sensor.

Figure 1.14: Interdigital soft-strain textile sensor[4]

Strain capacitance sensor demonstrated the functionality of conductive
elastic material to measure strain in different applications. Developments
are focused on the chemical research of new polymers which properties stand
for more strain cycles.

Strain capacitance sensors are also used to measure angle[19, 23–25].
The objective is to be able to monitor the motion of joints, such as knee or
fingers, to evaluate recovery times for injuries, which they are presented in
Figure 1.15. In this work[19] it is demonstrated how the textile capacitive
sensor presented could evaluate the angle that the finger joint takes.

Figure 1.15: Strain sensor used to evaluate recovery from an injury[19]

Pressure capacitive sensors have been presented during the last years as
one of the most promising textile sensors. The integration into textile sub-
strates make possible to cover wider areas with a single sensor or to produce
an array of sensors in the same area for similar cost. Pressures stimulus
detection can be done by structural changes in the textile capacitor[4, 14,
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21, 22, 26–32] or by the permittivity change of the dielectric material[13,
33, 34]. Detection of geometrical changes are commonly presented as two
parallel plate capacitor disposition[31], Figure 1.16. In this work, a two
parallel plate capacitor is produced with two conductive textiles, which are
manufactured with conductive fibres, and a dielectric material separating
them. The pressure is detected by the change of the distance between the
conductive fabrics. Also is mentioned, that the sensor could measure the
appearance of moisture or sweat by the variation of permittivity.

Figure 1.16: Pressure capacitive sensor[31]

An interesting particular application for the pressure/strain sensors is
the integration of a textile sensor into the reinforcement of a composite to
measure the deflection of the material piece[35], which is shown in Figure
1.17. Researchers explain that the integration of conventional electronic
sensors into the composite structure have consequences for the structural
properties. However, the integration of a textile capacitive sensor into the
reinforcement does not affect the structural properties as well as permits to
measure the forces applied to the sample piece.

Figure 1.17: Textile sensor integrated into the reinforcement of a compos-
ite1.17

Another variety of pressure capacitive sensors, where the capacitance
change is not only related with the distance change, but also permittivity
change [33], is presented in Figure 1.18. In this work a two parallel capac-
itive textile sensor is presented. The remarkable characteristic is that the
dielectric material between the fabrics is porous, which provides a better
behaviour facing tensions and pressures along its lifecycle. This property
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causes the permittivity variation when pressure is applied, because the dif-
ference of quantities of dielectric material and air between the fabrics.

Figure 1.18: Textile capacitive sensor where the dielectric change in shape
and properties[33]

Motion capacitive textile sensor[12, 14, 36–38] is a variant from strain,
pressure and angle capacitive sensor. But motion sensors are focused on
the correlation of that sensor information to more complex metrics related
to the movement of the body. A perfect example of these motion sensor
is presented in Figure 1.19. In [38], a motion sensor which is capable to
measure the tension of the muscles and movement of the body joints as
finger or elbow is presented. The researchers demonstrated the viability
of e-skin design based on the textile presented and could be applied into
robotics or prosthetics.

Figure 1.19: Different uses for the motion textile sensor. E-skin viability[38]
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From here on out, the sensor presented measure stimulus which cause
a dielectric permittivity change. The most important group of capacitive
sensors measuring by means of permittivity change is the humidity sensors
group. Textile capacitive humidity sensors are referred to the sensors that
measure the quantity of water around them[5, 22, 39–43]. A textile humidity
sensor can be built with two parallel conductive yarns introduced into a
textile and measuring the capacitance between them, e. g. Figure 1.20
shows the capacitive sensor explained. In [43] is shown its workability, but
the dependence of the measurement in two individual yarns is dangerous for
the reliability of the sensor.

Figure 1.20: An humidity textile sensor produced by two conductive
yarns[43]

A specific use for the humidity capacitance sensors is the breathing rate
measurement[15, 23, 44]. The breath of a person contains multiple particles
of liquid and other components which in contact with a textile capacitive
sensor changes its permittivity[44]. In Figure 1.21 the sensor is presented.
In this work, a textile capacitive sensor is used to control the breathing rate
of a person into the mask. The data obtained by the sensor is enough to
distinguish between apnea, normal breath and deep breath.

The next group of sensors is able to detect presence or touch by the con-
tact or proximity of the human body that changes the permittivity around
the sensor, modifying the capacitance[14, 27, 45, 46]. A finger approaching
a capacitive textile sensor, produced by capacitive yarns, is detected with
different levels of proximity [14]. The finger as its getting close to the ca-
pacitance formed by the crossed yarns, changes the permittivity around the
capacitor. The closer you get, the more the more changes in permittivity.
The working scheme is observed in Figure 1.22.

To conclude, textile capacitive sensors can be used as a chemical compo-
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Figure 1.21: A textile capacitive sensor to control the breathing rate[44]

Figure 1.22: Proximity capacitive textile sensor[14]

sition sensors[5, 47, 48]. Blood classification, gas composition or sweat anal-
ysis are some examples of the applications that a textile capacitive sensor
could carry out. Usually, these sensors are produced over flexible substrates,
but the techniques used are compatible with textile sensor production. The
textile chemical composition sensors share their structures with humidity
textile sensors. To be able to distinguish the composition, the data process-
ing should be further developed.
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1.7 Reliability of textile capacitive sensors

During the process of definition of a product, one of the crucial steps to
approve the product viability is the reliability validation. In addition, for
textile capacitive sensors, it is an essential characteristic, which is used by
every researcher to justify the substitution of an electronic sensor for a tex-
tile capacitive sensor. The researchers focus on the properties lost by textile
capacitive sensors provoked by processes such as washing, corrosion or abra-
sion.

Washing reliability is the first research point that every textile sensor
should pass before being applied in real world applications. The damage
that washing could produce to textile capacitive sensor are physical and
chemical. Conductive silver fibres used for the construction of Electrocar-
diography (ECG) electrodes are affected by washing cycles increasing their
impedance[49]. In this work, a comparison between two electrodes shows
that the electrodes which have covered the edges are less affected by the
washing. The researchers support that after a certain number of flushes,
the impedance remains relatively constant in the frequency range up to 5
kHz. Also, the impedance increase could be compensated by a calibration.
A washing test performed over some piezoresistive sensors, which are pro-
duced with different conductive yarns composed of stainless steal fibres or
copper fibres, [50] demonstrated that after each washing, for a total of ten
cycles, the samples stitches of the sensor have no experienced damage and
the sensors behaved similarly. Another work studied if the ECG electrodes
are affected differently depending on the use of a washing net to keep them
safe from the washing machine wall[51]. Results shown that the electrodes
washed with net are being slightly affected by the washing under 50 cycles,
compared to the electrodes without a net. The test finished when 150 cycles
are performed, at this point it can be seen how the electrodes without net
are affected double (+720Ω) than the electrodes with net(+370Ω). Washing
reliability is an important factor to evaluate if textile sensors could be used
in our daily life. Reducing chemicals during washing, the number of wash-
ing cycles and the use of new conductive yarns produced by textile industry
could reduce the impact of this process.

Corrosion reliability research is not taken into account as much as the
importance it has. During washing cycles, corrosion appearance is expected.
It was detected after 20 washing cycles by [49]. Further corrosion tests
were performed by other researchers [52]. In this work, extensive corrosion
tests were carried out to a silver coated synthetic textile and a cotton wool
comprising silver wire. Immersions as described in DIN EN ISO 105-E04
and ISO 3160-2, as well as, artificial sweat during 4 hours, 24 hours and 7
days were done. The results evidenced that these materials did not suffer
any considerable impedance changes after up to 7 days of immersion. The
material chosen and the technique used to prepare the conductive textile
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material take an important role in corrosion behaviour.
Lastly, abrasion reliability research point take importance when textile

capacitive sensors are implemented in applications where long life cycles
are expected. Textiles are exposed to abrasion in their normal use, which
can be observed on clothes, upholstery and techniques fabrics. A sensor
based on single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNTs) and polyester/spandex
fabric (PET/SP) was tested against abrasion degradation[53]. The results
shown how the surface sensor kept intact after 30.000 cycles. In contrast,
a comparison made between some textile sensor and garments conducted
by the University of Otago, New Zeland[54] shown unacceptable abrasion
effects where resistances on some conductive textiles increase after abrasion
test between 60 to 100%. Abrasion reliability still has some disparity of
results which are directly related to the process quality.

To sum up, to solve reliability problems and detect the technologies
which reduce the impact of them are the key for textile capacitive sensor to
take the leap to the society daily use. Research is important and still have
much work to do. As society is leading towards IoT world where the sensors
would be a big part of our life, textile sensors are expected to grow and
develop to solve all the drawbacks that keep them out of the use. Plenty of
applications could be benefited by the use of textile capacitive sensor such as
reducing cost, decreasing the impact in the user, obtaining new applications,
among others.

For that, the near future research will focus on the production technology
adaptation to textile sensor integration and the exploration of application
and new ways to deploy the textile sensor technology.
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2
Sensor structure

As it was previously discussed in Chapter 1, the geometry of the sensor and
the working principle are the first parameters of the sensor which define its
behaviour. There are wide variety of possible geometries, as it was previously
discussed, but to design a textile capacitive sensor is desired that the sensor
can be easy to integrate with different manufacturing methods. The idea
is to demonstrate the flexibility of technology and provide a base to the
industry, which is concerned to take a step forward and start to integrate
textile sensor in their fabrics. For this reason, the interdigital structure has
been chosen.

Interdigital structure is a well-known structure for electronic sensors.
Also, interdigital structure permits to be integrated by more methods than
others in the literature, as it is integrated in a plane surface as a 2-D struc-
ture. Other methodologies where a complex conductive yarn or two textile
layers are needed, and this could be seen by the textile industry companies
as a drawback due to the extra manufacture necessities. Extra necessities
could result in redesigns of the production process, which companies are not
willing to do them because of the cost associated with them.

Interdigital structure stands out over the other structures for being used
as a humidity sensor[40], composition sensor(blood)[48] or gas sensor[55],
but also for strain sensor[4] or building supercapacitors[56]. The versatil-
ity demonstrated by the structure provides enough reasons to choose the
interdigital structure.
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3
Textile materials

The objective of the thesis is to fully integrate a capacitive sensor into a
textile substrate the materials used take important relevance along the work.
Not only the fabric substrates are used, but also the conductive yarns are
selected to produce the textile sensor.

The textile substrate chosen should satisfy certain requirements depend-
ing on the situations that are being used such as the substrates which are
going to be embroidered, should have density enough to accept the sensor
structure when is embroidered. Substrate materials will affect the initial
capacitance value and the response value range of the sensor. This is pro-
voked by their permittivity as a dielectric material and different behaviour
against the environment, such as humidity. In order to provide wide range
of possible applications, the substrate textile materials selected as options
where cotton fabric, polyester fabric and mix cotton-polyester fabric. There
is the possibility to find some textiles with low quantities of other materi-
als mixed, but as the dielectric constants for every fabric are going to be
measured, it is not relevant. Table 3.1 reflects the general properties of the
substrates used throughout the thesis.

The second important material in the textile sensor production is the
conductive yarn. Different types of conductive yarns are being used in this
thesis work. Here, two of the most commonly used yarns in the textile
market are chosen. The first kind of yarn is represented by a commercial
Shieldex 117/17 dtex 2-ply, which is a polyamide multifilament yarn coated
with pure silver 99%. The second type of yarn is commercial Bekaert yarns,
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Thickness (mm) Weight(g/m2) Manufacture

Cotton (CO) 0,256 164 Woven
Med Cotton (MED) 0.306 197 Woven
Polyester (PES) 0.199 80 Woven

CO/PES 0,720 292 Woven/Knitted

Table 3.1: Substrate used to develop the textile capacitive sensor

which are produced by ring yarn method where conductive stainless steel
fibres were mixed with cotton or polyester fibbers in different percentages.
The following Table 3.2 describes their properties:

Shieldex
(PA-S)

Bekaert
(PES-SS)

Bekaert
(PES-SS)

Bekaert
(CO-SS)

Conductor - 40%wt 20%wt 20%wt
Density
(tex)

11.7/2 20/2 20/2 20/2

Linear
R(Ω/cm)

≤ 30 ≤ 50 50-100 35-70

Type
Twisted
multifil.

Ring yarn Ring yarn Ring yarn

Table 3.2: Properties for the yarns used to build the textile capacitive sensor

Some of the typical yarns used in our research are shown in Figure 3.1.
The differences in aspect are noticeable. Shieldex yarn, which is made with
a coating of silver, has a shiny colour. Meanwhile, Bekaert yarn aspect is
similar to the common yarns used by the clothing industry.

(a) Shieldex coated yarn (b) Bekaert ring yarns

Figure 3.1: Conductive yarns used
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4
Simulation method

Simulation is required considering the necessity to obtain a viable model to
foresee the static capacitance value for an interdigital structure. Also the
possibility to simulate not only the conductive structure, but also the sub-
strate material and its effects on the sensor behaviour. Simulation permits
to set up every characteristic available for the textile capacitive sensor and
expect a result as close as possible to reality.

But, first of all, the simulation method needs to be defined. As a platform
to conduct the simulations, CST Studio is chosen. Over the course of this
thesis, different version and release of CST Studio is used to conduct the
simulations. The first simulations were performed with CST 2017, which
version needs to be set up manually to obtain the impedance values. As
the research progress, newer version of the CST is released and the CST
was updated to CST 2020. With the newer version of the CST Studio, it
became possible to obtain the impedance values directly without doing any
other calculations. Lower Frequency solver mode in Frequency domain is
chosen, which includes the electrostatic solver.

The parameters which CST studio required for the modelling of the
sensor and to obtain the capacitance value for the interdigital sensor are:

• Geometric values; The structure should be defined completely in the
simulation. Some parameters have high impact on the final results.

• Material composition; All the components of the sensor should be
defined by their material.
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• Material properties (conductive yarn or equivalent material and textile
substrate); The essential properties are the permittivity of dielectric
materials and conductivity of the line materials.

• Surround of the sensor during the measurement process.

The interdigital sensor structure can be modelled after all these require-
ments are defined. Figure 4.1 shows a snapshot of the simulated structure
on CST Studio. The modelled structure has been designed by parametric
values, so that it provides the flexibility to modify the structure easily. The
potential terminals are defined in each pad of the interdigital sensor.

Figure 4.1: Snapshot of the simulated structure where their geometrical
parameters are defined by variables

The Low Frequency Domain solver includes three different solver meth-
ods: magnetoquasistatic, electroquasistatic and fullwave. In this case, Elec-
troquasistatic method is used to obtain the admittance matrix which con-
tains the information needed to calculate the characteristic values for the
simulated sensor. Figure 4.2 shows the admittance matrix obtained by CST
Studio simulation.

Figure 4.2: Admittance matrix obtained in CST Studio for 0.2 kHz
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The capacitance can be calculated using the imaginary part of the admit-
tance matrix, which can be defined as susceptance (B) found in potential1-
potential2 position in the imaginary part. The value is substituted in the
equation:

C =
B

ω
(4.1)

Where ω is the angular frequency in radians/second. The capacitance
value obtained from the CST Simulation using the susceptance value is
shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Capacitance value obtained from the CST Studio

As for Electroquasistatic result, CST Studio provides an unique capaci-
tance value, which does not vary along the frequency range defined. If the
capacitance value for a specific frequency is desired, the value has to be
calculated by post-processing calculations.
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5
Textile integration

technology

5.1 Embroidering integration method

Embroidery is the craft technique used to decorate textiles performing draw-
ings using a needle to apply yarns. This technique has been used for so long
by people at home to craft by themselves decorations or other pattern in
clothes. The embroidery machines have been developed, until nowadays that
the market provides the opportunity to obtain more advanced machinery for
personal use.

To embroider a complex structure, as the interdigital structure selected,
where the geometry is decisive for the behaviour of the sensor, an embroidery
machine controlled by a computer software is used. The machine used is a
Singer Futura XL-550 (Singer Corporation, La Vergne, TN, USA), which is
presented in Figure 5.1.

The first step to embroider a structure is the design preparation. In
the present case, an interdigital structure was prepared to be embroidered,
which was previously simulated. The structural layout has to be prepared
for the Singer software to be read and send it to the embroidery machine.
The simulated models (CST designs) are exported to a file format readable
by the design embroidery software, which is called Easy Design EX4.0. It is
important to maintain the size parameters in this step. The model file is im-
ported by the embroidery design software and converted to a structure made
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Figure 5.1: Embroidery machine Singer Futura XL-550

of stitches and yarn. The software permits the user to carefully adjust some
textile properties for the embroidery structure such as the stitch pattern,
the structural boundaries and yarn density. These parameters need to be
adjusted carefully and taken into account because they are determining for
the textile sensor behaviour, affecting the total resistance of the structure,
the conductivity of the lines and the continuity of the line.

The stitch pattern selected for the interdigital structure is the satin fill
mode, which provide an adjustable density of yarn for the structure and a
continuous structure for the lines. An example of the satin stitch pattern is
observed in Figure 5.2. The final embroidery design file is imported by the
Singer communication software to the embroidery machine.

Figure 5.2: Textile capacitive sensor embroidered with satin stitch pattern
with a 70% of pattern density.
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The material preparation starts when the embroidery design is ready.
At this point, the textile substrate is selected. It is important to select a
textile substrate which density is medium or high. Low density textiles can
be affected significantly by the embroidery process. The composition of the
material could be selected depending on the application. This selection is
studied and commented in the following sections. The yarn introduction in
an embroidery process is performed from two sides. The upper yarn is the
yarn introduced by the needle directly which comes from a reel disposed on
the upper part of the machine. The bottom yarn, which is introduced from
a bobbin disposed under the fabric, is trapped by the upper yarn.

The yarn introduction process is based on the movement of the needle.
The needle moves through the textile with the upper yarn. When the upper
yarn crosses the textile, the bottom yarn is introduced in the loop formed by
the upper yarn, then the needle pulls the upper and bottom yarn creating
a loop. This process is recognised as a single stitch, Figure 5.3 represents
the movement, which replicated hundreds or thousands times results in the
embroidery pattern. The yarns used during the process can be from dif-
ferent materials, but they must have similar linear density. For the textile
capacitive sensor presented, the conductive yarn is introduced as the upper
yarn, however, the bottom yarn used could be polyester or cotton common
yarn.

Figure 5.3: Embroidery scheme to explain the process. Red yarn represents
the conductive yarn. Blue yarn could be a polyester or cotton yarn

The conductive yarns which are produced by a coating of a multifilament
yarn need to be treated before the embroidery process. The yarn is coated
also with a paraffin, which is lost during the process, to avoid the friction
heat during the embroidery process which affects significantly to the yarn
integrity.
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Resulting from the embroidery manufacture process, a textile conductive
embroidered sensor is obtained. The textile sensor should stand for a time,
due to the static electricity remain as a consequence of the needle friction
during the process. The static electricity effect could be observed during
the measurements after the production.

5.2 Weaving integration method

The weaving process is the method used to manufacture a fabric through
a sequential introduction of a horizontal yarn (weft yarn) between vertical
yarns (warp yarns) that come from a beam. Warp beam is used to be
prepared with 2000-6000 yarns disposed in parallel by groups. The process
to place this amount of yarns has a high cost and the machinery used is
specific. For this reason, there are a few companies that produce the warp
beams and the great part of woven textile producers bought it.

To configure the structure of the final fabric, the warp yarns are moved
up or down by a Jacquard system corresponding to the position required
for the weave. Consecutively for each Jacquard position, a weft yarn is
inserted between the warp yarns, causing the link between both when the
Jacquard system changes the disposition of the warp yarns. After hundreds
or thousands of movements as the one described, a woven fabric is produced.
The weft yarns were prepared in a yarn rack and connected to one of the
six introduction yarn systems that our weaving machine have. As it can be
observed, Figure 5.4 shows the weaving process scheme.

Figure 5.4: Weave process scheme

The method of the introduction of the weft yarn varies depending on
the specific technology. In Figure 5.4, it can be observed as a flying shuttle,
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which is a hand-made system. In the case of the Dornier LWV8/J weaving
machine, an insertion by air pressure is used, the weaving machine moved
by a Jacquard Staubli LX1600B can be observed in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Dornier LWV8/J weaving machine moved by a Jacquard Stäubli
LX1600B

To weave the sensor, the conductive yarns should be introduced on the
warp and weft. Preparing a new warp beam is unfeasible due to the cost
and the machinery need. But manually, the process could be set up to
overcome the situation. The warp yarns could be partially substituted by
hand for conductive yarns for the length of the produced sensor. The process
to substitute each yarn consists in cutting the initial yarn, which is in the
beam, and knot a portion of conductive yarn between these both ends of
yarn left which is represented as yellow yarns in the figure. This process is
repeated for each yarn that needs to be conducted during the capacitance
woven sensor production.

The resulting fabric from the process counts with 40 yarns cm-1 in warp
direction, 26 yarns cm-1 in weft direction and a mass per surface of 292 g
m-2.

It is important to highlight that a textile with a sensor integrated in its
structure is obtained as a result of the methodology. This case, as it was
explained during Section 1.4, is different from the embroidery methodology.
The textile sensor integrated in the structure of the textile makes it unde-
tectable by the touch and sight, if the colour of the conductive yarns are
similar to the rest forming the fabric. These characteristics open a wide
variety of applications where the user should not be conscious about the
sensor.
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Characterisation of the

sensor properties

6.1 Permittivity characterisation of the substrates

Material permittivity is measured by a Microwave Frequency Q-Meter[QWED],
as shown in Figure 6.1. The textile substrate is measured at room tempera-
ture. As the permittivity value in textiles is related also with the humidity
trap on the material it would be studied and presented in the following sec-
tion. To calculate the permittivity is necessary to provide to the Q-Meter
software the thickness of the textiles. The thickness is measured by an
Electronics Outside Micrometer (132-01-040A).

Figure 6.1: Microwave Frequency Q-Meter
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The Q-Meter software provides the permittivity and the loss tangent of
the material introduced.

6.2 Retained moisture measurement

The ability to retain moisture by the substrate is important to understand
the sensor behaviour, due to the permittivity of the substrates are affected
by the humidity. Every substrate ability to retain humidity needs to be
analysed.

To perform the test a Humidity analyser MOC-63U is used, it is pre-
sented in Figure 6.2 This test consists in the introduction of a substrate
sample into a chamber. The first step is to measure the weight of the sam-
ple at the starting point. Then, the environment is heated to 100ºC for a
specific time. The weight of the sample is measured after applying temper-
ature for this time to observe the difference from the initial point which is
related directly to the quantity of water particles that the substrate trapped.

Figure 6.2: Humidity analyser MOC-63U

The value obtained is calculated by the difference in weight before and
after the process, in percentage of weight. The higher is the value obtained,
the higher capacity to retain water the substrate has.
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6.3 Impedance measurement

To characterise the electric parameter of the textile capacitive sensor, a Ro-
hde & Schwarz HM8118 LCR meter (Rohde & Schwarz, Munich, Germany)
is used. The impedance module and phase are measured[57]. Figure 6.3
shows the image of the LCR meter used.

Figure 6.3: Image of the Rohde & Schwarz HM8118 LCR meter used

When a test object is connected, the impedance module and the corre-
sponding phase angle, which corresponds to the phase between current and
voltage, are determined. As this measurement values are frequency depen-
dant, they are determined by means of an AC test signal of 1V. The accuracy
is determined by the measurement range and the frequency. In the case of
study the error is equal to 0.1% of the measurement and can reach values of
0.5% in frequencies which are higher than 100kHz. The LCR meter provides
the possibility to obtain the capacitance, inductance and resistance values
of the equivalent circuits, which can be series or parallel. These parameters
are calculated internally from the impedance module and phase values.

Concerning the procedure follow for the connection of the sensor to the
Rohde & Schwarz HM8118 LCR meter:

• First, the probes are connected in short circuit position to calibrate
the LCR meter. The value observed during the connection is taken
into account for the decision of calibrating.

• The probes are connected to the side electrodes of the interdigital
sensor

• The sensor is maintained stretched to avoid movements during the
measurement

• The values of impedance modulus and phase are observed on the LCR
meter screen. By the switches, the frequency and the equivalent circuit
can be selected to display the desired data.

The measurement of the LCR meter provides additional information
regarding the structure. The LCR meter detects the equivalent circuit of
the textile sensor, which should be a parallel circuit. In case that the LCR
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meter detects that the sensor behaves as a series circuit, it would indicate
that there is some shortcut on the structure.

At the moment that all the steps are followed and the sensor values
are checked, the frequency swept measurements are collected by a LabView
program and stored in an Excel file.

6.4 Capacitive measurement

The capacitance measurement could make us focus more on the permittivity
change, and push aside the resistance component. This fact permits the user
to not worry by parameters that do not affect directly the capacitance, as
the temperature, when the sensor is working.

Two ways were opened during the research and define the different meth-
ods to obtain the capacitance value. The methods are distinguished depend-
ing the electric circuit used: alternate current (AC) or direct current (DC).

6.4.1 LCR Meter capacitance measurement

The first measurements of the capacitance value were obtained by the LCR
Meter. The capacitance value is obtained in AC. As it was previously men-
tioned, the capacitance value of a sample is obtained by the LCRMeter using
the impedance module and phase to calculate it, hence it is not measured
directly.

As the capacitance value was obtained in AC, it means that is not going
to match with electrostatic simulation or the spice model. To solve the
miss-match, different methods to obtain the capacitance value in DC were
prepared.

6.4.2 Charge-Discharge method

The first of the methods used to obtain the capacitive value in DC is the
charge discharge method. This method consists in the connection of the
capacitor to a DC circuit. The circuit prepared have a resistor (R) connected
in series to the capacitor, between the power source and the capacitor. The
current charges the capacitor in a specific amount of time. This time is
measured and used to evaluate the capacitor value.

Figure 6.4 shows the set up prepared for the charge discharge method.
The oscilloscope is connected to the power supply (grey cables) and to the
capacitor connections (blue cables). Both signals are displayed in the oscil-
loscope screen which permit to evaluate the time that the capacitor spends
until it arrives to the 63% of the Voltage.

The time of charge at 63% of the Voltage is called time constant (τ)
which can be used to obtain the capacitive value of the sensor (C) by the
following equation:
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Figure 6.4: Set up for the charge discharge method

τ = RC (6.1)

Cycle count method

Using a similar DC circuit, a variant of the charge-discharge method is pre-
pared. The cycle count methodology changes the point of view of the value
associated with the sensor. The capacitance of the sensor is not obtained as
in previous methods.

The method is defined as a cycle count method because the value ob-
tained by the method corresponds to the number of cycles that a microcon-
troller needs to charge the capacitor. Two ports from a microcontroller are
used. Send pin is the port where the voltage is set. Meanwhile, receive pin
is the port where the voltage is measured. The cycle count example circuit
is shown in Figure 6.5.

Both pins are connected with a resistor between them. The resistor value
defines the resolution of the method, which is related with the amount of
current going through the resistor. The capacitive sensor is connected to
the receive pin, in order to be charged. The charged state of the capacitor
is reached when in both pins, send pin and receive pin, the voltage is equal.

6.5 Humidity measurement process

The textile capacitive sensor behaviour against humidity is characterised
to determine the possible applications where it can perform. To study the
behaviour of the sensor a relative humidity test was designed to observe how
the textile sensor responds to permittivity changes. These changes could be
based on the textile substrate or the environment around it. Humidity test
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Figure 6.5: Measurement circuit for the cycle count method

was selected because its simplicity to reproduce the conditions and the wide
variety of applications related directly with it.

To prepare the conditions to carry out a humidity test a CCK-25/48
Dycometal climatic chamber (Dycomental Equipos S.L., Viladecans, Spain)
is used, it is shown in Figure 6.6. The climatic chamber allows to control the
relative humidity and the temperature inside the chamber. The humidity
control accuracy permits to select a percentage of relative humidity between
5% and 98%, meanwhile, the temperature can be set up between 5ºC and
90ºC.

Figure 6.6: Picture of the CCK-25/48 Dycometal climatic chamber used

The first group of sensors studied in the climatic chamber experiment a
swept in relative humidity between 25% to 65%. The temperature is fixed
during the test. The relative humidity value is increased by 5% point each
step and it waits until its stable. Then the relative humidity is maintained
for 5 minutes. At this point, the values for impedance module and phase
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are taken.

Resulting from consecutively relative humidity swept test decisions are
made. The most important decision taken is to increase the relative humidity
range to cover more options. The final setup for the relative humidity test
covers from 30% to 90% of relative humidity. Another decision made is
to fix the temperature of the test at 20ºC, due to the low impact of the
temperature on the results.

6.6 Washing process

The reliability of the textile sensor is an important characteristic of the fi-
nal application, the washability of the textile sensor is tested. In order to
analyse the impact of being washed, the electrical impedance of the textile
sensor is measured after every washing cycle. The washing process is per-
formed following the UNE-EN ISO 6330:2012. The regulations to perform
a washing process are carefully explained in order to obtain decisive results.
The soap used is a neutral ECE-Color Detergent ISO 105-C06 soap (Test-
gewebe Gmbh, Brüggen, Germany), which accomplishes every requirement
needed. This kind of soap is used to avoid introducing more variables to
the test, because it does not have any additional chemical such as softening.
Another decision is taken following the regulation aforementioned is the ma-
chine selection. A Balay T5609 (BSH Electrodomesticos, Zaragoza, Spain)
washing machine is used to perform the test, which was configured at 1000
rpm and 40ºC of temperature.

The sensors were introduced into a washing net to protect them. Ad-
ditionally, 1kg of support fabric is used to simulate the inner conditions of
a washing cycle. For the soap, a 1% by weight of clothes is introduced to
perform the washing cycle.

6.7 Presence test procedure

The textile capacitive sensor presence behaviour is assessed. The presence
is a stimulus which could be detected by the permittivity change on the
surrounds of the textile capacitive sensor which makes viable to be able to
measure with the textile sensor presented.

A first test to observe the behaviour of the textile capacitive sensor,
when a person is over it, is designed. The idea is to test the reaction of the
sensor at the moment when the person enters in contact with the surface of
the textile. The test consists in a stand-up sitting cycle. The person sits
down on the chair during 10 seconds, afterwards the person stands up and
remains in that position 10 seconds. The cycle is repeated 4 times. The
capacitance values of the sensor are taken continuously.
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Additionally, the textile capacitive sensor behaviour when an object is
placed over it, is studied. The textile capacitive sensor is tested disposing a
bag over it with different weights. The object test repeats the cycle of the
person, placing the object over the sensor for 10 seconds and retiring it for
10 seconds. The cycle is also repeated 4 times.

As the working principle of the sensor relies on the permittivity change
produced by the surrounds of the sensor, the possibility to distinguish be-
tween a person and an object could give and added value to the technology.

6.8 Martindale test

The Martindale test consists on the abrasion of the textile sample to test
against a normalised abrasive fabric. Figure 6.7 shows the Martindale ma-
chine. The aim of the Martindale test is to observe the behaviour of the
fabric to the abrasion that could suffer during its lifetime. The regulation
that has to be followed during the test is presented in UNE-EN ISO 12947.

The force applied during the movement of the abrasive fabric is deter-
mined by the fabric family. In the case of study, it is determined that the
fabric corresponds to the upholstery fabric family. Then, the weight that
should be applied for these fabric is 795±7g.

Figure 6.7: Martindale machine performing a test

The movement performed during the Martindale test by the abrasive
fabric follows a Lissajous curve pattern. The test finishes when more than
three yarns of the sample break or, for the woven capacitive sensors, if the
electrical continuity is lost (i.e. resistance lower than 50Ω). The electrical
conductivity is evaluated with a Multimeter Tenma 88 72-7730A after each
Martindale evaluation step. Table 6.1 presents the different steps of the
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Martindale test.

Interval Martindale evaluation step
(nº cycles) (nº cycles)

1.000-6.000 1.000
6.000-20.000 2.000
20.000-50.000 5.000

+50.000 10.000

Table 6.1: Frequency of Martindale evaluations steps
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7
Interdigital spice model

The interdigital structure presented in Section 1.5.1 has been modelled fol-
lowing the requirements that permit to fix some parameters, such as the
space between the fingers. The model presented in [17] is not suitable for
this work. It is due to the use of a ground plane and the hypothesis that
the distance between fingers is always small enough to not be counted.

The interdigital structure used along the thesis is presented in Figure 7.1,
where the parameters which define the behaviour of the structure are pre-
sented. The parameters which define the geometry are height(H), length(L),
distance between fingers(d), distance between electrode and finger end(c),
finger thickness(e) and number of fingers (n).

Figure 7.1: Interdigital structure with parameters depicted
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A spice model for the interdigital structure presented is studied to pre-
dict the real value of the capacitive textile sensor. The simplified model will
make the assumption that the total capacitance of the interdigital capaci-
tance sensor is the summation of individual capacitances present between the
fingers. However, the structure also contains a resistive component which
is associated with the conductive material and the substrate. Figure 7.2
presents the equivalent impedances present along the structure.

Figure 7.2: Spice model represented in a simple interdigital structure

Za refers to the equivalent impedance when the air is seen as the dielectric
material of the structure and Zs refers to the equivalent impedance when
the substrate is treated as the dielectric material. The subscripts define
the fingers which take part in the calculus from 0 to n-1, where n is the
total number of fingers. The finger‘s end capacitance against the electrode
is neglected because is relatively small to the rest of capacitances. The
equations that describe the spice model, taken into account all the fingers
are:

Cs =
k=n−1∑
k=0

Ck,k+1 +
k=n−3∑
k=0

Ck,k+3...+
k=n−x∑
k=0

Ck,k+x (7.1)

Ca =
k=n−1∑
k=0

Ck,k+1 +
k=n−3∑
k=0

Ck,k+3...+
k=n−x∑
k=0

Ck,k+x (7.2)
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Cspicemodel = Cs + Ca (7.3)

Where x is the total number of fingers minus one. The spice model
takes into account important parameters of the interdigital structure as the
distance between the fingers and air capacitances, which is not taken into
account by theoretical interdigital models. As a result, the value predicts
closely the capacitance value of the interdigital structure. The comparison
of the spice model with the measured value is shown in Sections 8.2 and 9.2.
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8
Embroidered capacitive

textile sensor

8.1 Introduction

Chapter 8 presents a textile capacitive sensor produced by embroidery tech-
nique. The interdigital structure explained along the Sections 1.5 and 1.5.1
has been embroidered over a textile substrate. Considering the possibilities
of application of the textile capacitive sensors, different materials for the sub-
strate and the conductive yarns have been used. The sensor has been tested
under humidity conditions to observe the behaviour of the sensor when a
stimulus interacts with the sensor surface altering the dielectric constant of
the surface. Finally, it is also presented the manufacturing variability which
has been considered as one of the challenges of the smart textile production,
specifically for textile sensor.

8.2 Comparison between spice model, EM model
and measured model

In this section, a comparison between spice model, electromagnetic (EM)
capacitance and textile sensor capacitance measured has been carried out
along the project.

The interdigital structure embroidered and its geometry are presented
in Figure 8.1
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Figure 8.1: Interdigital structure with parameters depicted (in mm)

At the first moment, the textile capacitance value was measured by the
LCR meter, which provides the measurement in AC. The nature of the ca-
pacitance value obtained did not permit us to compare with the electrostatic
value (DC) obtained by the simulation. To obtain a measurement in DC
of the textile capacitive sensor, a charge discharge measurement was car-
ried out and the curve of charging was captured. The method used was
previously explained in Section 6.4.2. The response of charging the textile
capacitive sensor was captured and it is shown in Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2: Measurement of the textile capacitive sensor. Oscilloscope screen
captured

The measurement provides the value of 173 ns of charge time at 63% of
voltage for the embroidered sensor. This time value permits to evaluate the
capacitance value by the equation:

τ = RC (8.1)

Where the R is the series resistance of the circuit, which in the case of
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the study was 10kΩ. Using the equation, the capacitance value for the
embroidered sensor is 17.3 pF. It has to be mentioned that the measurement
cables have a 3 pF of parasitic capacitance. Then, the capacitance value used
for the comparison corresponding to the measurement is 14.3 pF.

Previously to the production process, the simulation of the structure was
done. The capacitance value obtained in CST studio for the embroidered
sensor is 15.3 pF.

Also, the capacitance values using the spice model presented in Section
7 are calculated. The parameters of number of fingers, the distance between
the fingers and dimensions are substituted in the equation to obtain the
capacitance value of 15.4 pF for the embroidered sensor.

Values for spice model, simulation model and measurement value are
presented in Table 8.1

Spice model EM model Measured value

Embroidered 15.4 pF 15.3 pF 14.3 pF

Table 8.1: Capacitance values for the embroidered sensor

The values of capacitance of the sensor are very close to each other. The
spice model, which was prepared to take into account the distances between
fingers, is matching perfectly. Comparing the capacitance value between
spice model, simulation and embroidered sensor measured, it is observed
how the measured value has a 1 pF of difference against the others. This
difference could be related to slight differences in the parameters when it
was measured or that the physical structure of the sensor is not matching
perfectly with the simulated or spice model. However, it could be said that
the values match between them and the spice model and EM model can be
accepted.

8.3 Embroidery textile moisture sensor

In this Section a summary of the results reported and published in Paper A
are provided.

8.3.1 Introduction

The first textile capacitive sensor is prepared to be produced by embroidery
technique. The sensor interdigital structure has been simulated and calcu-
lated theoretically to obtain the expected capacitance range. The aim of
the first embroidery textile capacitive sensor is to observe how the sensor
response to the humidity. The embroidered sensors behaviour at environ-
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mental conditions is studied. Also, the embroidered sensor capacitance value
caused by a geometrical change is compared with simulation values.

The embroidered sensor is produced following the embroidery process
explained at the beginning of this chapter. The conductive yarn used is the
Shieldex conductive yarn. Shieldex conductive yarn properties are explained
in Section 3 on Table 3.2. The substrate material chosen is a woven cotton
fabric with a thickness of 0.43 mm. The permittivity is also measured for
the substrate obtaining a value of 1.9.

The embroidered textile sensors are introduced in the climatic chamber
individually and the impedance values, module and phase, are gathered for
a frequency between 20 Hz and 20 kHz. The climatic chamber is set up at
its initial point with a temperature of 20ºC and a relative humidity of 25%.
The temperature remained constant during the test procedure, meanwhile
the humidity is increased in 5% steps. To increase the relative humidity
a stable value of humidity is kept during 5 minutes to secure the sensor
measurement.

8.3.2 Measurements of the sensor

Both sensors tested are presented in Figure 8.3. As it is observed, both
sensors maintain every geometric value equal unless the length, which is
increased 3 times from the short sensor to design the long sensor.

Figure 8.3: Interdigital sensor structure presented in two sizes (in mm). a)
short sensor b)long sensor

Figure 8.4 shows the impedance values gathered during the humidity test
for both textile sensor configurations. The graph shows how the impedance
module of both sensors is reduced when the relative humidity percentage
increases, which confirms at first view the functionality of the proposed
structure as a moisture sensor. The phase impedance defines the behaviour
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of the embroidered sensor, which the behaviour denotes at a low relative
humidity percentage that the sensor has a capacitive behaviour.

Figure 8.4: Impedance values gathered during humidity test for a) short
sensor b)long sensor

Moreover, when the relative humidity is increased the sensor behaviour
tends to be resistive, as a consequence of the hydrophilic property of the
cotton woven substrate. Hydrophilic property provokes an increase of the
dielectric permittivity. As a result, the reactance part of the impedance is
reduced which decreases the value of the sensor impedance module at higher
moisture values.

Both embroidered sensor configurations have similar behaviour against
relative humidity. However, as expected due to the simulations done before
the embroidery process, the impedance of the longer sensor (Figure 8.4b)
is lower than the short sensor impedance (Figure 8.4a) for every frequency
measured. As an example, at a test signal of 20Hz from 25% to 65%, the
short sensor impedance modulus decreases from 1.1GΩ to 20.4MΩ, whereas,
for the long sensor decreases from 0.83GΩ to 12.5MΩ. During the test, it
is noticed that impedance values at lower frequencies are too high for being
measured by a portable device, even if that device is designed specifically
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for this reason.
After the analysis of the data collected at different frequencies, it is found

out that in 2kHz range the impedance values gathered are more appropriate
for a wearable device. The embroidered sensor behaviour at 2kHz is analysed
in depth, which leads to identify the behaviour as an RC parallel lumped
model, where both R and C are moisture dependent, Figure 8.5.

Figure 8.5: Sensor and modelled circuit RC parallel

Parallel resistance and parallel capacitance are calculated from the impedance
modulus and phase by the following equations:

1

Zp
=

1

Rp
+ jωCp; ω = 2πf (8.2)

|Zp| =
1√

( 1
Rp

)2 + (ωCp)2
(8.3)

θ = tan−1(−ωCpRp) (8.4)

Where Zp and θ are the impedance modulus and phase obtained by the
LCR meter and f is the frequency at which it is measured. The impedance
values obtained at 2 kHz are converted into parallel resistance and capaci-
tance to be represented as observed in Figure 8.6.

The graph shows how the resistance values for both sensors decrease
when humidity increases. The opposite is observed for the capacitance,
which increases when the relative humidity increases due to the permittivity
change in the substrate and around the sensor. It is observed a sensitivity
change around 55% of relative humidity for both sensors, but it is more
significant for the short sensor. The capacitance values during the moisture
swept increases from 1.45 pF to 8.84 pF for the short sensor and 3.13 pF to
19.40 pF for the long sensor.

Something interesting to point out is that the relation between the ca-
pacitance value for the initial relative humidity state from both sensors is
3, which is the value that was multiplied by the length to set up different
configurations at the beginning of the experiment. The relation observed
obeys the theoretical equation presented in Section 1.5.1 used as a reference
during the thesis.
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Figure 8.6: Measurement obtained for resistance and capacitance values in
parallel circuit

8.4 Impact of manufacturing variability and wash-
ing on embroidery textile sensors

In this Section a summary of the results reported and published in Paper B
are provided.

8.4.1 Introduction

Taking into account the previous results, the embroidered capacitive sensor
is prepared to study the impact of the manufacturing variability and how the
sensor responds to the washing process. To prepare the sensor, a size must
be selected from the first test results. Taking into account the capacitance
values of the sensors, the long sensor is selected from the previous paper,
Figure 8.3b. Ten samples are embroidered following the same manufacturing
process.

The sensor is measured in a frequency range from 20Hz to 20kHz. For
each frequency value, the sensor is measured between 25% and %65 of rela-
tive humidity, meanwhile the temperature remained constant at 20ºC.

8.4.2 Manufacturing variability results

In this analysis, to evaluate the repeatability of the embroidered sensor, is
necessary to select a group of data to work with. In this case, the 200Hz
frequency measurements are selected.

The impedance values from ten samples are analysed together to obtain
different variability information. The variability data is shown in Figure
8.7. It is shown the module and phase impedance at 200Hz. The red line
represents the average measured impedance with a 95% confidence interval
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error and black continuous line depicts the linear regression for the average
values. A dotted line and a dashed line are added to represent the linear
regression for the maximum and minimum deviations of the values. The
data shows a linear dependence behaviour with the moisture for the module
and phase impedance. The regression index R2 is higher that 0.95 for every
regression.

Figure 8.7: Impedance values for repeatability and dispersion error study

However the sensor static characteristics shows variations, due to the
manufacturing process variability, the sensor usability remains. The values
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of dispersion measured for sensitivity and zero shifts are depicted in Table
8.2. Particularly, the sensitivity of the sensor impedance module has a value
of 2.97MΩ/%RH ± 7%, meanwhile the average zero shift is 193.8MΩ ±
10%. The value of the sensor impedance phase achieves a sensitivity value
of 1.272º/%RH ± 7.3% and the zero shift a value of 111º ±0.9%

Impedance modulus Impedance phase

min mean max min mean max

Sensitivity
( MΩ
%RH )

-3.184 -2.97 -2.756
Sensitivity
( MΩ
%RH )

1.179 1.272 1.365

Zero shift
(MΩ)

174.4 193.8 213.2
Zero shift
(MΩ)

-112 -111 -110

Table 8.2: Sensor impedance properties with process variability for 95%
interval of confidence

From the values of dispersion, the expected error on module and phase
impedance due to manufacturing variability are determined. The results
are shown on Figure 8.8. A maximum error lower than 6% on the moisture
measurement is obtained. It is noticed that the error decreased when the
moisture increased for the impedance modulus. For the phase error it occurs
the opposite, the error increases when the humidity increases.

Figure 8.8: Dispersion values for module and phase impedance

According to the behaviour observed, the relative humidity could be
measured by the phase impedance under the 40% of relative humidity. For
higher values of moisture, impedance modulus should be used. This mea-
surement set up could reduce the measurement error up to 4%.
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8.4.3 Washing cycles analysis

Concerning to assure the success of the textile capacitive sensor in real
applications, they should guarantee their functionality after the washing
process. The embroidered sensor electrical behaviour is evaluated after fol-
lowing a washing cycle, as the previously mentioned. In Figure 8.9 the
sensor impedance module and phase data taken along the washing test are
presented. The red and black continuous line correspond to the impedance
modulus and phase before any washing cycle and its linear regression for
each case. After carrying out one conventional washing cycle the values are
represented by a dash-dot line. For the second washing cycle data group, a
dash-line is used. The linear regression for each group is also represented by
its corresponding equation.

The graph shows how after being washed, the impedance module in-
creased for all moisture values, whereas the impedance phase is reduced.
This behaviour change points out that after a washing cycle the capacitance
behaviour of the proposed sensor decreased, due to an increase of the re-
sistance. When the second washing cycle is done, it is observed how the
behaviour change less than the observed previously.

Table 8.3 summarises the impact of washing cycles on embroidered sensor
behaviour. It has been observed a clear difference before and after washing
the sensor. After the first washing, impedance module sensitivity is reduced
by 14.1%, meanwhile, the zero drift has been shifted just 1%. However, after
the second washing cycle, only an additional 7.8% of reduction is observed,
which represents a reduction of 20.8% with regard to unwashed samples.
With respect to the impedance phase, almost no differences were observed
between one or two washings. After washing the sensitivity is reduced be-
tween 18–19% and the offset about 2% in both cases. It is observed how
the first washing cycle affects significantly more than the second cycle. This
fact could be explained by the presence of a treatment over the substrate
which it disappears with the washing cycles or the lost in the weight of the
samples, which is equivalent to the lost of conductive material. After the
second washing cycle, the samples are weighted and it is determined that
great part of the behaviour change is associated with the treatment lost.

Impedance modulus Impedance phase

Z
Sensitivity
( MΩ
%RH )

∆ S%
Zero
shift
(MΩ)

∆
Zs%

Sensitivity
ϕ

%RH

∆ S%
Zero
shift
(ϕ)

∆
Zs%

No-wash -2.97 194 1.272 -111.04
1 wash -2.55 -14.1 196 1.03 1.029 -19.1 -112.94 1.71
2 wash -2.35 -20.8 186 4.12 1.041 -18.1 -114.24 2.88

Table 8.3: Relation between the parameters measured and the relative hu-
midity
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Figure 8.9: Impedance module and phase compared before and after washing
cycles

The most common textile treatment is the antibacterial treatment, which
is done to prepare the textile surface to guarantee integrity of the fabric
during the distribution and storage. This chemical treatment modifies the
dielectric properties of the material.
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8.5 Impact of conductive yarns on an embroidery
textile moisture sensor

In this Section a summary of the results reported and published in Paper C
are provided.

8.5.1 Introduction

At this point of the research, the embroidered capacitive sensor has demon-
strated its usability. The dependence of the impedance modulus and phase
with moisture makes it suitable for being used as a moisture sensor, but
also, to further research the use of the sensor to other applications where
the permittivity change provides an opportunity to measure the physical
stimulus. The embroidered capacitive sensor geometry is maintained in this
work. Two embroidered sensors are produced with each conductive yarn.
The sizes of each sensor have been presented already in Section 8.3

However, the behaviour of the sensor is expected to be dependant on the
material that composes it. Conductive yarns possibilities are wide nowa-
days in the market. More and more companies are launching new conduc-
tive yarns produced with different textiles techniques, which as mentioned
before, could provide special characteristics to the conductive yarns that
differentiate them from others. How could a conductive yarn change the be-
haviour of the sensor or how the conductive material integrated during yarn
manufacture process could affect the sensor, are the questions which are go-
ing to be answered with this paper. To focus on the behaviour changes due
to the yarn properties, the fabric substrate is maintained between different
sensors embroidered with different yarns.

8.5.2 Yarn preparation

To evaluate conductive yarns effects in the embroidered capacitive sensor
behaviour, three different conductive yarns are prepared. First, the Shieldex
yarn used in previous works. This yarn is a 117/17 dtex 2-ply made with
a silver coating over a polyamide filaments. Secondly, two ring yarn made
by Bekaert which composition is, on one hand a polyester fiber yarn with
stainless steel fibers mixed, distributed in 80-20% in weight. On the other
hand a cotton fibber yarn with stainless steel fibers on it distributed in the
same percentages, 80-20% in weight. Properties for the yarns used were
previously presented in Section 3.

The differences in the manufacturing process of the yarns are noticeable
in their properties. To highlight more the differences, images taken by the
microscope are shown in Figure 8.10. These images should help to compare
the behaviours.
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Figure 8.10: Microscope image of the used conductive yarns (a) Shieldex:
this yarn is made of polyamide (PA) (inner) coated with pure silver (outer);
(b) Bekaert: This yarn is made by mixing fibbers (white fibbers) of cotton
with stainless steel (black fibbers)

The microscope images depict the differences between the yarn struc-
tures. On Shieldex yarn the surface of the filaments is coated with silver,
which can be observed as an uniform layer. In the meantime, the Bekaert
yarn is a mixture of polyester/cotton fibbers as the main material with stain-
less steel (black fibbers) mixed on it. It can be observed how these fibbers
are smaller than Shieldex’s filaments, which can result in more micro spaces
between them. The fibber disposition for the Bekaert yarns make them
softer than Shieldex yarn, which could be an important advantage for the
sensors when they are integrated into clothes or fabrics in direct contact
with human skin.

8.5.3 Behaviour test discussion

The sensors embroidered have been tested into the climatic chamber as the
previous test shown. The conditions for the test are maintained over the
works to be more accurate with the behaviour comparison. Then results
for frequencies between 20Hz and 20kHz are expected in a 30-65% relative
humidity swept at 20ºC.

Shieldex yarns are the first to be tested. Figure 8.11 shows the be-
haviour of the two embroidered sensor configurations. As it is expected the
impedance modulus of the sensor is reduced when the environmental mois-
ture increases, also is observed for both configurations how the impedance
phase increases when the relative humidity in the chamber increases. The
capacitance behaviour of the sensor is reduced by the humidity, becoming
almost purely resistive. This change is also being explained before, but to
remind it, the hydrophilic behaviour of the cotton fabric absorbs humidity
provoking a change in the dielectric permittivity, which is increased. As
a result the capacitance of the system increases, decreasing the impedance
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total modulus.

Long and short sensors show similar behaviour when the relative humid-
ity increases. However, the impedance of the long sensor is lower than the
impedance of the short sensor. Due to the higher capacitance in longer sen-
sor. Particularly, at 20Hz test signal the short sensor decreases from 0.7GΩ
to 20.4MΩ, whereas, for the long sensor decreases from 0.57GΩ to 12.5MΩ
during the relative humidity swept between 30-65%.

Figure 8.11: Measured Shieldex sensors impedance from 30% to 65% RH
at different frequencies (T = 20°C). (a) Short sensor impedance (b) Long
sensor impedance

Figures 8.12 and 8.13 show the impedance measurement of the sensor
embroidered by Bekaert yarns. Generally, both Bekaert yarns have the same
behaviour and their modulus impedance is reduced when moisture increases.
Also measured phase impedance increases when moisture makes it so. How-
ever, both PES-SS and CO-SS show a significant impedance module reduc-
tion compared with the sensors built with Shieldex yarns, and this is repro-
duced in all cases studied. Specifically, for PES-SS the impedance modulus
decreases from 0.12GΩ to 0.92MΩ, although, for the long sensor decreases
from 27MΩ to 0.37MΩ. For the CO-SS case, the impedance modulus de-
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creases from 0.13GΩ to 4.2MΩ, whereas, for the long sensor decreases from
23.7GΩ to 0.37MΩ.

Figure 8.12: Measured Bekaert (PES-SS) sensors impedance from 30% to
65% RH at different frequencies (T = 20°C). (a) Short sensor impedance (b)
Long sensor impedance

The explanation for these impedance differences between Shieldex and
Bekaert yarns is based on the electrical conductivity of the yarn, and how it
is being affected by the moisture. Non-conductive materials present on the
yarn should not have any significant impact on this behaviour, but when the
presence of humidity is higher, these materials could absorb more moisture,
affecting the electrical properties of the conductive materials mixed with
them.

To compare ranges, which should be suitable for a wearable device to
measure, impedance measured values at 2kHz are presented in Table 8.4.
Here it could be observed more easy that, for the same size parameters, sen-
sors embroidered with Bekaert yarn had almost three times less impedance
modulus than the Shieldex sensors. The differences are directly related to
the structure. Bekaert yarns, which are made by mixed fibbers in ring yarn
process, are more sensitive to humidity. These yarns are able to retain more
humidity on their surface, between fibbers, what affects directly to their
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Figure 8.13: Measured Bekaert (CO-SS) sensors impedance from 30% to
65% RH at different frequencies (T = 20 °C). (a) Short sensor impedance
(b) Long sensor impedance.

electrical properties having an impact on the final impedance values. It is
observed than it is not only the values at the beginning of the experiment,
but also the values when the humidity increases.

Sensor Shieldex Bekaert(PES-SS) Bekaert(CO-SS)

Short 31.2− 5.18MΩ 11.3− 0.32MΩ 12.6− 0.85MΩ
Long 14.8− 3.71MΩ 2.98− 0.14MΩ 3.62− 0.19MΩ

Table 8.4: Measured sensors module impedance range at 2 kHz.

In order to complete the analysis, as it has been done in other works, the
electrical model associated with the behaviour of the sensors is also studied.
The RC parallel lumped model is presented for every different built sensor.
Again, the resistance and capacitance in parallel are dependant with the
moisture swept.

From Figure 8.14 to Figure 8.16, the R and C dependence for the sensor
embroidered with Bekaert and Shieldex yarn at 2kHz is shown. Each figure
contains short and long sensor represented by continuous and dash line,
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respectively.

Figure 8.14: Measured Shieldex sensors resistance and capacitance in par-
allel from 30% to 65% RH at different frequencies

Figure 8.15: Measured Bekaert (PES-SS) sensors resistance and capacitance
in parallel from 30% to 65% RH at different frequencies

The general behaviour is maintained in all the sensors, demonstrating
that the moisture affects the sensors in similar form. When moisture levels
are increased, the capacitance of the sensor is increased with it. But the
resistance decreases, due to the conductivity increase, in all cases studied.
It should be pointed out that the sensitivity shown by the yarns is higher
when Bekaert yarns are observed, compared with Shieldex yarn. The higher
sensitivity is associated with the impact that the moisture has on the elec-
trical properties of the yarn, which made the sensor to develop their values
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Figure 8.16: Measured Bekaert (CO-SS) sensors resistance and capacitance
in parallel from 30% to 65% RH at different frequencies

obtaining wider ranges than previous sensors built by Shieldex yarn. The
sensitivity increase provides more levels of measurement between relative
humidity steps, which could provide higher accuracy when the sensors were
calibrated.

Resistance and capacitance values for every sensor are presented in Ta-
bles 8.5 and 8.6. The Bekaert yarns have a larger range of parallel resistance
value than the Shieldex sensors. Also, the Bekaert sensor initial resistance is
higher due to the yarn resistance. However, between the Bekaert yarns it is
not observed a relevant difference provoked by the non-conductive material.

Individually, the resistance of Shieldex short sensor is reduced about
39%, whereas for Bekaert PES-SS and Bekaert CO-SS the reduction achieves
95.7% and 90.2%, respectively, when the moisture is swept from 30% to
65% (Table 8.5). For the moisture range studied, the capacitance increases
about one order of magnitude (×10) for Shieldex yarn and about two orders
of magnitude (×100) for Bekaert PES-SS and Bekaert CO-SS (Table 8.6).
This key fact points out that Bekaert yarns are more sensitive to develop
moisture sensors, increasing the overall sensor sensitivity.

These different behaviours depending on the conductive yarn used could
provide properties to the final sensor application. Depending on the sensi-
tivity needed, the conductive yarn could be selected to fit the use expected.
Also, the behaviour could be related to the manufacturer process, hence, the
design of a conductive yarn could be performed more precisely to respond
the necessities of the textile sensor. As an example, ring yarns provide a
higher effective surface for the moisture to be trapped.
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Shieldex Bekaert(PES-SS) Bekaert(CO-SS)

Short 4.42− 2.68MΩ 7.57− 0.32MΩ 8.22− 0.8MΩ
Long 4.17− 2.26MΩ 0.99− 0.11MΩ 1.04− 0.14MΩ

Table 8.5: Measured sensors parallel resistances ranges at 2 kHz.

Shieldex Bekaert(PES-SS) Bekaert(CO-SS)

Short 1.56-8.84pF 9.48pF-1.37nF 8.37pF-0.29nF
Long 3.3-19.4pF 28.3pF-1.02nF 23pF-0.65nF

Table 8.6: Measured sensors parallel capacitances ranges at 2 kHz.

8.6 Experimental analysis of fabric substrate on a
moisture sensor

In this Section a summary of the results reported and published in Paper D
are provided.

8.6.1 Introduction

After the analysis of the effect of different conductive yarns in the textile
capacitive sensor behaviour, a decision is made. It is necessary to study the
effect of the textile substrate material in the behaviour of the textile sensor.
The yarn percentage in weight against the rest of the textile material which
composes the textile sensor is relatively low. Hence, it is expected that the
textile substrate material has more impact on the behaviour of the sensor
than the conductive yarns.

The structure to be embroidered is maintained from previous works. At
this stage where there are some parameters changing, maintain the structure
is important to be able to compare results where the differences observed
will be provoked by the properties changed, decreasing the risk of obtaining
perturbed conclusions.

8.6.2 Substrate methodology

The interdigital structure is prepared to be embroidered over three differ-
ent substrates, two cotton substrates and one polyester substrate. These
substrates are chosen because they are the most common materials used to
produce fabrics in the industry at the present time. The conductive yarn
used is maintained constant, at this time a commercial Shieldex 117/17 2-ply
is used to embroider the capacitive sensors.

The characterisation of the substrates is performed previously in the
behaviour test. The most important properties of the substrate materials
are shown in Table 8.7. The substrate permittivity and loss tangent are
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measured by means of a Microwave Frequency Q-Meter. Also, the fabric
absorption is evaluated by the Humidity analyser MOC-63U. Both method-
ologies are explained in Section 6.

Thickness (mm) Permittivity Loss tan Moisture (Weight%)

Cotton (CO) 0,256 1,87 0,0750 5,96%
Med Cotton (MED) 0,306 2,02 0,0671 8,02%
Polyester (PES) 0,199 1,5 0,0189 2,23%

Table 8.7: Substrate properties measured for the behaviour analysis.

The results of the retained moisture in every substrate show that cotton
fabric retains a 6% of weight as humidity and polyester retains a 2.2%.
The results obtained demonstrates that cotton and polyester yarns which
compose the substrates react in different ways to the moisture in the air. In
fact, cotton is more affected by the humidity change, due to its hydrophilic
nature, which could be observed when the substrate is able to keep more
moisture at ambient conditions.

One point to take into account is the presence of treatments on the
surface of the textiles, as previously seen when the washability of the sensor
was studied. For the samples prepared to be studied regarding the substrate
materials, only the medical cotton is treated with an antibacterial treatment.
This treatment is the main difference between the cotton fabric and the
medical cotton.

8.6.3 Behaviour comparison regarding the substrate mate-
rial

During the study of the substrate material some conditions on the test are
changed. The objective of these changes is to obtain more information from
every measurement done. In this case the frequency signal measured is
extended till 200kHz. Also the relative humidity range is expanded, from
65% to 80% in its upper limit. The humidity range expansion provides extra
knowledge about the behaviour change when the humidity increases.

The behaviour of the substrates in frequency is shown in Figure 8.17
and 8.18. These figures show the shift in frequency at 40% and 80% of
relative humidity. The representation of the shift in frequency could provide
information about the electrical model of the sensor. It is observed how the
capacitive sensor response in frequency is affected by the substrate material
and the relative humidity. At 40% of relative humidity is observed how the
impedance module decreases as the frequency increases. The trend observed
shows the different behaviour depending on the material substrate. Medical
cotton (MED) impedance module varies from 6.6MΩ to 29kΩ, standard
cotton (CO) varies from 176MΩ to 40kΩ and polyester (PES) varies from
1.19GΩ to 41kΩ.
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Figure 8.17: Experimental frequency response of sensor impedance at 40
%RH

Figure 8.18: Experimental frequency response of sensor impedance at 80
%RH

At lower frequencies (≤ 100Hz) the MED substrate behaves mainly as
a resistance, which is observed in its phase impedance value (-20º). Its
impedance modulus has the lower slope between the substrates. Whereas,
the PES substrate has a capacitance behaviour and the higher slope in its
impedance module. It is observed how the impedance of the substrate that
has lower permittivity and lower absorption of moisture is the one that has
the more significant capacitance component.

The sensor behaviour became very similar at higher frequencies, where
it is observed in the module impedance with the collapsing of the lines and
the impedance phase tendency to -90%

When the moisture arrives to the 80% of relative humidity the behaviour
of the sensors has been changed clearly. The substrate that most variation
experiments is the MED substrate. MED substrate impedance modulus
is almost constantly through the frequency shift, remaining around 2kΩ.
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The impedance phase also is maintained, which value was around 0º. The
behaviour is resistive at this point for the sensor embroidered in MED sub-
strate. In contrast, the PES and CO sensors worked as a resistive-capacitive
(RC) circuit. The impedance modulus values for the PES substrate go from
39MΩ to 60kΩ and from 609kΩ to 20kΩ for the CO substrate. Also, it is ob-
served how both of these substrates impedance phase start at low frequency
with resistive behaviour and as the frequency increases, their behaviour
trend is capacitive.

The MED substrate behaviour responds to a high conductivity when
the moisture is present on the surface. The chemical treatment that the
substrate has is known to be antibacterial, which is achieved by increasing
the conductivity of the substrate that prevents bacteria to develop. This
treatment decreases the parasitic resistivity, which makes it more affected
by the moisture than others. The PES substrate case matchs with the
expectations created by the textile properties. As an hydrophobic material
is less affected by moisture, due to there are less water particles added to the
surface which changes less the values between different states of humidity
compared with other substrates.

To analyse the behaviour when a humidity swept is performed, the dif-
ferent behaviour of the sensors at 2kHz of the test signal is selected to be
represented in a graph. In Figure 8.19, the module and phase impedance
for every sensor in the study is shown. The moisture is changed between
30-80% of relative humidity. Experimental errors are depicted in the graph.
The behaviour, in broad terms, is very similar. Their module impedance
decreases when humidity increases, whereas the phase impedance increases
when the moisture increases.

Figure 8.19: Measured impedance along relative humidity at 2 kHz

Specifically, the impedance module ranges from 13.3MΩ to 0.99MΩ on
CO and from 3.86MΩ to 4kΩ on MED denotes how the impedance module
is affected significantly by the moisture. In contrast PES substrate has the
shortest range of values when the humidity range is covered, moving from
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14.7MΩ to 6.33MΩ. In phase impedance is appreciated how cotton based
substrates (CO and MED) suffers a reduction from -70º to -10º, but for
PES substrate the capacitive nature is maintained during the humidity shift
with values between -72 and -90º. The results denote the affection of the
cotton substrates against humidity provokes the sensor built over them to
have wider impedance module ranges and a complete shift in their phase
values. As a result the final behaviour, at higher relative humidity states,
is resistive. For the PES substrate case the module impedance decreases
with a softer slope, and phase impedance is hardly affected, maintaining its
capacitive behaviour.

From the repeatability errors in the graph, the PES substrate sensor
also obtains lower error values than both cotton substrates, which results in
higher repeatability.

As in previous analyses, the parallel RC circuit is also obtained and
shown in Figure 8.20. The values are obtained for the same humidity ranges
at 2kHz. As it is deduced from the impedance, resistance values decrease as
the humidity increases, due to the increase in the effective conductivity of
the dielectric. Produced by the water particles on the textile surface. The
capacitance values are increased by the relative humidity. Therefore, the
hydrophilic properties of the material define the electric sensor behaviour.
PES substrate, that is defined as mainly capacitive, has values of capacitance
lower than 10pF along the humidity shift. However, both cotton substrates
at lower moisture values, where the behaviour is capacitive, have capacitive
values of 7 and 12pF for CO and MED, respectively. At higher moisture
values the behaviour of cotton substrate sensor is mainly resistive, due to
the increase of the capacitance, with a value up to 450kΩ and 1.9kΩ for CO
and MED.

Figure 8.20: Measured equivalent circuit for the sensor at 2 kHz

In order to clarify the experiment results, the relative permittivity has
been characterised. It is known that the capacitance is related directly with
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the real part of the permittivity. Figure 8.21 shows the measured relative
permittivity for each substrate along a small swept of relative humidity.

Figure 8.21: Relative permittivity measured for each substrate

It is observed how the permittivity values of the materials are affected by
the moisture changes, increasing the permittivity values. Cotton substrates
permittivity are similar, 1.83 and 1.91 at 40% for CO and MED. These values
are increased a 15.4 and 15.2% during the relative humidity increasing. PES
substrate permittivity is 1.63 at 40% of relative humidity, and after the swept
is only being increased a 6.6%, which corresponds almost to a half part of
the amount increased by the cotton substrates. If the permittivity change
values are compared with the increase in capacitance experienced by the
sensors, which are a 491% for the MED capacitance sensor, a 288% for the
CO capacitance sensor and a 32% for the PES capacitance sensor, it can
be deduced that the capacitance shift can not be only attributed to the
dielectric permittivity over the substrate surface. Capacitance shift can be
affected by the geometric changes or permittivity changes in the environment
around the sensor. But something that can be observed is that the material
less affected by the humidity is the one whose permittivity is less affected
too.

8.7 Conclusions

When it comes to textile sensor integration, embroidery is likely to be the
first technique to take into account. Embroidery is one of the most extended
integration methods, due to the general knowledge, the fast prototyping,
low cost to initiate and low cost machinery. Nowadays, CAD designs are
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easy to import to embroidery machine software and convert the files into
machine stitches. The conditions exposed make embroidery the best inte-
gration technique to begin the smart textile journey. In this chapter, the
working principle of textile capacitive sensor to measure humidity, the study
of conductive yarns and the effect of the substrate materials on the sensor
behaviour, are reported.

Concerning textile capacitive sensors, their usability have been demon-
strated by the results obtained for the humidity measurement. The embroi-
dered capacitive sensor could be used in a wide range of frequency signal.
The studies indicate that if the desired characteristic to measure from the
sensor is the impedance, the optimal range is around 2kHz. At this sig-
nal value, the impedance module and phase acquired are in a range that a
wearable device could work with. The variability error obtained during the
comparison of the sensors produced is a 6%. This value could be reduced to
a 4% if during the measurement, two different values are used for different
ranges, i.e., for values lower than 40% RH the impedance modulus is used
exclusively, but for higher humidity values, the phase impedance develops
adjust more with the relative humidity value. Some non-conclusive wash-
ing tests are performed, but it is detected that chemical treatments used to
store the fabrics affect the behaviour of the proposed sensor. During the
behaviour analysis, the embroidered capacitive sensor is found to behave as
an RC parallel, where both characteristics (R and C) are dependant with
the moisture.

Conductive yarns where studied and how they affect the behaviour of
the sensor. The yarns produced by ring yarn methods, which is the pro-
duction process to produce the common yarns used in clothes, showed more
sensitivity to moisture than coated yarns. The Bekaert behaviour could
be explained by the effective surface, where the water particles could be
trapped. Also, the materials that compose the yarns affect slightly the be-
haviour of the sensor. In addition, yarns produced with ring yarn method
result in a better touch feeling when embroidered than the coated filament
yarns.

When the substrate material effect on the sensor behaviour is studied,
it is found that the material that composes the substrate is the parameter
that affects more significantly the behaviour of the sensor. Water absorption
of a material is related directly to the moisture change in its permittivity,
and as a consequence, the capacitance. Capacitance changes could be not
only due to the permittivity change in the substrate, but also with little
dimensional changes in the structure of the permittivity of the surrounding
area. Impedance behaviour transforms from capacitive to resistive when a
higher level of moisture is reached, but for polyester substrate the impedance
maintains its capacitive behaviour in all the moisture levels.

To sum up, the conclusions obtained from the different studies performed
during the embroidery technique evaluation show that the substrate material
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is the parameter that defines the great part of the behaviour of the capacitive
sensor. The behaviour change due to the materials provides versatility to
the sensor. Materials used to build the embroidered capacitive sensor will be
chosen following the requirements of the future application where the sensor
is being used.
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9
Woven Capacitive textile

sensor

9.1 Introduction

Chapter 9 presents a textile capacitive sensor produced by weaving tech-
niques. The results from Chapter 8, where an embroidered capacitive sen-
sor is used to detect relative humidity and the behaviour characterisation
depending on the materials that compose the sensor, provide a base to go
beyond in the integration method. Woven technology implies that the sen-
sor could be produced in large scale production, increasing the number of
applications where it can be used. This methodology transforms the sen-
sor from being produced over a textile fabric already produced to produce
the sensor during the textile substrate manufacture process. As a result of
this methodology change, the textile sensor obtained is integrated along the
substrate structure, making the sensor indistinguishable by touch.

The conductive yarn selection turns into one of the most relevant require-
ments. The yarn should resist the weave process, which implies strength and
resistance, but also be soft enough to be unnoticeable. The woven sensor
has been tested under relative humidity swept to compare the results with
embroidered sensor. The aim is to demonstrate that the structure is suitable
for being woven and the results are maintained or improved.
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9.2 Comparison between spice model, EM model
and measured model

In this section, the comparison of the spice model, EM model and the woven
capacitive sensor measured are presented. The section follows the same
procedure done in Section 8.2. The interdigital woven structure and the
geometry parameters are shown in Figure 9.1

Figure 9.1: Interdigital woven structure with parameters depicted (in mm)

The sensor is connected to the DC circuit prepared for the charge dis-
charge method. The measurement is prepared to be observed on the oscil-
loscope. The response of charging the woven capacitive sensor was captured
and Figure 9.2 shows the response time.

The measurement provides the value of 155ns of charge time at 63% of
Voltage for woven sensor. Using the equation, also shown in Section 8.2,
the capacitance value for the woven capacitive sensor is calculated using the
number of fingers and geometric parameters shown in Figure 9.1. The result
is 15.5 pF, which results in 12.5 pF when the parasitic capacitance of the
oscilloscope cables is removed.

The simulation of the woven structure performed previously to the man-
ufacture process shows an electrostatic capacitance of 13.4pF

To complete the values to compare, the capacitance value using the spice
model presented in Section 7 is calculated. A capacitive value 10.2pF is
obtained for the woven sensor.

Values for spice model, simulation model and measurement value are
presented in Table 9.1

The capacitance values for the woven structure match with slight differ-
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Figure 9.2: Measurement of the woven capacitive sensor. Oscilloscope screen
captured

Spice model EM model Measured value

Woven 10.2pF 13.4pF 12.5pF

Table 9.1: Capacitance values for the woven sensor

ences. The bigger difference is observed in the spice model. It could mean
that some of the hypothesis taken along the modelling is not fitting perfectly
when the geometry grows. However, the capacitance values between model
and woven sensor measured are experiencing the same shift experienced in
the previous comparison. The reason could be some miss-match between
some of the parameters configured in the simulation, as the permittivity or
the with of the conductor, which are parameters hard to maintain constant.
Results demonstrate that spice model and simulation predicts correctly the
value obtained in the real measurement for the woven capacitive sensor.

9.3 A Full Textile Capacitive Woven Sensor

In this Section, a summary of the results reported and published in Paper
E are provided.

Using the methodology explained in Section 5.2 two woven capacitive
sensors are obtained as a result. In order to obtain the different sensors, two
conductive yarns are used. One of them is a commercial Shieldex 117/17 2-
ply(S), which was produced with a silver 99% coating covering a polyamide
filament. The second yarn used is a Bekaert 20/2 Tex (B) polyester mixed
with stainless steel fibbers with a proportion of 60/40%, respectively, which
was produced by ring yarn procedure. The yarns have different properties;
On one hand, Shieldex yarn has more tensile resistance and lower electrical
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resistance. On the other hand, Bekaert yarn is more comfortable and lighter.
Properties of conductive yarns are presented in Section 3.

Regarding the manufacture process of the sensors with Shieldex yarn, 12
individual yarns of the warp are substituted by Shieldex conductive yarns.
These yarns formed two vertical lines along the woven fabric, which lines
connected the different horizontal lines or fingers. Afterwards, Shieldex
conductive yarn is introduced on the weft system to proceed with the weave
process of the fabric. The same methodology is performed with the Bekaert
yarn. As a result, two types of sensors are obtained. Sensors produced with
warp and weft yarn from Shieldex which are referred as USTS, and sensors
made with warp and weft yarn from Bekaert which are referred as UBTB.

In Figure 9.3 both sensors are shown. It is necessary to remark again
that, the conductive yarns integrated with weave methodology take part
into the structure of the fabric, making them unnoticeable. In Figure 9.3,
the conductive yarns can be detected due to the difference in colour. But if
the colour of the yarns were the same or similar, it would be impossible to
detect the sensor by sight.

(a) USTS (b) UBTB

Figure 9.3: Textile woven sensor

9.3.1 Humidity test characterisation

The woven capacitive sensor behaviour is studied when the humidity test
done with all the sensors produced previously is performed. The humidity
test is modified for these sensors to cover the more relative humidity range.
At this time the range is increased, starting from 30% to 95% of relative
humidity. The capacitance values are taken for frequency values from 20Hz
to 20kHz.

The ranges of capacitance values along the relative humidity swept at
20Hz were from 9.74pF to 2.31µF for the sensor produced with Shieldex yarn
(USTS) and from 11.9pF to 0.3µF for the sensor produced with Bekaert yarn
(UBTB). When capacitance values are studied and during the preparation of
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the graphs, it is observed that when the capacitance values for every sensor
where scaled in logarithmic scale to observe all the range in the same graph,
the values are close to a linear behaviour.

It is decided to apply a logarithmic scale to the capacitive values to be
able to study the linearity of the capacitance values. The values represented
in Figure 9.4 and 9.5 respond to the following equation.

log10(C) = aHR+ b (9.1)

where C refers to the capacitance values in Farads and HR refers to the
relative humidity value on percentage.

Figure 9.4: Behaviour of USTS woven sensor. Dots denote the average value
and vertical line dispersion value

Linear regression is evaluated for each group of sensors and can be found
on the Figures 9.4 and 9.5. Values from linear regression are related to the
equation presented previously. Parameters of the equations are exposed in
Table 9.2.

Linear Regression R2

USTS 0,0904·HR-14,389 0,9461
UBTB 0,0794·HR-13,92 0,9539

Table 9.2: Properties for the yarns tested

The evaluation of the linear regression from both groups provides the
sensitivity for each sensor studied, equivalent to the slope of the linear re-
gression. UBTB shows a lower slope and its R2 is higher which determines
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Figure 9.5: Behaviour of UBTB woven sensor. Dots denote the average
value and vertical line dispersion value

UBTB as more linear than USTS. Even if, the values from the USTS sensor
are not far from the UBTB quality.

The graphs shown in Figure 9.4 and 9.5 also contain the dispersion values
for every capacitance value measured. Although, it is observed how the dis-
persion value is low in the majority of points along both sensor graphs. But
both sensors have a high dispersion zone. USTS has the highest dispersion
at 75% and 85% of relative humidity, the standard deviation values are 4.3%
to 5.5% respectively. Being the highest standard deviation point on 75% of
relative humidity with a value of 5.5%. Instead, UBTB standard deviation
values are more stable and reduced. There are not as big differences as for
USTS values. The highest standard deviation values are on 80% and 85%
of relative humidity with a value of 2.5% and 2.9%, respectively, regarding
the average value.

The differences between both sensor groups could be explained by the
properties of the conductive yarns. On one hand, the Shieldex sensors sen-
sitivity is higher, due to the silver conductivity (62 ∗ 106Sm−1) which is
higher than the stainless steal conductivity ([1.28 − 1.32] ∗ 106Sm−1) and
also, silver has lower resistivity. On the other hand, UBTB has a lower stan-
dard deviation than USTS. The fact could be explained by the production
methodology used to manufacture Bekaert yarn (ring yarn methodology),
which is more compatible with woven production process.

When the weaving sensors were produced the expectations were high. It
is expected that sensora produced by woven technology not only are prepared
to be large scale produced, but also to have less standard deviation between
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different samples. For this fact, data acquired in previous test shown in
Chapter 8 are compared with woven capacitive sensor data in Table 9.3

Sensitivity Standard deviation Improvement
log(C)(RH)−1 average(%) %

Embroidery 0.0736 2.1 -
Weaving 0.0904 1.34 36.2%

Table 9.3: Comparison between technologies

The comparison presents the woven sensors as an improvement to the
embroidered sensors. On average, embroidered sensors present a 2.1% of
standard deviation, considering all the sensor produced by this technology.
Meanwhile, woven sensor has a 1.34% of a standard deviation on average. As
a conclusion, the weaving process produce sensors with higher repeatability
and less dispersion. Also the sensitivity of the sensors have been improved
from embroidering to weaving a 36%.

A comparison with other humidity sensor found in the literature and
previous works is done in Table 9.4. As it can be observed, woven technology
perform as well as the other technologies and sensors. Woven capacitive
sensor has been distinguished by higher repeatability, better aspect and low
touch impact over the rest of the textile sensors presented. The woven
textile sensor provides better capacitance values to be able to prepare a
model which provides the relative humidity value.

Sensitivity Working Range Size Integration
log(Z)(RH)−1 %RH HxW(mm) Technology

This work 0.0673 30-90 100x106.2 woven
[43] 0.0559 20-90 4.25x4.25 drop-coated
[58] 0.0535 25-80 27x74 embroidered
[59] 0.0804 40-90 150x220 embroidered

Table 9.4: Comparison with other interdigital humidity sensor. In this case
the impedance sensitivity is used to be able to compare with other sensors.

9.3.2 Presence test characterisation

The presence test results are presented and analysed. The section intend
to demonstrate the ability of the woven capacitive sensor to detect human
presence. As it was explained in Section 6.7, capacitance values of the woven
sensor are taken during the standing-up and sitting cycle. The idea is to
observe two possible states: occupied state when the person is sat down over
the sensor and void state when the person is stand up.

Figure 9.6 shows the capacity shifts results of the presence test for both
woven sensor, USTS and UBTB, which are represented as a continuous and
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dash line. The Y-axis values are calculated by

∆C(%) =
Cf − C0

C0
(9.2)

Where Cf is the measured capacitance value and C0 is the initial capac-
itance value.

Figure 9.6: Capacity shift, in percentage, during presence detector test

As it can be observed, the response of the woven sensors when the person
is sitting over the sensor is notable. The capacitance maintains its value dur-
ing the sitting situation until the person got up, instantly the capacitance
value decreases abruptly to the initial values. Initial or void state values for
USTS starts at 0-15% of capacitance variation. When the person sit down
over the sensor the capacitance values increase until a 100-170% of capaci-
tance variation. The UBTB sensor behaviour is equal to the USTS during
the presence test, having a 0-15% capacitance variation during the void state
and increasing that value until 120-170% when the sensor is occupied by a
person sat.

The results demonstrate that the sensor response is able to distinguish
between void and occupied state. Following test consist in the detection of
a heavy object on the top of the sensor. Specifically, a bag with 4,6,10 and
15kg is placed over the sensor. The results can be seen on Figure 9.7.

The capacitance values obtained during the object cycle showed a maxi-
mum increase of 20% of capacitance variation, which is similar to void state
values. The capacitance values did not respond to the bag being placed
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Figure 9.7: Capacity shift, in percentage, during load test

over the sensor, and remain between 15-20% of capacitance variation during
the test performance. The results are similar for all load cases, which not
provide any additional information for different load values. The study’s
conclusion points out that the variation during the bag cycle could be due
to the bag material, which predictably, had a different permittivity value.
These results permit to highlight the ability of the sensor to distinguish
between a person and an object, due to the permittivity differences of the
materials that compose the detected substance.

Both sensors present an interesting behaviour when presence test is per-
formed, demonstrating their functionality as a presence sensor and opening
the door to new applications opportunities.

9.4 Abrasion test

In this Section, a summary of the results reported and published in Paper
F are provided.

An important factor in textile properties is the abrasion response of a
fabric. Also, if the woven capacitive sensor is expected to perform properly
in upholstery uses, the abrasion response of the sensor should be studied.
To measure the impact of the abrasion over the sensor surface a Martindale
test is performed over the manufactured woven sensors. The set up of the
test was previously explained in Section 6.8.

Three different samples are prepared for the test. The non-conductive
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substrates sample, the woven sensor manufactured with Bekaert yarn and
the woven sensor produced with Shieldex yarn. Samples prepared on the
test holders are observed in Figure 9.8

Figure 9.8: Samples initial state. a) non-conductive sample b) Bekaert c)
Shieldex

During the interval up to 6.000 cycles, the samples did not show any
alteration. Electrical properties remain unaltered and physical aspect did
not have signs of wear out. Further steps are performed, when the 20.000
cycle interval is completed some wear out effects are observed in samples
(Figure 9.9). It is important to point out that the sample which is more
affected is the non-conductive sample. The electrical properties are not
being affected at this interval.

Figure 9.9: Samples after 20.000 cycles. a) non-conductive sample b)
Bekaert c) Shieldex

At the third cycle interval, which is up to 35.000 cycles, the conductive
samples did not lose the continuity. However, when 40.000 cycles are finished
the electrical continuity is lost. Figure 9.10 shows the sample states at this
interval mentioned. The signs of wear out are important at this point, pilling
is observed all over the fabric surface. Broken yarns are observed in non-
conductive sample, but they are still not observed in both sensor fabrics.

For both electrical samples, the conductivity is decreased due to the
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Figure 9.10: Samples after 40.000 cycles. a) non-conductive sample b)
Bekaert c) Shieldex

abrasion. However, this reduction on the electrical conductivity is not uni-
form on the samples. In Bekaert the resistance increases from 16 Ω/cm up to
120 Ω/cm whereas in Shieldex it increases from 0.7 Ω/cm up to 200 Ω/cm.
Results are summarised in Table 9.5.

Bekaert Shieldex

Initial 35k cycles Initial 35k cycles

Resistance
Ω/cm

16 ≤120 0.7 ≤200

Table 9.5: Comparison between electrical properties before and after the
Martindale test

The resistance rise is due to the lost of conductivity material for each
yarn, Bekaert yarn lost some stainless steel fibres during the abrasion test.
Meanwhile Shieldex yarn coating has been affected by the abrasion decreas-
ing the quantity of silver in the filament surface.

9.5 Conclusions

At the moment that a textile sensor is preparing for large scale production
the first step or check that must be fulfilled is to be woven. Weaving technol-
ogy is the process method which is capable to produce more fabric meters in
less time. But the process is limited by pattern availability and conductive
materials integration. In this chapter the adaptability of the embroidered
sensor design is studied.

The woven capacitive sensor, which is integrated into the structure of
the woven fabric, is produced. Two yarns are used to observe the properties
for each configuration of materials. Different yarns are not affecting so
much the electrical properties of the overall sensor. But properties, as the
repeatability, are slightly better on Bekaert yarn sensor. Several comparison
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with the embroidered sensors measuring humidity levels are done, and it
is concluded that woven capacitive sensor has similar behaviour but lower
deviation error between different produced sensors.

Textile properties are less affected when the sensor is integrated into the
structure, for example the sensor is unnoticeable by touch feeling. Ring
yarns also respond better to the weaving process.

Abrasion effects on the woven capacitive sensor are acceptable for up-
holstery applications. Also, it is demonstrated that the abrasion resistance
is improved by the conductive yarns used to produce the sensor. The textile
properties not only are not affected negatively, but in abrasion case they are
improved by the use of these conductive yarns.

The woven capacitive sensor has been tested detecting presence and it
has been demonstrated that is capable to identify between void and occupied
states. Furthermore, the woven sensor does not react significantly when a
bag is placed over the sensor, which permits to distinguish between an object
and a human. The new application tested opens a new path to develop
presence sensors.
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10
Applications for capacitive

textile sensor

10.1 Introduction

During the works and tests developing the textile capacitive sensors, some
cases of use show up. The experiments performed in previous chapters were
done with the aim to demonstrate the usability of the textile capacitive
sensors. Also, the different integration techniques were studied which in-
tegration methods characteristics provide information to select a path to
develop different applications.

At embroidered textile sensors, the easiness of integration and the cost,
suggest applications where the sensor is integrated on clothes which are not
directly in contact with the body or uses where the cost of production could
be a drawback for the development. Touch feeling of embroidery patterns is
well-known by society, but if the user knows that the embroidered pattern
also contains a sensor they could be concerned. Society is still unwilling to
new technologies which they do not know.

A woven textile sensor was developed as a response to embroidered sensor
drawbacks. Results demonstrate that it was a correct decision. The woven
sensor physical properties improve the embroidered sensor properties, spe-
cially the touch feeling. Making the sensor unnoticeable and providing the
opportunity to apply it in applications where direct contact with the body
happen.
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Taken the conclusions and results from previous chapters, several textile
capacitive sensor applications are developed. The following sections present
the applications developed and how the sensor performs.

10.2 A smart textile system to detect urine leak-
age

In this Section a summary of the results reported and published in Paper G
are provided.

10.2.1 Introduction

Urine leakage, enuresis and similar diseases provoked by moisture are prob-
lems with high social impact and economic cost. Urine leakage is an affection
that can suffer up to 33% of patients in health centres, such as hospitals,
nursing homes, among others. Moreover, the urine leakage has not directly
an impact on the patients’ health, but associated consequences to the con-
stant contact of skin with moisture. Infections or injuries are some of these
consequences that could be avoided. Despite the fact that the methodol-
ogy followed to reduce the appearance of these circumstances is the use of
diapers, long time between substitutions of the wet diaper could produce
injuries or infections. The root problem is the long time exposure to soak
materials, diapers or sheets. As a response, nurses or caregivers, who work
at hospitals or retirement homes, must check periodically diapers and sheets
for every patient to reduce the period when the patient is in close contact
with high levels of moisture.

The urine leakage detection requires a sensor fully integrated to have
a low impact in user comfort. The usability of the sensor increases if the
complete system could be installed without affecting the daily life of the
patient. Also, these requirements may help medical staff to use the system
without concerns or fear. Moreover, the integration could be carried out on
bed clothes or underwear, providing real-time information about the humid-
ity around the area. The information about moisture provided could help
to take actions in an active way, affecting the patient only when required,
avoiding the unnecessary checks.

As the PCB cannot be integrated in textile, to guarantee the wearability
and usability, it should be as small as possible. The size of the electronics
needed would be smaller than a buckle belt, which includes the battery. In
order to be attached in any place of the bed structure or on the waistline.

A system is prepared to read the humidity values on a bed sheet and on
underwear and send the data to be visualised by the nurses or caregivers.
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10.2.2 System architecture

The system architecture, which takes the humidity values from the sensor
and communicate them, is based on a textile sensor node, a gateway and a
remote server. The scheme architecture is shown in Figure 10.1 Each part of
the system has a specific task to conduct. The textile sensor node is in charge
of obtaining the values of humidity of its surrounds and wireless transmitting
them through the gateway. The data is configured to be saved in a database.
It could be configured to be sent by WiFi (internet connection) or Bluetooth,
but the internet connection which is present in the installations is the best
network to use, as it provides more read range than Bluetooth. The remote
server is prepared to be able to read the database and visualise the data for
the caregivers and nurses.

Figure 10.1: System architecture

The developed system provides real-time data collection and should give
the mechanism to the hospital or nursing home staff to control multiple
nodes at the same time permitting them to take actions actively.

10.2.3 Sensor node

The core of the wearable system is the textile sensor. The sensor used for
the application presented follows the lines presented along this thesis doc-
ument. The sensor is an interdigital structure, embroidered over a textile
substrate. The moisture provokes a shift in its substrate properties, specifi-
cally in capacitance values. The textile sensor needs an unit control (UC) to
measure the capacitance value from the interdigital structure and transmits
the values obtained by means of a wireless connection. The UC contains a
battery to have autonomy, but it is prepared depending on the time needed.
The aim is to achieve a system able to obtain the data and send it with the
minimum size.
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Textile moisture sensor

The textile capacitive sensor is built as it was explained in Chapter 8. But
some considerations need to be explained, as the capacitance value of the
sensor is given by the dimensions of the pattern (geometrical properties) and
material properties (dielectric permittivity), the first step is to design the
interdigital structure to embroider in each situation. As the textile sensor
is prepared to be used in an underwear and a bedsheet, two different sizes
need to be designed. The area of measurement for both situations should
cover approximately the zone where the humidity could appear without
trespassing the available substrate size. For the bed sheet, the sensor is
embroidered covering the body standard width centred, which is where the
urine leakage is expected and risk zone where sores are more common. In the
underwear the location is placed where the urine is dropped in the diaper
and where the diaper extracts the moisture and the sensor would detect
it. As it was explained in Section 4 CST Studio simulation is performed to
determine an approximation of the capacitance value and make sure that the
textile sensor could be measured by the UC. Figure 10.2 shows the design
parameters which are modified to prepare the sensor, which are defined as
height(H), length (L), distance between lines(d), distance between vertical
and horizontal lines(c), line thickness(e) and pair of fingers (n). Dimensions
for both sensors are presented in Table 10.1.

Figure 10.2: Sensor design on CST Studio between

H(mm) L(mm) d(mm) c(mm) e(mm) n

Underwear 30 69 2 2 1 4
Sheet 150 220 8 4 2 4

Table 10.1: Dimensions of sensors presented

The yarn used in both cases is the Shieldex yarn that has been used
previously. The yarn is made by 17 filaments of polyamide coated with
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pure silver. To connect the sensor to the UC, snaps are installed in both
integrated sensors. On the sheet they are installed in one of the borders,
meanwhile for the underwear are installed on the waist.

Finally, both sensors are embroidered on respective substrates. The
underwear is produced by mixed cotton-polyester yarns, meanwhile for the
bed sheet is composed by pure cotton yarns, very similar to the sheets used
at hospitals. The substrate compositions are important for the analysis of
the behaviour, because, as it has already demonstrated, substrates are the
key parameter for the sensor tendency and sensitivity. These parameters are
also affected by chemical treatments that could be done over the substrates.
Both examples of textile embroidered sensor are observed on Figures 10.3
and 10.4

Figure 10.3: Underwear embroidered

Unit control

The UC is based on the microcontroller SAM D21 family provided by Mi-
crochip and wireless interface NINA-W10 from u-Blox which provides WiFi
and Bluetooth connectivity. Other of the main characteristics of the micro-
controller are low-power, 32-bit Cortex-M0+ MCU with Advanced Analog
to Digital Converter (ADC) and Pulse Witdh Modulator (PWM).

The location of the UC depends on the application. When the system
is installed for the measurement of moisture in a bed, the device is being
attached to the bottom face of the bed, where one of the borders of the
sheet is placed. For the bed case, the battery is not needed for the UC
power supply, which could be provided by an external power source such as
the other hospital devices which are close to every bed used for the patient
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Figure 10.4: Sensor embroidered on a sheet

monitoring. As the UC is placed under the bed, it can be connected as well
without any inconvenience to the patient comfort and safety. In the under-
wear case, the application implies the variability and a battery is needed.
The battery and the UC conform a unit which is designed to be an isolated
box. The microcontroller selected has low power options to decrease at the
minimum the power consumption of the system.

The microcontroller used on the system consumes 40 mA, without any
low power set up, during the WiFi connection. On the measurements it
might consume until 80 mA. The 80 mA consumption lasts less than 1
second. Considering these consumption’s, the battery necessary to feed
the UC could spend 80 mAh, if it is measuring every second. It could be
decreased to hardly 40 mAh if the measurements are done in a large space
of time. If the measurement is taken every 2 seconds and takes into account
5 seconds preparing the communication, the sensor will consume 60mAh.
It means that with a 1200 mAh battery, which size is similar to a buckle
belt, the sensor will have a 20 hours of battery life. Despite the fact that
consumption is high, it is necessary to take into account that low power
strategies have not been applied in this application yet.

Implementation of charge-discharge method

The methodology to measure the capacitance on the application must be
adapted to fulfil the requirements. The capacitance from the sensor is mea-
sured by the microcontroller’s ADC and its wide range implies two different
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measurement circuits. To measure the capacitance a two circuits charge-
discharge method is designed. The process of the charge discharge method
was previously explained in Section 6.4.2. Figure 10.5 present the connec-
tion diagram used to measure each range that the textile capacitive sensor
could have.

(a) Circuit on pF measurement range
(b) Circuit on nF or uF measurement
range

Figure 10.5: Measurement circuits of the textile sensor value

To begin the measurement and verify that the sensor is uncharged, both
terminals are connected to 0V. Hereafter, A0 terminal is set at 5V for the
first measurement circuit. The voltage at A0 charges Cx (textile sensor)
and a 20 pF capacitance, which is internally connected to the pin. The first
measurement circuit can be observed in Figure 10.5a. When Cx is fully
charged the voltage at A2 is measured and the Cx value can be obtained by
means of the equation:

Cx =
Vout

Vin − Vout
Cint (10.1)

Where:

Cx = capacitance from textile sensor
Vout = V oltage on A2
Vin = V oltage on A0
Cint = internal capacitance in pin A2 (20 pF )

If the voltage value at A2 terminal reaches 4,8V it means that the Cx
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≫ 20pF, then a different measurement circuit should be used to obtain
the capacitive value of the sensor. The circuit necessary to measure the
capacitance at this point is shown on Figure 10.5b. The A2 pin is configured
as an input, where a pull-up resistance is set up, and A0 pin is set at 0V.
Cx starts to charge when both pins are configured, and a timer counts the
time till the Cx is charged. When it is finished, the Cx value is calculated
by the equation.

Cx =
−t/R

ln(1− Vout
5 )

(10.2)

Where:

Cx = capacitance from textile sensor
Vout = V oltage on A2
R = Pull − up resistance (40kΩ)
t = chargetime

Both measurement circuits and methods cover the entire range of values
that the textile capacitive sensor could take.

Data management

When the capacitance value is obtained, it is saved on the UC and transmit-
ted by wireless communication to the gateway by means of HTTP protocol.
The complete micro routine is depicted in Figure 10.6. The time in which the
procedure is completed is about 1,5 seconds, which is needed to guarantee
the charge and discharge of the capacitance for the whole range.

10.2.4 Remote server

Data transmitted by the sensor node is stored in the remote server. Informa-
tion received is saved in a specific database for every sensor node. Real-time
visualisation is prepared with an user interface to be as clear as possible.
To develop the database and the web server, XAMPP software was cho-
sen. This software includes the operations to create a HTTP Apache web
server and a MySQL database. The software is intuitive, easy to implement
and with a large community behind that gives support and provides enough
information to easily build it. The control panel for XAMPP is shown in
Figure 10.7

The database developed can be seen in Figure 10.8The structure con-
sists of three data fields: id, raw data and time stamp. The id identifies
the sensor node from where is the data arriving. The raw data stores the
capacitance value obtained from the sensor and the time stamp marks once
the measurement was done. The sensor id is previously registered on the
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Figure 10.6: Routines to calculate capacitance

database to guarantee write permissions to the UC data. The database and
the protocol defined for the UC are prepared to admit new data fields such
as battery life time. Database information provides the opportunity to take
actions actively and be conscious of the exact time of the urine leakage.

The graphic user interface (GUI), which has been developed with Grafana,
is observed in Figure 10.9. Grafana is an open source software, which can
be used as a web application, selected due to its compatibility with MySQL
database. Grafana tools permits to connect with the database immediately.
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Figure 10.7: XAMPP control panel

Figure 10.8: Database table filled by the board

The visualisation of the capacitance values are prepared to be shown in a
graph where abscissa axis represents the measurement time stamp and or-
dinate axis the measure textile sensor capacitance. An example of sensor
response is observed in Figure 10.9. The response observed corresponds to
a moisture swept form 40% of relative humidity(RH) up to moisture satu-
ration of the sensor. Slightly changes are observed in the graph during the
swept from 40% to 70%, which are presented in logarithmic scale in order to
observe all the range. When the moisture enters in contact with the sensor,
the capacitance values suddenly increases. The values provide a valuable
information of the moment where the moisture enter in contact with the
sensor and which could be used by staff from hospitals and nursing homes.
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Figure 10.9: Example of Grafana graph. Y-axis depicts the capacitance
measured. X-axis, the time when the value has been taken.

10.2.5 System in action

The system is tested under two different situations for every textile sensor
prepared. One of the situations consists of the comparison between the
charge discharge method and the Rohde & Schwarz HM8118 LCR meter
measurements. To compare both measured values the sensor is introduced
in the CCK-25/48 Dycometal climatic chamber. The sensor is prepared
on a holder, an placed into the climatic chamber connected once to the
LCR and, afterwards to the UC. The climatic chamber parameters, such as
temperature and relative humidity, are controlled by a LabView program.
The second test consists on the leakage detection trying to simulate a real
case. In this case, each test has some specific parameters, but, in general, a
diaper for every case is disposed over the sensor and a leakage is simulated
over it. The quantity of water dropped will depend on the case.

Underwear

The embroidered sensor integrated on an underwear is characterised. On
Figure 10.10 a swept from 30% to 80% of relative humidity is shown. The
permittivity change provoked by the increase of moisture in the environment
and over the substrate surface when moisture is absorbed, affects directly
to the capacitance value. The graph shows the measurement results for the
LCR meter and the Unit Control (charge/discharge method). Capacitance
values for 30% are about 10pF and it reaches about 10nF for 80% RH. Both
measurement values are slightly different, due to the different nature of the
values. The charge discharge method is measured in direct current and an
LCR is measured in alternate current at low frequency. Despite the different
values, they do not have any impact on the system functionality, because
the system needs to focus on a reached threshold.
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Figure 10.10: Sensor on underwear measured with LCR meter and
Charge/discharge method from 30% RH to 80% RH

The results obtained from the comparison permit to follow the next step
and test the system behaviour to detect a leakage from a diaper. The test is
due as a real situation, where measurements were visualised from the GUI
presented. The diaper was placed inside the underwear with the sensor area
oriented along the diaper, which covers as much surface as it can.

To simulate the miction of a baby or child, 80 to 100 ml are prepared.
The diaper selected characteristics indicate that it is able to absorb till 240
ml without giving the user a wet feeling. The sensor is connected and data
is received. After 600 seconds, 100 ml of water are poured into the diaper
to simulate a urine leakage. As it is observed in Figure 10.11 once the urine
leakage is produced, the sensor capacitance value is increased at the moment.
The fact means that the diaper absorption traps the water poured into the
absorbent material and this material starts to expel moisture to the outside
of the diaper, which is the main process that gives a dry feeling to the user.

The outer part of the diaper starts to have moisture because of that
flow from the inside. It is observed how the value of the sensor increases
significantly from 37 pF to 149µF in less than 120 seconds. Notice that
before pouring the water, the sensor value was the environmental relative
humidity value, which corresponds to about 55% according to the previous
sensor characterisation by charge/discharge method. At this moment the
diaper is removed, as it was expected to happen in a real time situation.
The recovery time is also measured, and the capacitance value reach 126 pF
in 600 seconds. The sensor capacitance value does not recover the original
value, which can be treated as hysteresis, which is caused by hydrophilic
behaviour of the cotton. But as the detection value is far from that point,
the capacitance value is accepted as recovered to use it again.
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Figure 10.11: Sensor capacitance evolution when 100 mL of water are poured
on the diaper

Cotton Sheets

For this case, the sensor size has been increased, in order to increase the are
of detection. In Figure 10.12 sensor values obtained by different method-
ologies are compared. As it was done with the underwear case, LCR meter
values and charge/discharge values are presented in the same graph. A swept
of 40-90% RH is performed. The capacitance value for 40% RH is about
250-300pF and it reaches up to 20µF for 90% RH. Although the behaviour
along the relative humidity swept is different between the methods, it is
necessary to remember that both capacitance values have different natures,
the values measured on wet/dry situations are close to each other. Again,
the proposed system can be used to detect wet conditions and urine leakage
appearance.

Figure 10.13 the measured capacitance with the complete system is
shown for a adult diaper. Adult diaper can absorb almost 10 time more
moisture than a baby diaper. The miction volume of an adult is between
250-750ml. To reproduce a real time situation 750ml of water were poured
in the diaper placed over the sensor. The pouring quantity is also close to
the limit absorption as previously done in the other case. As it is shown in
the graph, after the pouring, a slight change in the capacitance from 280pF
to 500pF is detected. The adult diaper does not expel the moisture as it was
seen on the baby diaper. After 600 seconds the capacitance of the sensor
changes abruptly up to 320µF . The moisture is detected when a real leakage
from the diaper occurred, as the adult diaper has a layer to avoid diffusion
of the moisture in vapour. Once the diaper is retired, the sheet starts to dry
and the sensor recovers its initial capacitance value.

For both textile capacitive sensors used in the system the sensitivity and
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Figure 10.12: Sensor on a sheet measured with LCR meter and
Charge/discharge method from 40% RH to 90% RH

Figure 10.13: Sensor on a sheet capacitance evolution when 100 mL of water
are poured on the diaper

linearity were studied obtaining the values shown in Table 10.2

e(mm) d(mm) Sensitivity(Z)/%RH Linearity R2

Underwear 1 2 -0.034 0.8759
Sheet 2 8 -0.0804 0.9875

Table 10.2: Sensitivity and linearity for the sensor in each application
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CAPACITIVE TEXTILE SENSORS.

10.3 A smart chair to monitor sitting posture by
capacitive textile sensors.

In this Section a summary of the results reported and published in Paper H
are provided.

10.3.1 Introduction

During the woven capacitive sensor test, a new application for the textile
capacitive sensor was found. The presence detection was demonstrated dur-
ing the test performed to the woven capacitive sensor. A 3 months stay was
done at Tampere University, Finland, where, they are currently working
on smart textiles. They have several open projects that they are currently
working on. One of these projects plan to design smart furniture which can
interact with the users by integrating textile sensors on it.

A smart chair to monitor the gesture was started to be designed. As the
initial results from the capacitive sensor detecting presence were though to
be a binary response, pressure detection was not considered.

The great part of the jobs tend to be office work, where prolonged static
sitting positions are repeated for several days. These sedentary occupations
present health risk for developing musculoskeletal disorders, cardiovascular,
metabolic and cognitive issues. For these reason, it was prepared to intro-
duce sensors in one of the components of the workstations, the office chair.
Adjusting the chair set up to an ergonomic optimal positioning and follow it
during the session, may reduce musculoskeletal risks for pain and discomfort
of the lower back, elbows, fingers and legs.

An ergonomic position is not the only requirement to avoid the issues
mentioned, the movement of the person is also needed. A dynamic or active
sitting is also needed, where sitting positions change during time to avoid
long periods with the same gesture.

Ergonomic office chairs have been designed to help people to achieve
optimal posture. They have been designed to be adjustable in shape, height,
armrests, reclining backrest and additional lumbar spine supports. But users
are not used to adjust the chair for themselves. A feedback system integrated
into the chair may help to tackle this issue and guide the users towards a
more optimal sitting posture.

The ergonomic chairs are commonly covered with textile, which provides
a substrate to integrate the textile capacitive sensors. Being so close to the
body, the sensors provide a direct sensing, which could not be provided by
other sensors.

The feedback system needs also a microcontroller to obtain the values
from the textile capacitive sensors. The data from the sensor is analysed
and organised to be stored. The information could be sent to a database or
visualised in real time. The idea would be to create a software that uses the
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information from the sensor to notify the person sat when they are having a
bad position, when they need to move or when they need to stand up. The
final system is designed as a tool for companies to promote their workers’
health, but also could be used by hospitals or nursing homes, or even being
installed on wheelchairs.

10.3.2 Office chair preparation

The sitting behaviour is studied to identify the optimal places where the
sensor should be. The data from the sensor should be enough to determine
the position taken by the person, and from here to decide if an action is
needed. The sensor distribution on an office chair is shown on Figure 10.14.
The sensor positions are spots where the user contact defines the gesture.

Figure 10.14: Smart chair with sensor distribution and number identification

The locations identified are: i) bilaterally on the lower back (to promote
straight posture with the hips as close to the backrest of chair as possible);
ii) bilaterally on the upper back just beneath the shoulder blades to promote
the user’s proximity with the backrest of the chair and to prevent slumped
sitting and forward lean posture; iii) bilaterally on the sides of the mid-
back to prevent excessive leaning to the side; and iv) bilaterally on the
buttocks and on the back of the thighs to ensure contact with the seat and
to discourage crossing the legs or not centred positions.

The textile sensor is prepared by embroidery technique, due to the fast
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prototyping and low cost. The yarn used is a Shieldex 110/34 dtex 2-ply,
which was the yarn supplied by the Tampere University. Dimensions and
structure of the interdigital textile sensor are shown in Figure 10.15. The size
designed accomplishes the requirement of detection of proximity and covers
the desired zone. Bigger sensor could not provide the accuracy desired to
distinguish between positions. The substrate chosen was a 100% wool crepe
fabric, which is an elastic material commonly use to create covers.

Figure 10.15: Interdigitated sensor geometry (dimensions in mm)

The prototype was built over an office chair without armrests. The
chair was covered with the substrate with some Velcro lines attached. The
idea of the Velcro lines is to have the opportunity of replacing the sensors
for the position test in case some location must be modified. Embroidered
capacitive sensors were sewn individually to a piece of Velcro (opposite to
the Velcro lines in the chair). An individual sensor is presented in Figure
10.16

Figure 10.16: Ready-made sensor from both sides
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10.3.3 Implementation of the cycle count method

Two parts are explained in this section. The measurement procedure during
the test and the steps followed by the volunteers and positions taken.

Figure 10.17 shows the circuit designed for every sensor placed on the
Smart Chair. The cycle count method was explained previously in Section
6.4.2.

Figure 10.17: Measurement circuit of each individual sensor

For this implementation, two microcontroller pins are required as a send
and receive pin. Send pin is the port where the 5V tension is set up. Receive
pin is the port where the tension value is compared with the send pin con-
stantly. These microcontroller pins are connected with a resistance between
them. In the circuit used, the resistance value is 10MΩ, because it was the
value that provides the desired behaviour. The resistance could be set up
between 100kΩΩ to 50MΩ, which defines the resolution of the method. The
sensor is connected on the receive pin, as it is shown in Figure 10.17.

The measurement process starts setting up a 5V tension on the send pin.
Then, the current goes through the resistance, the higher is the resistance,
the lower is the current. The unknown capacitance (capacitive sensor) starts
to be charged due to the current that flows through the resistance. The
voltage is measured in the receive pin and compared with the tension set up
in send pin. In the meantime that there is no match between both voltages,
the software counts every cycle done. When the capacitor is fully charged,
the voltage in both pins are equal, then, the program stops counting cycles.
The number of cycles counted is used to indicate the sensor value. The
microcontroller provides a vector with the values of every sensor connected
to it, following the receive pin order of the sensor measured.

During the measurements, it is observed that the cycle count process
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provides information about different levels depending on body proximity.
As the capacitive sensor working principle relies on the permittivity change
around it, during the presence detection the sensor is measuring the prox-
imity of the body to it. Hence, when there is more pressure between the
body and the chair surface, the clothes from the volunteer are pressed. The
pressure reduces the distance between their body and the sensor, causing an
increase in the number of cycles. But this fact has a limit, which is the cloth
limit to be pressed. Different levels observed during tests are presented in
Table 10.3

Surrounding
detection

Contact
Close
contact
(pressure)

Higher
contact
(pressure)

Cycle
count

± 500 ± 1000 ± 1500 ± 2000

Table 10.3: Levels of activation of the sensor depending on the cycle count.

The level that indicates contact between sensor and body of the volunteer
is marked in each individual graph by a red dash line.

10.3.4 Positions measured by the feedback system

For the test procedure followed by the volunteers, all measurements are
taken in office settings. Each participant is asked to adjust the office chair
once they are sat on it. They are asked to verify that feet are in contact with
the floor and buttock area is located as close to the backrest as possible. The
positions are requested to be done exaggerated, to observe more differences
between the data values. At this point, the sensor locations are checked to
match with every corresponding participant’s physical marker. The process
prepared consists on the 8 most common positions taken or expected, which
are presented in Figure 10.18. The positions selected include the optimal
ergonomic sitting position, crossed leg, lean the back to sides, leaning back
and detachment from the backrest.

Five volunteers have been tested to compare different sitting behaviour
when similar positions are taken. The aim is to be able to see the gesture
that the volunteers are taken.

To refer to each sensor, a number is associated with each one, The num-
bers are presented in previous image in Figure 10.14. Sensors from 1 to 4
are the seat sensors, 1 and 3 are front sensors and 2 and 4 back seat sensors.
Sensors from 5 to 10 are distributed on the backrest. Low back sensors are
5 and 10, middle back sensors are 6 and 9 and high back sensors are 7 and
8.

The first of the positions and the reference position for the entire study
is the ergonomic posture. The ergonomic position should not provoke any
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Figure 10.18: Measured sitting positions during the smart chair test

disorder risk or tension all over the body. Data from the volunteers sitting
in that positions is shown in Figure 10.19

Figure 10.19: The ergonomic posture sensor values as shown in Figure 10.18a
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Every sensor on the seat acquires a value higher than 1000 when the
ergonomic position is taken by the participants. The backrest sensors are
activated depending if the back of the participant is close enough to the
sensor. The majority of the participants, except one, perform the ergonomic
gesture correctly. Middle back sensor should not be activated which means
that the participant is centred on the chair. The values of these sensors are
not 0, because they are detecting the body close to them but not in contact.
Participant 4 did not activate high back sensor (7 and 8) which indicates
that their back curvature did not permit them to be close enough.

The sensor values show asymmetrical distribution for the participants
2,4 and 5 to the right. The differences observed for the sensor values were
calculated as ∆S = (S2−S4) and the results are accepted as the difference of
pressure done. Participant 2 had a ∆S = 456, participant 4 had a ∆S = 152
and participant 5 had a ∆S = 1170. Another participant, in that case
participant 3, showed and asymmetrical position to the left, indicated by
the negative result, ∆S = −325

Next step is to analyse the sensors values when one leg is crossed, for each
leg case. This position is usually taken by workers to provide distension from
their bodies. Participants crossed first their right leg. Figure 10.20 shows
right leg crossed data

Figure 10.20: Right leg crossed sensor values as shown in Figure 10.18b

Sensor 1 is expected to have values close to 0 during this position test.
Four participants, but participant 2, matched the condition described and
showed activation exclusively in sensor 3, from the front seat sensors. Par-
ticipant 2 increased the pressure in sensor 8 and 9, which correspond to the
right side upper and middle back. The values could describe a difficult to
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take the position or a discomfort on it. Participant 4 held all the pressure
provoked from the movement on the right low back sensor(10). Partici-
pants are asked to cross the left leg, values resulting from the movement are
depicted in Figure 10.21

Figure 10.21: Left leg crossed sensor values as shown in Figure 10.18c

The noticeable change is provoked by the leg change, and corresponds to
the values expected. Values from sensor 1 and 3 are changed and take the
value that the other sensor had in previous position. But participants 1, 2
and 3 shows that the flexibility on their left leg do not let them to take the
position correctly and avoid some detection, they had values close to 500.
The back seat sensors take higher values when the leg that correspond to
the side is crossed, due to the pressure. Similar effect is observed in backrest
sensor, which exchange values between sides from one test to another.

The feedback system demonstrates to detect how the leg crossed affects
the sitting position and the pressure distribution.

The following posture is performed by workers when they are doing task
under pressure. The tension provokes a detaching of the back from the
backrest leaning to the table or the screen they are working on. Figure
10.22 shows the position values.

The movement affects the values observed in high back sensors(7 and 8)
and middle sensors (6 and 9) which are deactivated. Low back sensor (5
and 10) values depend on the detachment of every person. In that case par-
ticipants 1, 2 and 3 maintain their lower back in contact with the backrest.
Seat sensors did not experiment any change.

Sitting on the edge position could be taken by workers who expect to
finish the task in a short period of time and get up again. Figure 10.23
shows the values for that position
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Figure 10.22: Detach from the backrest sensor values as shown in Figure
10.18d

Figure 10.23: Sitting on the edge of the chair sensor values as shown in
Figure 10.18e

The results obtained by the sensor clearly identify all participant only
activate the front seat sensors. The position discussed should be avoided.
A timer could be set in the software to play an alarm if the position is
maintained from a long period of time.

Next positions tested are previous moments to a fall of the chair or also,
if the position taken by the user is very asymmetrical. Figure 10.24 shows
the leaning right position values.
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Figure 10.24: Right leaning sensor values as shown in Figure 10.18f

When participants leaned to the right sensors 6 and 7 were deactivated.
Value from the sensor 9, which corresponds right middle backrest is activated
reaching its higher value during the test. Sensor 8, right higher backrest,
increase its value due to the pressure applied on it. The position is clearly
differentiated from the others. Participants change the position and leaned
to the left. The values of the leaning change are depicted in Figure 10.25.

Figure 10.25: Left leaning sensor values as shown in Figure 10.18g

Sensors 8 and 9, previously activated are deactivated by the leaning.
Sensors 6 and 7, the opposite sensors, are now activated. Sensor 10 and
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5, which corresponds to lower backrest, exchange values when the leaning
change is done. Seat sensors are not experiencing any value change, due
to the participants only leaning their backs. For both leaning situations
detection is demonstrated. Leaning detection could be more useful in other
smart chair applications, such as a wheelchair, where people with mobility
disorders need to be monitored to avoid harm. Also in real-time situation
values from the seat are going to change. Alarm could be played if every
right/left side sensor deactivate or activate at the same time.

The last position analysed is usually adopted by tired persons in office
chairs. The lower back is detached from the backrest by a movement to the
from performed by the hips. The back is curved due to the movement and
normally the legs are stretched. The sensor values for the position taken by
participants is shown in Figure 10.26.

Figure 10.26: Left leaning sensor values as shown in Figure 10.18h

Sensor activated are 1 and 3, from the front seat, and 7 and 8, from
the high backrest. The other sensor are deactivated or detecting body close
to it, but normally lower than contact value. The values from the sensor
activated reach their higher value, which means that pressure is higher than
any other position.

The feedback system demonstrates its functionality. The chair permits
the differentiation of the positions taken by the participants and definition
of alarms could be prepared to avoid risk situations. It is observed that
the measurement methodology provides different level of activation for the
sensors, which are being defined as proximity, contact, close contact and
high pressure. The feedback system is presented as a tool to correct the
position, detect asymmetrical gesture or monitor the movement behaviour
of the worker or user. The information could be used to prevent any kind of
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musculoskeletal disorders or pains while sitting for long periods. These part
of the feedback system is developed on the software. Also the results showed
that these system could be used in other circumstances as a wheelchair to
monitor person with reduced mobility.
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11
Conclusions and Future

Work

11.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, it has been analysed, designed and tested a textile capacitive
sensor based on the permittivity change working principle produced with
different textile processes as embroidery and weaving. These different inte-
gration methods, textile materials used and different applications proposed
have been reported in six JCR articles during the thesis period.

The first 3 parts of the thesis expresses the studies and research con-
ducted and in this final part conclusions and future work will be presented..
Preface section exposed the motivations and the objectives of the thesis.

An overview of the actual state of the art of the textile capacitive sen-
sors, different working principles, integration methods and applications is
conducted on Chapter 1, which is found in Part 1 where, capacitive sensors
and their most important characteristics are presented. In this section, the
working principles available for a capacitive sensor are explained and their
main differences are treated. Textile capacitive sensors are presented. Their
main characteristics and requirements to be defined as a textile sensor are
clearly presented. The classification by their integration method, structure
and by its working principle are revised. The chapter finishes with an ap-
plication review of the textile capacitive sensors and the actual state of the
reliability.
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Modelling materials (substrates or conductive yarns) and experimental
requirements are carried out in Part 2. Out of all available structures, Inter-
digital structure is chosen since it could be built in a single layer. Structure
analysis was performed, which consists of a theoretical revision of the struc-
ture, following with a simulation process of the structure. The results of the
process point out the most important parameters of the structure . Textiles
materials review show the wide variety of design options that textile sensors
have at the present. Conductive yarns produced by common textile pro-
cesses are available and have been demonstrated as one of the best options
in the actual market.

Part 3 presents the results carried out in the thesis. The contents are
presented divided into proper chapters depending on the most important
characteristic.

In Chapter 7, the Spice model of the structure is designed. The equa-
tion obtained was used to predict the capacitance value of the structure for
different integrating methods or applications.

In Chapter 8 the integration of the capacitive sensor over a textile sub-
strate is performed by embroidery technique. The methodology of the em-
broidering process is presented and reviewed. Every decision during the pro-
cess is properly explained. The initial measurement method is presented,
which is the impedance module and phase measurement. Humidity has
been chosen, between the stimulus that affect the permittivity, as the one to
be measured with the embroidered textile sensor presented, because of the
availability of options to prepare test situations. Humidity test is performed
on the sensor to observe the behaviour. Firstly, the embroidered sensor is
tested to demonstrate its functionality and the ability to detect different
levels of relative humidity. The embroidered capacitive sensor demonstrates
the ability exposed and some additional test, as the washing cycle or re-
peatability results were done. The results showed that the sensor behaviour
is affected by the treatments that fabrics have to protect them from the stor-
age situation. Other results point out that the maximum dispersion error
experienced by a sensor at a specific relative humidity was a 6% which it is
an acceptable range for a integration technology which such a low cost and
performed by a standard machine. Due to its behaviour, impedance sensor
could be visualised as a parallel RC circuit where both of the parameters
are affected by humidity changes. Additional performance tests are con-
ducted on sensors with various conductive yarns and substrate materials.
The conductive yarns modify the behaviour of the sensor provoked mainly,
by the yarn surface and the ability of it to retain or store water. However,
the substrate materials have been demonstrated as the variable that affect
more the behaviour of the textile capacitive sensor. The substrate could
provide a lower sensitivity to the sensor, maintaining the shorter range , or
the opposite, where the sensor has a wider operating range which need sev-
eral circuits to be measured by a designed device. These behaviours provide
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more design option to measure the humidity such as resulting on a binary
response sensor or a relative humidity percentage sensor.

Next, Chapter 9 describes the process to integrate a sensor structure in
a woven fabric. The integration was prepared from the adaptation of the
embroidery pattern into a weave pattern. Some changes to the interdigital
pattern have to be done in order to achieve the woven capacitive sensor. The
behaviour of the woven capacitive sensors are tested against humidity, but
the initial relative humidity range is increased for them. The woven sensor
response was surprising, specially the dispersion error identified which was
less than the error presented by embroidered sensor. Repeatability was a
characteristic that improves when the weave technology was applied. This
fact opens the door to applications which need large scale production, which
was considered as a drawback in textile sensors. Companies and researchers
are concerned by poor large-scale developments in textile sensor field, which
stops the applicability of the discovered new technologies. A new application
possibility was faced during one of the humidity test performed to charac-
terise the sensor. Presence detection is possible with the woven capacitive
sensor and some tests were carried out to demonstrate its functionality. Pres-
ence detection sensor was able to distinguish void or occupied seats while
accurately identifying whether it is a person or an object.

Finally, in Chapter 10 application of developed capacitive sensors for two
real cases are presented. The system to detect urine leakage by the integra-
tion of a textile sensor into a underwear or a bed sheet are presented. These
sensors could be implemented as a wearable unit or as an additional device
for hospitals. The system detects the urine leakage by capacitance value of
the textile sensor which changes abruptly. The real time data obtained from
the sensors are relayed through wireless communication technologies such as
WiFi, Bluetooth or Zigbee to the nurses or caregivers so that necessary ac-
tions can be taken. In the other application, it is used the ability of the
sensor to detect presence. The textile sensor, integrated over an office chair,
is capable of reading the sitting position. The results demonstrated that
sensor can detect the sitting position of the person and relays this informa-
tion to the user such that any readjustments are needed. The available data
could be used to address and resolve the issues such as falling or leaning.
The experiments shown that sensors performed well for these specific appli-
cations and the usage of these sensors could be extended for various fields
by simply making some software and hardware adjustments.

Overall, the thesis demonstrates the functionality of textile capacitive
sensors for effective humidity and presence detection and accurate measure-
ment. Textile capacitive sensor versatility could respond several applications
where the stimulus to measure affects the permittivity of the substrate or en-
vironment. Requirements for a specific application could be fulfilled by the
integration method, the conductive yarns and the substrate material. Also,
the cost of production is an advantage because textile materials availability
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and manufacturing cost are lower than electronic systems and procedures.
It is expected that the outcome of the research activities conducted in this
thesis will serve a baseline to develop new algorithms and sensor systems as
well as leading for new research ideas.

11.2 Future works

The following research activities in line with the study in this thesis could
be carried out as a future work:

• To study the impact of the printing technology over the textiles in-
tegration methods, which could provide higher accuracy in lines and
electrodes.

• To develop an interface between textile capacitive sensor and the mi-
crocontroller to be easy movable.

• To investigate the effect of washing and abrasion on conductive yarns
and on the substrate is suggested.

• To integrate and develop the bed textile sensor to detect humidity, as
it has been demonstrated that market has interest on it

• To develop and adapt the presence detection sensor to be integrated
into automotive car seats.
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Abstract: In this work, two embroidered textile moisture sensors are presented. The sensors are 
based on a capacitive interdigitated structure embroidered on a cotton substrate with an embroidery 
conductor yarn composed by 99% pure silver plated nylon yarn 140/17 dtex. In order to evaluate 
the sensor sensitivity, the impedance of the sensor has been measured by means of a LCR meter 
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz on a climatic chamber with a sweep of the relative humidity from 25% to 65% 
at 20 °C. The experimental results show a clear and controllable dependence of the sensor 
impedance with the relative humidity. Therefore, this dependence points out the usefulness of the 
proposed sensor to develop wearable applications on health and fitness scope. 

Keywords: sensor; e-textile; embroidery; moisture 

1. Introduction

Embroidery has been revealed as the most effective technique to implement wearable sensors. 
This fact is due to the availability of the manufacturing technology (industrial embroidery machines), 
efficient exploitation of the expensive specialized conductive threads and repeatability of geometries 
and layouts [1]. These wearable sensors are suitable for application fields such as health monitoring, 
physical training, emergency rescue service and law-enforcement [2]. In particular, the integration of 
flexible, lightweight and comfortable designs allows the deployment of wearable solutions [3]. In the 
last years, a great effort has been focused in designing new sensors included in garments for 
healthcare applications [4].  

In this work, an embroidered textile sensor in order to measure the moisture is presented. A full 
characterization and modelling has been carried out. The remainder of the paper is organized as 
follows. Section 2 describes the Material and methods, the textile sensor layout and implementation 
as well as the measurement set-up. In Section 3 the experimental results are shown and discussed. 
Finally, in Section 4 the conclusions are summarized.  

2. Materials and Methods

The proposed moisture sensor is based on a capacitive embroidered interdigitated 
structurewhose dimensions are depicted in Figure 1. A commercial Shieldex 117/17 dtex 2-ply has 
been chosen as a conductive yarn in order to embroider the interdigitated structures on a high 
hygroscope substrate. Specifically, a cotton substrate with a thickness (h) of 0.43 mm has been chosen. 
A Singer Futura XL-550 embroidery machine with a satin fill stitch pattern has been selected in order 
to achieve a homogeneous yarn distribution over the sensor surface. 
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Figure 1. Layout and dimension detail of the proposed moisture sensor (in mm): (a) short sensor; (b) 
long sensor. The bottom squares correspond to the characterization pads. 

In order to characterize the sensor behavior, the device has been tested ina CCK-25/48 Dycometal 
climatic chamber and the sensor impedance has been measured by means of an external Rohde & 
Schwarz HM8118 LCR meter. An image of the experimental setup and embroidered short sensor are 
shown in Figure 2. 

The sensors impedances have been measured from 20 Hz to 20 kHz in a 25% to 65% of relative 
humidity environment, meanwhile the temperature has remained constant at 20 °C. 

Figure 2. Image of the experimental setup. (a) climatic chamber, (b) embroidered short sensor 

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the measured sensor impedance when the moisture is swept from 25% to 65% 
for four different test frequencies. It is observed that the impedance module of sensor is reduced 
when the environmental moisture increases, which confirms the functionality of the proposed 
structure as a moisture sensor. The measured phase impedance of the sensor denotes that for low 
relative humidity the sensor has a capacitive behavior, as expected. Moreover, for higher relative 
humidity concentration the sensor tends to be resistive. The reason of this behavior is the hydrophilic 
property of the cotton. Indeed, when the relative humidity increases, the cotton substrate absorbs 
water and the electrical permittivity of the substrate increases. As a result, the impedance of the 
sensor is reduced.  

Long and short sensor shows similar behavior with the relative moisture. However, as it is 
expected, the impedance of the longer sensor (Figure 3b) is lower than the impedance of the short 
device (Figure 3a). In particular, for the 20 Hz test signal, the short sensor impedance decreases from 
1.1 GΩ to 20.4 MΩ when the moisture increases from 25% to 65%, whereas, for long sensor device it 
decreases from 0.83 GΩ 10 12.5 MΩ for the same moisture range. 
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Figure 3. Measured sensors impedance from 25% to 65% RH at different frequencies (T = 20 °C). 

It should be noticed that the obtained impedance values at the low frequency range are too high 
in order to develop a portable device based on the proposed sensor. These wearable devices are 
typically based on a single integrated circuit, such as the AD5933 impedance converter [5] (Texas 
Instruments, Dallas, USA). Nevertheless, using the proposed sensor in the range of kHz allows 
obtaining impedances in the range of a MΩ. In these cases, the impedance values that can be 
measured with this integrated circuits.  

If we focus on the electronic performance according to the behavior of the proposed sensors at 
2 kHz, they can be modelled as a RC parallel lumped model (Figure 4b), where the R and C values 
are moisture dependent. 

 
Figure 4. Proposed long sensor (a) physical implementation (b) Electrical model. 

In Figure 5 the R and C dependence from 25% to 65% RH at 2 kHz is shown for both short and 
long sensor. It can be observed than when the moisture level increases the capacitance is increased, 
whereas the resistance is reduced in both sensors. It should be pointed out that both sensors show a 
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similar trend with the moisture impact, with a clear sensitivity change around 55% RH. Despite, the 
short sensor has a lower capacitance and higher resistance value, due to his physical dimensions. In 
fact, the capacitance increases from 1.45 pF to 8.84 pF for the short sensor and from 3.13 pF to 19.40 
pF for the long sensor. Meanwhile, the resistance decreases from 4.42 MΩ to 2.68 MΩ and from 4.17 
MΩ to 2.26 MΩ for the short and long sensor, respectively.  

 
Figure 5. Measured sensors impedance from 25% to 65% RH at different frequencies. 

4. Conclusions 

In this work two interdigitated embroidered textile sensors have been proposed and 
characterized. The sensors have been embroidered over a cotton substrate with a commercial 
Shieldex 117/17 dtex 2 yarn. The measured results show that the proposed sensors can be modelled 
by means of a RC parallel lumped circuit, where the R and C value are moisture dependent. These 
preliminary results demonstrate experimentally the usefulness of the proposed sensors at the kHz 
range to develop wearable application over textiles materials for health and fitness applications, such 
as the sweating measurement.  
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Abstract: In this work, an embroidered textile moisture sensor is presented. The sensor is based on a
capacitive interdigitated structure embroidered on a cotton substrate with an embroidery conductor
yarn composed of 99% pure silver plated nylon yarn 140/17 dtex. In order to evaluate the sensor
sensitivity, the impedance of the sensor has been measured by means of a impedance meter (LCR)
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz in a climatic chamber with a sweep of the relative humidity from 25% to 65% at
20 ◦C. The experimental results show a clear and controllable dependence of the sensor impedance
with the relative humidity. Moreover, the reproducibility of the sensor performance subject to the
manufacturing process variability and washing process is also evaluated. The results show that the
manufacturing variability introduces a moisture measurement error up to 4%. The washing process
impact on the sensor behavior after applying the first washing cycle implies a sensitivity reduction
higher than 14%. Despite these effects, the textile sensor keeps its functionality and can be reused in
standard conditions. Therefore, these properties point out the usefulness of the proposed sensor to
develop wearable applications within the health and fitness scope including when the user needs to
have a life cycle longer than one-time use.

Keywords: sensor; e-textile; embroidery; moisture; conductive yarn

1. Introduction

Textiles have been revealed as a natural and convenient substrate choice in the development of
wearable electronic applications due to the fact that humans have been covering our body with fabrics
for thousands of years [1]. This fact, together with the rapid miniaturization of electronic components
and the development of new materials is allowing for the integration of electronic functionalities on
fabrics, using well known textile manufacturing techniques, such as weaving knitting, embroidery,
etc. [2]. Among the techniques, embroidery has been revealed as the most effective technique to
implement wearable electronics due to the availability of the manufacturing technology and the
flexibility of the technologies to make different geometries and layouts over the textiles [3]. Among the
different embroidery e-textile applications, in the last years, a great effort has been focused on designing
new e-textile sensors that are included in garments [4]. Many of the studies are focused on fields such
as health monitoring [5], physical training [6], emergency rescue service, and law-enforcement [7].

Previous literature mainly reports on single use sensors. In order to guarantee the long term
functionality of these devices, two topics should be addressed: the variability of the electrical behavior
with the manufacturing process and the functionality of the involved e-textiles after washing cycles.
In this sense, only a few works can be found in the literature focused on the electrical behavior of
e-textile after washing cycles [8–10]. These previous publications suggest that the electrical behavior of
e-textile is modified after several washing cycles. In order to delve in depth in this topic, a capacitive
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embroidered textile moisture sensor is presented and a full characterization of its response was carried
out, taking into account the manufacturing variability and the washing cycles.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Material and methods
where the textile sensor layout is defined and the measurement set-up as well as the washing cycle’s
procedures are described. In Section 3 the experimental results are shown and discussed. Finally, in
Section 4 the conclusions are summarized.

2. Materials and Methods

The proposed moisture sensor is based on a capacitive embroidered interdigitated structure whose
dimensions are depicted in Figure 1. In this structure, the capacitive sensor performance depends on
the geometry (i.e., number of fingers, size, and distant between fingers) and the substrate material
permittivity. If a hygroscope material is used as a substrate, the permittivity of the substrate will be
modified under the presence of water molecules. This mechanism gives the sensing capability to the
proposed devices.

A commercial Shieldex 117/17 dtex 2-ply was chosen as a conductive yarn in order to embroider
the interdigitated structures on a high hygroscope substrate. Specifically, a cotton substrate with a
thickness (h) of 0.43 mm was chosen. A Singer Futura XL-550 embroidery machine (Singer Corporation,
La Vergne, TN, USA) with a satin fill stitch pattern was selected in order to achieve a homogeneous
yarn distribution over the sensor surface. With this configuration, the embroidery machine dimension
resolution was 100 µm.
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Figure 1. Layout and dimension detail of the proposed moisture sensor (in mm). The bottom
squares correspond to the characterization pads, and the capacitive sensing area corresponds to
the interdigitated area.

In order to characterize the sensor behavior, the device was tested in a CCK-25/48 Dycometal
climatic chamber (Dycomental Equipos S.L., Viladecans, Spain), and the sensor impedance was measured
by means of an external Rohde & Schwarz HM8118 LCR meter (Rohde & Schwarz, Munich, Germany).
The LCR and sensor connection was done through a feed cable hole on the climatic chamber chassis.
An image of the experimental setup and the embroidered sensor are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Image of the experimental setup. (a) CCK-25/48 Dycometal (b) Embroidered capacitive sensor.
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The sensor impedance was measured in a frequency range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz in a 25% to 65%
relative humidity environment, meanwhile, the temperature remained constant at 20 ◦C. In order to
guarantee and analyze the reproducibility, ten different samples were characterized and analyzed at
200 Hz, and the average and standard deviation was used as a figure of merit.

Finally, in order to evaluate the impact of washing cycles on the electrical behavior, the electrical
impedance was measured before and after putting the samples into the washing cycles. For this process,
the selected soap and the washing machine were used according to the standard requirements defined
on the UNE-EN ISO 6330:2012. A neutral ECE-Color Detergent ISO 105-C06 soap (Testgewebe Gmbh,
Brüggen, Germany) was used and 1 kg of support fabric was used in every wash (Figure 3). A washing
machine (Balay T5609, BSH Electrodomesticos, Zaragoza, Spain) was configured at 1000 rpm and
temperature of 40 ◦C, and 1% by weight of soap (i.e., 10 g) was introduced in the washing machine.
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Figure 3. Image of the experimental Balay T5609 washing machine and the support fabric for washing
cycles (inset).

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows the measured sensor impedances when the moisture is increased from 25% to 65%
for four different test frequencies. It is observed that the impedance module of the sensor is reduced
when the environmental moisture increases. This fact confirms the functionality of the proposed
structure as a moisture sensor. The measured phase impedance of the sensor is negative in all the
studied frequency ranges, denoting that for low relative humidity, the sensor has a capacitive behavior,
as expected. However, for higher relative humidity concentrations, the sensor tends to be resistive.
The reason of this behavior is the hydrophilic property of the cotton. Indeed, when the relative
humidity increases, the cotton substrate absorbs water, and the electrical permittivity of the substrate
increases. As a result, the impedance of the sensor is reduced. In particular, for the 200 Hz test signal,
the sensor impedance module decreases from 127 MΩ to 9.08 MΩ when the moisture increases from
25% to 65%. For the same moisture range, the phase impedance increases from −76.92◦ to −22.38◦.
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Figure 4. Measured sensor impedance from 25% to 65% relative humidity (RH) at different frequencies
(T = 20 ◦C) (a) impedance modulus (b) impedance phase.

3.1. Manufacturing Variability

Once the functionality of the proposed sensor to measure the ambient moisture was demonstrated,
the reproducibility of this sensor was evaluated in order to know the impact of manufacturing
variability on its performance. In this analysis, the previous sensor capacitor structure was used, and
the electrical impedance of ten samples was measured from 25% to 65% relative humidity (RH) at
200 Hz with a 95% confidence interval.

Figure 5 shows the measured module and phase impedance at 200 Hz, where the red line
represents the average measured impedance with a 95% confidence interval error, continuous
black line depicts the linear regression for the average value, and the dotted line and dashed lines
represent the linear regression for +9% confidence interval and 95% confidence interval, respectively.
The linear regression equations are also shown in the graph. From this data, a linear dependence
behavior is observed with the moisture. However, due to the manufacturing variability, the static
sensor characteristic shows a clear variability. Table 1 summarizes the dispersion measured on the
sensitivity and zero shift parameter of the sensor impedance. In particular, the sensitivity of the
sensor impedance module has a value of 2.97 MΩ/%RH ± 7%, meanwhile the average zero shift is
193.8 MΩ ± 10%. Meanwhile, the value of the sensor impedance phase achieves a sensitivity value of
1.272◦/%RH ± 7.3% and the zero shift a value of −111◦ ± 0.9%.
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Figure 5. Sensor impedance at 200 Hz with a 95% of confidence interval. Red line represents the
average measured impedance with 95% confidence interval error, continuous black line represents the
linear regression for the average value, and the dotted and dashed lines represent the linear regression
for +9% confidence interval and −95% of confidence interval, respectively. The linear regression
equations are also shown in the graph. (a) impedance modulus (b) impedance phase.

Table 1. Sensor impedance properties with process variability for 95% interval of confidence.

Impedance Modulus Impedance Phase

min mean max min mean max

Sensitivity(
MΩ

%RH

) −3.184 −2.97 −2.756
Sensitivity(

◦

%RH

) 1.179 1.272 1.365

Zero shift (MΩ) 174.4 193.8 213.2 Zero shift (◦) −112 −111 −110

From the previous dispersion values, it is possible to determine the expected error on module and
phase impedance due to manufacturing variability. The results are depicted in Figure 6. A maximum
error lower than 6% on the moisture measurement was obtained. It should be noted that the error
decreased with the moisture when the impedance modulus was measured. Meanwhile the phase error
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increased with the moisture. According with this behavior, and in order to reduce the error up 4% on
the moisture measurement, for moisture values lower than 40% RH, the impedance phase should be
used. However, for higher moisture values, the moisture value should be obtained from the impedance
module measurement.
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Figure 6. Error of relative humidity at 200 Hz due to the manufacturing variability. The errors were
obtained from the magnitude and phase impedance measurement of the sensor.

3.2. Washing Cycles

In order to assure the success of e-textiles in real applications, these products should guarantee
their functionality after the washing process. At this point, the electrical behavior of the proposed
interdigitated textile sensor was evaluated after applying a washing process. Figure 7 shows the
sensor impedance module and impedance phase without washing (continuous line), after applying
one conventional washing cycles (dash-dot line) and after applying two washing cycles (dash-line).
The linear regression for each case and the corresponding equation are also shown.

It was observed that after applying the washing cycles, the impedance module increased for
all moisture values whereas the impedance phase was reduced. This behavior points out that after
washing cycles the capacitance behavior of the proposed sensor decreased, meanwhile the resistance
increased. A small significant difference was observed between one and two washing cycles. This fact
is explained by the commercial fabrics’ manufacturing process. In order to guarantee the distributions,
the textiles are subjected to a specific antibacterial treatment. After washing, this treatment disappears,
and this explains the reason of the similar electrical impedance after one and two washing cycles.
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Figure 7. Effect of washing cycles on the impedance at 200Hz. Before washing (continues line), after
one washing cycle (dot-dash line), and after two washing cycle (dash line). The linear regression for
each case and the equations are also show.

Table 2 summarizes the impact of washing cycles on sensor behavior. A clear difference before
and after washing was observed. After the first washing, impedance module sensitivity was reduced
by 14.14%, meanwhile, the zero drift was shifted just 1%. However, after the second washing cycle,
only an additional 7.8% of reduction was observed, which represents a reduction of 20.88% with regard
to unwashed samples. With respect to the impedance phase, almost no differences were observed
between one or two washings. After washing the sensitivity was reduced between 18–19% and the
offset about 2% in both cases. As previously mentioned, the used fabric has an antibacterial treatment
that modifies its dielectric properties. In fact, this antibacterial treatment consists of an increase in the
electrical conductivity of the fabric. Therefore, before washing, the treatment makes the sensor more
conductive but, when the sensor was washed, this treatment was deleted, decreasing the conductivity
of the fabric and therefore increasing the sensor impedance.

Table 2. Relation between the parameters measured and the relative humidity.

Module Phase

Impedance Sensitivity
( MΩ

%RH ) ∆S% Zero Shift
MΩ

∆Zs % Sensitivity
(

◦

%RH ) ∆S % Zero Shift ◦ ∆Zs %

No-wash −2.97 194 1.272 −111.04
1 wash −2.55 −14.14 196 1.03% 1.029 −19.1 −112.94 1.71

2 washes −2.35 −20.88 186 4.12% 1.041 −18.16 −114.24 2.88
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4. Conclusions

In this work, an interdigitated embroidered textile sensor was proposed and the manufacturing
variability and washing impact were characterized. The sensors were embroidered over a cotton
substrate with a commercial Shieldex 117/17 dtex 2 yarn. The measured results demonstrate
experimentally the usefulness of the proposed sensors at the kHz range to develop wearable
applications over textile materials for moisture measurement. Due to the manufacturing variability
process, an error lower that 6% on the RH measurement was obtained. However, this error can
be reduced up to 4% when both the module and phase impedance of the sensor are measured.
The washing process of the textile sensor also impacted the electrical behavior, mainly after the first
washing cycle, when the treatment of the fabrics disappeared, this effect was mainly observed as a
reduction on the sensor sensitivity. In any case, the devices kept some of their sensing capabilities.
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Abstract: In this work, two embroidered textile moisture sensors are characterized with three different
conductive yarns. The sensors are based on a capacitive interdigitated structure embroidered on
a cotton substrate with an embroidered conductor yarn. The performance comparison of three
different type of conductive yarns has been addressed. In order to evaluate the sensor sensitivity, the
impedance of the sensor has been measured by means of an LCR meter from 20 Hz to 20 kHz on a
climatic chamber with a sweep of the relative humidity from 30% to 65% at 20 ◦C. The experimental
results show a clear and controllable dependence of the sensor impedance with the relative humidity
and the chosen conductor yarns. This dependence points out the optimum conductive yarn to be
used to develop wearable applications for moisture measurement.

Keywords: sensor; e-textile; embroidery; moisture; capacitive

1. Introduction

Nowadays, there is a huge demand on the research and development of wearable sensors for
biological sensing applications [1,2] like health monitoring, physical training [3], emergency rescue
service and law-enforcement [4]. In order to develop these sensors, fabric substrates have been revealed
as a natural and convenient choice in the development of wearable electronic applications due to the
fact that humans have been covering their body with fabrics for thousands of years. The integration of
these sensors over textiles can be carried out by means of several techniques, such as inkjet printing,
screen printing, stamp transfer, electrospinning and dip coating [5]. Among all the textile techniques,
embroidery has been revealed as one of the most effective techniques to implement wearable sensors.
This fact is due to the availability of the manufacturing technology (industrial embroidery machines),
the efficient exploitation of the expensive specialized conductive threads and the repeatability of the
involved geometries and layouts [6].

The development of moisture sensors for wearable applications over textiles and outfits is a current
research topic. This field has been investigated using different methodologies such as carbon nanotubes
(CNT) [7], ink-jet technology [8], knitted fabric [9], screen printing [10] and embroidery [10,11]. Most of
the papers in the literature are focused on moisture sensors over textiles for humidity ranges higher
than 60% RH whereas no effective impact for moisture lower than 60% RH was observed [7,8]. In this
paper, a comparison of the electrical properties of the embroidered sensor over cotton substrate with
several types of conductive yarns are analysed and assessed in the range of 30% RH to 65% RH. This is
a practical moisture range from the point of view of the human body and it has not been deeply
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investigated in the literature. In addition, the full characterization and electrical modelling has been
carried out.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the material and methods
including the conductive yarns used, the textile sensor layout and its implementation as well as the
measurement set-up. In Section 3, the experimental results are shown and discussed. Finally, in
Section 4, the conclusions are summarized.

2. Materials and Methods

The proposed moisture sensor is based on a capacitive embroidered interdigitated structure
whose dimensions are depicted in Figure 1. Three different conductive yarns are used to evaluate the
behaviour of each yarn. Firstly, a commercial Shieldex 117/17 dtex 2-ply has been chosen. This yarn is
made of polyamide (PA) coated with pure silver. Secondly, two commercial Bekaert yarn have been
chosen. These yarns are made of stainless steel (SS) in mix with polyester (PES) or cotton (CO). One of
the Bekaert yarns is made by polyester (80%) and stainless steel (20%). The other Bekaert yarn is made
by a mix of cotton (80%) and stainless steel (20%) [12]. Furthermore, these yarns, Shieldex and Bekaert,
are manufactured by using different techniques. Shieldex yarn is made by a coating of pure silver in
the surface of the PA filament (Figure 2a). The Bekaert yarns are made by mixing fibers of different
materials (cotton and polyester with stainless steel) at the beginning of the process to manufacture
the yarn (Figure 2b). The most important properties for the aforementioned yarns are summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1. Most important properties about the yarns.

Properties Shieldex Bekaert (PES-SS) Bekaert (CO-SS)

Density(tex) 11.7/2 20/2 20/2
Linear resistance (Ω/cm) <30 50 35–70

Thread type Twisted Multifilament Ring yarn Ring yarn
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Figure 2. Microscope image of the used conductive yarns (a) Shieldex: this yarn is made of polyamide
(PA) (inner) coated with pure silver (outer); (b) Bekaert: This yarn is made by mixing fibers (white
fibers) of cotton with stainless steel (black fibers).

The considered conductive yarns are used in order to embroider the interdigitated structures on a
high hygroscope substrate. In these cases, the permittivity of the substrate will be modified under the
presence of water molecules. This mechanism allows achieving the sensing capability of the proposed
devices. Specifically, a cotton substrate with a thickness (h) of 0.43 mm has been chosen. A Singer
Futura XL-550 embroidery machine with a satin fill stitch pattern has been selected in order to achieve
a homogeneous yarn distribution over the sensor surface.

In order to experimentally compare the sensors’ behaviour, the implemented devices have been
tested in a CCK-25/48 Dycometal climatic chamber and the sensors impedances have been measured
by means of an external Rohde & Schwarz HM8118 LCR meter. An image of the experimental setup is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Image of the experimental setup.

The sensors impedances have been measured from 20 Hz to 20 kHz in a 30% to 65% range of
relative humidity environment, whereas the temperature has remained constant at 20 ◦C.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows the measured sensor impedance of the sensor embroidered with Shieldex when the
moisture is swept from 30% to 65% for four different test frequencies. It is observed that the impedance
module of the sensor is reduced when the environmental moisture increases, which confirms the
functionality of the proposed structure as a moisture sensor. The measured phase impedance of the
sensor denotes that for low relative humidity the sensor has a capacitive behaviour, as expected.
Moreover, for higher relative humidity concentration the sensor tends to be resistive. The reason for
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this behaviour is the hydrophilic property of the cotton. Indeed, when the relative humidity increases,
the cotton substrate absorbs water and the electrical permittivity of the substrate increases. As a result,
the impedance of the sensor is reduced.
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Figure 4. Measured Shieldex sensors impedance from 30% to 65% RH at different frequencies
(T = 20 ◦C). (a) Short sensor impedance (b) Long sensor impedance.

Long and short sensors show similar behaviour with the relative moisture. However, as it is
expected, the impedance of the longer sensor (Figure 4b) is lower than the impedance of the short
device (Figure 4a). In particular, for the 20 Hz test signal, the short sensor impedance decreases from
0.7 GΩ to 20.4 MΩ when the moisture increases from 30% to 65%, whereas, for the long sensor device
it decreases from 0.57 GΩ to 12.5 MΩ for the same moisture range.

Figures 5 and 6 show the measured impedance of the sensor embroidered with Bekaert PES-SS
and Bekaert CO-SS, respectively. In all cases, it is observed that the sensor impedance module is
reduced when the moisture increases, as we observed for the Shieldex yarn. However, both PES-SS
and CO-SS show a significant impedance module reduction compared to Shieldex yarn, in all cases.
In particular, for PES-SS at 20 Hz test, the impedance module decreases from 0.12 GΩ to 0.92 MΩ.
In the case of the long sensor, the range decreases from 27 MΩ to 0.47 MΩ, whereas for CO-SS these
values decrease from 0.13 GΩ to 4.2 MΩ and from 23.7 MΩ to 0.37 MΩ for the short and long sensor,
respectively. The explanation for these differences between the Shieldex and Bekaert yarns is based
on the electrical conductivity of the yarn, which depends on the conductive materials but also of the
fabrication process. The non-conductive material of the yarn (i.e., polyester or cotton) does not have
any significant impact on this behaviour.
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It should be noticed that the obtained impedance values at the low frequency range are too high in
order to develop a portable device based on the proposed sensor. These wearable devices are typically
based on a single integrated circuit, such as the Texas Instrument AD5933 impedance converter [13].
Nevertheless, using the proposed sensor in the range of kHz allows obtaining impedances in the range
of a MΩ. In these cases, the impedance values can be measured with those integrated circuits.

For comparison, in Table 2, the impedance range values at 2 kHz are summarized. Again, it is
observed that for the same parameters of size, the sensors embroidered with Bekaert yarn had almost
three times less module impedance than the Shieldex sensors. The difference should be due to the
differences in the fabrication of each yarn. Bekaert yarns are made by fibres, whereas, Shieldex is made
by coating a filament with silver. Another hypothesis consists of the fact that the Bekaert yarns can
retain more moisture on their surface, and this moisture will decrease most effectively the values of
impedance than in the other study case.

Table 2. Measured sensors module impedances ranges at 2 kHz.

Sensor Shieldex Bekaert (PES-SS) Bekaert (CO-SS)

Short 31.2-5.18 MΩ 11.3-0.32 MΩ 12.6-0.85 MΩ
Long 14.8-3.71 MΩ 2.98-0.14 MΩ 3.62-0.19 MΩ
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If we focus on the electrical model according to the measured behaviour of the proposed sensors
at 2 kHz, they can be modelled as a RC parallel lumped model (Figure 7b), where the R and C
values are moisture dependent. The C represents the capacitance and R the current leakage of the
interdigitated structure.Sensors 2019, 19, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 10 
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Figure 7. Proposed long sensor: (a) physical implementation and (b) electrical model.

From Figures 8–10, the R and C dependence from 30% to 65% RH at 2 kHz is shown for both
short and long sensors with Shieldex, Bekaert PES-SS and Bekaert CO-SS yarn, respectively. It can be
observed that when the moisture level increases the capacitance is increased, whereas the resistance is
reduced in all cases. It should be pointed out that the sensor based on Bekaert yarn shows a higher
sensitivity with the moisture than the Shieldex yarn. This effect can be due to the moisture impact of
the electrical properties of the yarn. Tables 2 and 3 summarise the resistance and capacitance values of
the electrical model when the moisture is swept from 30% to 65. The Bekaert yarns have a larger range
of resistance value than the Shieldex sensors. However, between the Bekaert sensors it is not observed
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a relevant difference. Specifically, the resistance of Shieldex short sensor is reduced about 39%, whereas
for Bekaert PES-SS and Bekaert CO-SS the reduction achieves 95.7% and 90.2%, respectively when the
moisture is swept from 30% to 65% (Table 2). For the same moisture range, the capacitance increases
about one order of magnitude (×10) for Shieldex yarn and about two order of magnitude (×100) for
Bekaert PES-SS and Bekaert CO-SS (Table 3). This key fact points out that Bekaert yarns are more
sensitive to develop moisture sensors, increasing the overall sensor sensitivity. It should be pointed
out that for all conductive yarns and sensors a clear sensitivity change is produced around 55 % RH.
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Figure 10. Measured Bekaert (CO-SS) sensors impedance from 30% to 65% RH at different frequencies.

Table 3. Measured sensors resistance ranges at 2 kHz.

Sensor Shieldex Bekaert (PES-SS) Bekaert (CO-SS)

Short 4.42-2.68 MΩ 7.57-0.32 MΩ 8.22-0.8 MΩ
Long 4.17-2.26 MΩ 0.99-0.11 MΩ 1.04-0.14 MΩ

In the following Tables 3 and 4 the values of resistance and capacitance for the studied sensors.

Table 4. Measured sensors capacitance ranges at 2 kHz.

Sensor Shieldex Bekaert (PES-SS) Bekaert (CO-SS)

Short 1.56-8.84 pF 9.48 pF-1.37 nF 8.37 pF-0.29 nF
Long 3.3-19.4 pF 28.3 pF-1.02 nF 23 pF-0.65 nF

4. Conclusions

In this work, two interdigitated embroidered textile sensors have been proposed and characterized.
The sensors have been embroidered over a cotton substrate with a commercial Shieldex 117/17 dtex
2 yarn, a commercial Bekaert (PES-SS) and Bekaert (CO-SS) 20/2 Tex. The measured results show
that the sensor under analysis can be modelled by means of an RC parallel lumped circuit, where
the R and C value are dependent on the moisture level. Particularly, a capacitance sensitivity at 2
kHz for short sensors of 0.21 pF/% RH, 38.87 pF/% RH and 8.05 pF/% RH is measured for Shieldex,
PES-SS, CO-SS, respectively, whereas the resistance sensitivity is −49.7 kΩ/% RH, −207 kΩ/% RH
and −212 kΩ/% RH. These results demonstrate experimentally the usefulness of the proposed sensors
to achieve wearable moisture effective sensors for human body monitoring. In addition, the study
points out that the Bekaert yarn PES-SS is preferred to increase the moisture sensitivity performance.
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beyond on-body sensors such as gas detec-
tion,[5] ballistics,[6] or structural deflection 
detection.[7] Latest advances are intro-
ducing energy harvesting methods on 
textile sensors to obtain power from other 
source, which typically are batteries.[8,9]

Although sensors integrated on clothes 
are the core field nowadays, new ways to 
use the technology of integrated sensor on 
textile are taking importance on current 
research. Fabrics are used in many appli-
cations that are not related to personal 
clothing. Some of these fields are automo-
tive industry, home clothing, agriculture, 
building materials, maritime industry, 
and more.[7,10] Applied textile technology 
to produce smart textiles provides an 
increase of the product's value used in 
those fields, which companies could use 
to launch new products. Smart textiles 
could provide tools to be used on unex-
pected applications, such as using the new 

textile materials and standard electronic devices to add func-
tionalities to the fabrics as humidity or presence detection.[11] 
Some advantages of integrated textile sensors are the capability 
to cover longer areas than standard sensors with lower cost, 
fewer requirements than electronic components, or the ability 
to monitor physical or chemical stimuli without significantly 
affecting the structure of the fabric.

Integration methods to produce textile sensor are also a 
research field over the world, where it can be found a wide 
variety of methods used. There are chemical oriented methods 
as the layer by layer self-assembled method,[12] integration by 
electromagnetic fields (electrospinning)[13] and methods that 
use the textiles processes to introduce the sensor as embroidery 
or woven manufacture methods.

Embroidery has been demonstrated over different 
researches, as the most cost-effective technique for prototyping 
and low-scale production, due to its fast prototyping and cost 
of the needed machinery. Previous works[14–16] on capacitive 
interdigitated sensor were made using embroidery as integra-
tion method. However, when the textile sensors are prepared 
for being used in health care applications, low-scale production 
could be a drawback. Woven fabrics are known to be produced 
in large-scale production with lower cost than embroidery. In 
addition, woven technology could produce textile sensor fully 
integrated and non-touch-sensitive.[17] Woven electronic textiles 
are also a growing research field, which have been increasing 
in the last years.[18,19] Weaving technique provides better results 
for the integration of the textile sensor, maintaining the textile 
properties of the substrate.

The humidity has been a crucial factor in hospitals or 
nursing homes over the years. Injuries related to the long 

In this paper, a full textile capacitive woven sensor integrated over a textile 
substrate is presented. The sensor consists in an interdigitated capacitance 
prepared to measure moisture and/or presence detection. In order to evaluate 
the sensor response to moisture, capacitance has been measured by means 
of an LCR meter from 20 Hz to 20 kHz in a climatic chamber with a swept of 
the relative humidity (RH) from 30% to 90% at 20 °C. Subsequently, pres-
ence response is evaluated measuring the capacitance of the woven sensor 
meanwhile a person is sitting down and getting up. The woven sensor results 
demonstrate its functionality over moisture measurement where sensor 
capacitance changes from a minimum of 9.74 pF at 30% RH to a maximum 
of 2.31 uF at 90% RH. The presence detection is also demonstrated, which 
makes the capacitance variation change from a 10% of capacitance variation 
when the chair is empty, to a capacitance variation of 170% when a person 
is sitting on it. The adaptation of the weaving process to accomplish a fully 
integrated sensor provides a better repeatability than previous embroidered 
sensors and opens a door to being commercially produced.
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1. Introduction

Smart textiles and wearable devices are being developed eve-
ryday by researchers with the objective of substitute standard 
electronic components. People have an increasing interest 
obtaining information about their health, the world around 
them and the interactions with others during their daily life. 
To achieve this, on-body sensors are the most commonly used 
technology at present, and they can be found in fields as health-
care applications,[1,2] physical training,[3] emergency rescue 
service, and law-enforcement.[4] Nevertheless, smart textile 
developments are leading to the appearance of new applications 

© 2022 The Authors. Advanced Materials Technologies published by 
Wiley-VCH GmbH. This is an open access article under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, 
which permits use and distribution in any medium, provided the original 
work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications 
or adaptations are made.
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exposures of the patient to the humidity could be minimized 
having a close control on the humidity state. The staff has 
many patients to care about, and a system to monitor humidity, 
providing information in real time could be crucial for 
improving the attendance. A system to respond that necessity 
was presented in previous works by the author.[16] To improve 
the previous system, a textile sensor is produced by weaving 
process to obtain a better touch feeling, large scale production, 
and lower production cost.

Furthermore, several applications can be also developed, 
such as presence detector, using the same sensor. It could be 
done installing the sensor on the seat textiles. Force Sensitive 
Resistor(FSR)[20] is the actual technology used on the car seats 
to detect the presence and send the signal to a microcontroller 
that activates the seat alarm if the seat belt is not attached and 
the person is sitting on the seat. Depending on the pressure that 
actuates on the FSR the resistance variation is higher or lower. 
Hence, they do not detect the difference between a person or 
a heavy object. For example, when a bag is disposed on a seat, 
if the threshold is exceeded the alarm starts ringing. Pressure 
woven sensors[21] could be the natural textile substitute to FSR 
sensors in car seats. The woven capacitive sensor presented in 
this work could avoid the problem presented as example.

In this paper, to demonstrate the viability of the woven tech-
nologies to integrate interdigitated sensor on fabrics, a full tex-
tile capacitive woven sensor to measure humidity and presence 
is evaluated. The woven sensor is presented as an improve-
ment of the previous reported embroidered sensors providing 
a higher degree of integration, more comfort for the user and 
facilitate large-scale integration of the textile sensor.

2. Experimental Section

The proposed woven sensor is based on an interdigitated struc-
ture. Figure 1 shows the layout and dimensions of the sensor. The 
sensor was woven on a Dornier LWV8/J weaving machine moved 
by a Jacquard Stäubli LX1600B, which is shown in Figure 2. The 

woven machine was prepared with a warp beam formed by 100% 
cotton yarns. Weft yarn was composed by a cotton/polyester 
yarn (35/65%). These materials formed the substrate where the 
sensor is integrated. The substrate has a hydrophilic nature, 
which means that the water particles in the air could be absorbed 
by the substrate changing its electrical permittivity.

2.1. Manufacturing Process

The weaving process is the method used to manufacture a fabric 
through a sequential introduction of a horizontal yarn (weft yarn) 
between vertical yarns (warp yarns) that come from a beam. To 
configure the structure of the final fabric, the warp yarns were 
moved up or down by a Jacquard system corresponding to the 
position required for the weave. Consecutively for each Jac-
quard position, a weft yarn was inserted between the warp yarns, 
causing the link between them and producing the fabric sensor.

Warp beam was prepared with high-cost process and only 
a few companies of the zone have the machinery need. The 
weft yarns were prepared in a yarn rack and connected to one 
of the six introduction yarn systems that our weaving machine 
had. As it can be observed, Figure  3 shows the weaving pro-
cess scheme. The method of the introduction of the weft yarn 
varied depending on the specific technology. In Figure 3, it can 
be observed as a flying shuttle, which is the hand-made system. 
In the case of the Dornier LWV8/J weaving machine, an inser-
tion by air pressure was used.

In order to weave the sensor two different conductive yarns 
were used. One of them was a commercial Shieldex 117/17 
2-ply(S), which was a silver 99% coating covering a polyamide 
filament. The second yarn used was a Bekaert 20/2 Tex (B) 
polyester mixed with stainless steel fibers with a proportion of 
60/40%, respectively, which was produced by ring yarn proce-
dure. The yarns had different properties; on one hand, Shieldex 
yarn had more tensile resistance and lower electrical resistance. 
On the other hand, Bekaert yarn was more comfortable and 
lighter. Properties of conductive and non-conductive yarns used 
are presented on Table 1.Figure 1. Dimensions of woven sensor in mm.

Figure 2. Dornier LWV8/J weaving machine moved by a Jacquard Stäubli 
LX1600B.
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To weave the sensor, the conductive yarns should be intro-
duced on the warp and weft. Preparing a new warp beam is 
unfeasible due to the cost and the machinery need. Instead of 
it, warp single yarns are being partial substituted by hand. In 
Figure 3, it is shown where the yarns are substituted. The pro-
cess followed was to cut the initial cotton warp yarn on the 
beam and knot a portion of conductive yarn to both ends of 
the initial warp yarn, which is represented as yellow yarns in 
the figure. This process is repeated for each substitution.

Regarding the manufacture process of the sensors with 
Shieldex yarn, 12 individual yarns of the warp were substituted 
by Shieldex conductive yarns. These yarns formed two vertical 
lines along the woven fabric, which were the lines that con-
nected the different horizontal lines. Afterward, Shieldex con-
ductive yarn was introduced on the weft system to proceed with 
the weave process of the fabric. The same methodology was 
performed with the Bekaert yarn. As a result, two types of sen-
sors were obtained. Sensors produced with warp and weft yarn 
from Shieldex were  defined as USTS, and sensors made with 
warp and weft yarn from Bekaert were defined as UBTB. The 
resulting fabric from the process counts with 40 yarns cm-1 in 
warp direction, 26 yarns cm-1 in weft direction and a mass per 
surface of 292 \texg m-2.

2.2. Sensor Characterization

The proposed woven textile sensor was characterized with 
relative humidity and evaluated as a presence sensor. Figure 4 
shows the two woven sensors.

With regard to the humidity characterization, the sensor was 
introduced into a CCK-25/48 Dycometal climatic chamber to 
observe the behavior facing a swept from 30% to 90% of rela-
tive humidity and temperature has remained constant at 20 °C. 
To obtain the optimal behavior of the sensor, it is maintained 
5 min at the initial relative humidity. This time was used to 
balance the relative humidity with the humidity that remained 
into the substrate, avoiding hysteresis during the measure-
ments. The temperature was fixed due to at hospitals and 
nursing homes, the temperature is controlled. During this test, 
the capacitance was measured all over the swept by means of 
an external Rohde & Schwarz HM8118 LCR meter. The test was 
performed three times for each sensor. At the end, 9 groups of 
values were obtained for each type.

To check the sensor behavior as presence sensor, it was 
placed over a chair. A person, whose weight was 70 kg, sat 
down on the chair while the capacitance values were recapped, 
the actions duration was 10 s and it was repeated four times. 
Additionally, 3 cycles of the presence test were repeated for a 
4,6,10, and 15 kg bag, covering the sensor to demonstrate that 
the sensor is able to distinguish between a person and an 
object. The sensor capacitance had been measured from 20 Hz 
to 2 kHz.

The sensor operation principle is based on the permit-
tivity (εRH) change, which can be produced by a change in the 
humidity (humidity sensor) or a change on the contact mate-
rial (presence sensor). The equation  that describes the total 
series capacitance of an interdigital capacitor can be written 
as follows:[22]

C
K k

K k
l N pFRH

RH ·10
18

( )

( )
· ·( 1) ( )

3ε
π

= −
−

′  (1)

π=
× +

−

′ ′

′

K k

K k
ln

k

k

( )

( )
2

1

1
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k
a

b
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4
2 π= 
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Figure 3. Weave process scheme.

Table 1. Properties for the yarns used on the research.

Properties Shieldex(S) Bekaert(B) Warp (CO) Warp (CO/PES)

Density (tex) 11.7/2 20/2 19/2 24/2

Linear R(Ω cm-1) 30 50 – –

Thread type Twisted multifil. Ring yarn Ring yarn Ring yarn
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2
a

W=  (4)

k k1 2= −′  (5)

2
b

W S= +  (6)

where l is the length of the fingers in microns, N is the number 
of fingers, ( )RHε   is the parameter that suffers changes with 
moisture level or when a person is touching the textile sensor.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Humidity Sensor

In order to validate the sensor behavior, the capacitance of 
the sensor at 20 Hz was evaluated. Figure 5 shows the sensor 
capacitance against humidity response for the USTS and UBTB 
sensors. It is shown how the logarithm of the capacitance 
(Y = log10(C)), where C is the capacitance in Farads, increases 
as the relative humidity increases for both sensors. The meas-
urement range presented for USTS sensorson Figure 5a starts 
at –11.01 (9.74 pF) at 30% of relative humidity and develop till 
–5.79 (2.31 µ F) at 90% of relative humidity.

On Figure  5b can be observed the behavior of the UBTB 
sensors. The Bekaert yarns show good stability around the 
swept in relative humidity. The measured capacity range goes 

from –10.97 (11.9 pF) at 30% of relative humidity and grows till 
–6.42 (0.3 µ F) at 90% of relative humidity.

Linear regression is evaluated for each sensor logarithmic 
capacitive values. Linear regression follows the equation:

log C a b( ) ·HR10 = +  (7)

where HR refers to the relative humidity value on percentage. 
On Table 2, values from linear regression are displayed.

Linear regression evaluation provides the sensitivity of each 
sensor, which is the slope of the line. Linear regression shows 
that UBTB has a lower slope and its × −62 10 Sm6 1 is higher, 
being more linear than USTS sensor and matching better with 
its equation.

USTS has the highest dispersion between 75% to 85%, the 
standard deviation values go from 4.3% to 5.5% regarding the 
average value. Being the highest standard deviation point on 
75% of relative humidity with a value of 5.5%. Instead, UBTB 
standard deviation values are more stable. There are not as big 
differences as for USTS values. The highest standard deviation 
values are on 80% and 85% of relative humidity with a value of 
2.5% and 2.9%, respectively, regarding the average value.

The differences between these materials could be 
explained by their electrical properties. On one hand, the 
range of values is wider on the USTS due to the silver con-
ductivity. Silver is more conductive ( − × −[1.28 1.32] 10 Sm6 1) 
and it has lower resistivity than stainless steel ( ( )(RH) 1log C − ).  
On the other hand, UBTB has a lower standard deviation 
than USTS. The fact that stainless steel yarns are made by 

Figure 4. Textile woven sensor.

Figure 5. Relative humidity response for woven sensors.
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ring yarn process, which is the same method as the common 
yarns used on the substrate, could have better behavior when 
the yarn is woven.

Data presented can be compared to previous works to con-
firm the expectations about the weaving sensor. In Table  3 
embroidery data acquired in previous works[14,15] are com-
pared with the data obtained. It is observed how the weaving 
process decreases the standard deviation in comparison 
with the sensors. Embroidery presents, on average, a 2.1% 
on standard deviation, considering three different sensors 
and repetitive test. Meanwhile, woven sensor has a 1.34% of 
standard deviation on average. As a result, this process pro-
duces sensors with higher repeatability and with less disper-
sion. Sensitivity is also modified from embroidery to weaving. 
The sensitivity has an increase of 0.0168 log(C)(RH)-1 for 
woven sensor.

A comparison with other sensors on the literature is done in 
Table 4. As it can be seen, woven technology performed as well 
as the other interdigital sensors. These results demonstrate its 
functionality as humidity sensor and the possibility to provide 
the value of relative humidity measured. The woven sensor pro-
vides better capacitance values with less dispersion compared 
with the embroidered integration method. Humidity applica-
tions that need large-scale production could be satisfied with 
the woven sensor presented.

3.2. Presence Sensor

The second part of the Experimental Section presents the 
characteristics of the woven sensor as a presence detector. As 
explained in section 2, a presence test is performed to evaluate 
the sensor feasibility to be used as presence detector. A person 
sat down over the woven sensor (occupied state) and stand 
up (void state) 4 consecutive times. It was done in periods of 
10 seconds. Figure 6 shows the capacity shifts results of the test 
for USTS and UBTB. USTS is represented as a continuous line, 
meanwhile, UBTB is represented as a dashed line.

As it can be observed, the response of USTS after a person 
is sitting on the sensor is a significant increase on the capaci-
tance, which is maintained at a high state till the person got 
up. After a person occupied the place and got up, the sensor 
presents a slight increase in its void state. Sensor void state 

values are between 0% and 15% of capacity variation, mean-
while sensor occupied values are between 100% and 170% of 
their initial capacitance value.

The UBTB sensor presents a good response when pres-
ence is detected. The void values are similar to USTS, being 
around 0% to 15% of capacity variation. In this case, the sensor 
increases its values to 120–170% of capacity variation.

The behavior of the sensor has been evaluated when a heavy 
object is placed on it, such as a shopping bag. Specifically, a bag 
with 4,6,10, and 15 kg was tested, as shown in Figure  7. The 
capacitance values showed an increase to a maximum of 20% 
of capacitance, similar capacitance values than previous void 
states. The capacitance remains constant between 15% and 20% 
values in all the different load cases, when the bag is placed 
over the sensor. Different loads do not present significant 
capacitance values, which means that the sensor variation is 
due to the textile of the bag, which has a different permittivity. 
It is demonstrated that the sensor is capable to differentiate 
between a bag and a person.

Both sensors present and increase of their capacitance 
when the place is occupied. Void state and object occupation 
are clearly differentiated from a person occupied state. As a 
result, the woven sensor demonstrates its functionality on pres-
ence detection, and it opens a door to continue this research 
line. The adaptability of the woven capacitive sensor is dem-
onstrated along the paper, showing that it can be used as a 
humidity detection sensor and also as a presence sensor with 
good performance.

Table 2. Properties for the yarns tested.

Sensor Linear Regression R2

USTS 0,0904· HR-14,389 0,9461

UBTB 0,0794· HR-13,92 0,9539

Table 3. Comparison between technologies.

Technology Sensitivity  
( )(RH) 1log C −

Standard deviation  
(average(%))

Improvement  
%

Embroidery 0.0736 2.1 –

Weaving 0.0904 1.34 36.2%

Table 4. Comparison with other interdigital humidity sensor. In this 
case, the impedance sensitivity is used to be able to compare with other 
sensors.

Reference Sensitivity  
log(Z)(RH)-1

Working Range  
%RH

Size  
H × W(mm)

Integration  
Technology

This work 0.0673 30-90 100 × 106.2 woven

[23] 0.0559 20-90 4.25 × 4.25 drop-coated

[15] 0.0535 25-80 27 × 74 embroidered

[24] 0.0804 40-90 150 × 220 embroidered

Figure 6. Capacity shift, in percentage, during presence detector test.
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4. Conclusions

A woven sensor was presented and its work-ability on the 
relative humidity measurement and the presence detection 
was demonstrated. Sensor behavior to measure humidity 
demonstrates the functionality of the sensor application 
with a high repeatability and large-scale production option, 
due to the weaving process. Capacitive values increase 
directly with humidity and a linear dependence with lower 
standard deviation comparing with embroidery technique 
is achieved. Presence detection test results demonstrate its 
usability, providing clear values for occupied and void situa-
tions, which should make ease to apply to new applications. 
Results encourage researchers to continue with the presence 
detection sensor for future works. The adaptation of the 
previous works to a new manufacturing procedure has pro-
vided a new way to produce the sensor with lower standard 
deviation and better textile properties. The woven technology 
expands the applications where the textile capacitive sensor 
can be applied where previously properties, as the touch feel, 
were a drawback. The most important objective achieved 
along this work is the complete integration of the sensor 
into the fabric, encouraging to use them without bothering  
the user.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an experimental abrasion analysis of textile capacitive sensors based on Martindale 

test. The textile sensor is manufactured with a well-known woven technology where some yarns are 

replaced by electrical conductive yarn. Specifically, two types of conductive yarns were used to compare 

the abrasion behaviour respect to conventional fabrics and the impact of abrasion on sensors 

functionality. The results show that the integration of conductive yarn on fabric don’t reduce the fabric 

lifetime and moreover the sensing behaviour remains unalterable during the lifetime of the textile. 

 

KEYWORDS 

Smart-textile, sensor, textile, woven, abrasion, Martindale. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The sensors under test are based on an interdigitated structure manufactured by means of woven 

technology, which improves the usability and comfort, when in contact with human skin, in comparison 

with another textile technology previously used, such us embroidered [1]. The sensor is manufactured 

with a combination of electrical conductive and non-conductive yarns. To produce the sensor, a Dornier 

LWV8/J 71 weaving machine moved by a Jacquard Stäubli LX1600B was set up to produce plain weave 

fabric. Warps beam were formed by 100% cotton yarns and weft yarns were polyester/cotton yarns 

produced with a proportion of 35/65%, respectively (Figure 1). 

 

  
a) Sensor dimensions (mm) b) Sensor manufactured prototype 

Figure 1. Interdigital geometry. 
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To integrate the sensor on the plain weave structure, two type of conductive yarns were used and 

analysed during the process; Shieldex 117/17 2-ply and Bekaert 20/2 Tex. Each yarn was produced by 

different processes. Shieldex yarn is based on a silver coating covering a polyamide filament, whereas 

Bekaert yarn was produced by mixing polyester and stainless-steel fibres with a 60/40% proportion, 

respectively.   

To analyse the impact of abrasion on sensor functionality, Martindale abrasion test was performed with 

the manufactured sensors (Figure 2). The test consists on the abrasion of the fabric under test against a 

normalized abrasive fabric. The force applied during the movement is determined by the EN ISO 12947-

2:2016 [2], which determines that for upholstery fabric the weight used is (795±7) g. The movement 

performed by Martindale follows a Lissajous curve pattern. The fabric physical state and the properties 

of the measured conductive yarn are verified periodically after each step of the Martindale test, Table 1. 

The test is finished when more than three yarns are broken or conductive yarns lost completely their 

electrical continuity (i.e. resistance lower than 50 Ω). 

 
Table 1. Frequency of Martindale evaluations steps from standard EN ISO 12947-2:2016.   

Interval   
(nº cycles)  

Martindale evaluation step  
(nº cycles)  

1000-6000  1000  

6000-20000  2000  

20000-50000  5000  

+50000  10000  

 

 
Figure 2. Martindale machine performing a test. 
 

Three different samples are prepared for the Martindale test:  the substrate fabric without any conductive 

yarns, using conductive Bekaert yarns and using conductive Shieldex yarns integrated on it. The 

electrical conductivity of the conductive yarn was evaluated with a Multimeter Tenma 88 72-7730A 

after each Martindale evaluation step. The section of fabric under test is taken from the middle part of 

the sensor and consists of a circular section with diameter of 38 mm as shown in Figure 3. 

 

   
a) b) c) 

Figure 3. Samples initial state: a) non-conductive sample, b) Bekaert, c) Shieldex. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

During the first Martindale interval (up to 6000 cycles), the samples do not show any alteration, the 

electrical properties remain constant and the physical aspect do not have signs of wear out. However, at 

the end of the second Martindale interval (i.e. 20000 cycles) some wear out effects are observed 

(Figure 4). Specifically, the sample with normal yarns presents pilling which is not observed on the 

samples with the conductive yarn. From the electrical point of view, the conductive yarns do not lose 

their electrical continuity. 

 

   
a) b) c) 

Figure 4. Samples after 20.000 cycles: a) non-conductive sample, b) Bekaert, c) Shieldex. 
 

At the third Martindale interval the conductive samples do not lose the continuity up to 35.000 cycle. 

However, after 40.000 cycle the electrical continuity is lost. Figure 5 shows the state of the samples after 

40.000 cycles. It is observed an important wear out; the samples show pilling around all the surface. 

Broken yarns can be found on non-conductive sample but not on both conductive samples. 

 

   
a) b) c) 

Figure 5. Samples after 40.000 cycles: a) non-conductive sample, b) Bekaert, c) Shieldex. 
 

With regard to electrical properties, both electrical samples decrease the electrical conductivity. 

However, this reduction on the electrical conductivity is not the same on each sample. In Bekaert the 

resistance increases from 16 Ω/cm up to 120 Ω/cm whereas in Shieldex it increases from 0.7 Ω/cm up 

to 200 Ω/cm. Results are summarized in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Comparison between electrical properties before and after the Martindale test. 

  Bekaert  Shieldex  

  Initial  35k cycles  Initial  35k cycles  

Resistance (Ω/cm)  16  <120  0.7  <200  

 

The resistance rise on Bekaert yarn can be due to loss of weight which includes some conductive fibres 

(stainless-steel fibres). In case of Shieldex yarn, the resistance rise is due to the loss of silver coating. 

Despite of the resistance rise, it should be notice that sensor preserves its functionality.  
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CONCLUSION 

Martindale test was performed to analyse the abrasion effects on woven textile capacitive sensors with 

two type of conductive yarns. The results show that the integration of conductive yarn reduces the pilling 

effect on the fabric. Moreover, any yarn is broken on conductive sample up to 40000 cycle, meanwhile 

some broken yarns are observed on non-conductive yarns. The electrical properties are being affected 

by the abrasion on conductive samples. Depending on the conductive yarn manufacture process, the 

electrical resistance increases after applying the abrasion test. In case of Bekaert yarns, the resistance 

increases due to the loss of conductive fibres and in case of Shieldex it is due to silver coating reduction. 

In both cases, however, the functionality of the sensor is preserved. This fact denotes that the integration 

of conductive yarn on fabrics do not affect negatively on the fabric properties and guarantees the sensor 

functionality during the fabric lifetime. The properties described denote the possibility to use the sensors 

into applications as upholstery where previously abrasion resistance could be a drawback. 
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A smart chair to monitor sitting posture by
capacitive textile sensors.

Martı́nez-Estrada. Marc, Vuohijoki. Tiina, Poberznik. Anja, Shaikh. Asif, Virkki. Johanna, Gil. Ignacio, and
Fernández-Garcı́a. Raúl

Abstract— In this paper a smart office chair with movable textile sensors to
monitor sitting position during the workday is presented. The system consists
of a presence textile capacitive sensor with different levels of activation with a
signal conditioning device. The proposed system has been integrated into an
office chair to detect postures that could provoke musculoskeletal disorders or
discomfort. The microcontroller measures the capacitance by means of cycle
count and provides the position information in real time. The information could
be analysed to set up warnings to prevent incorrect postures or the necessity to
move. Five participants assumed a series of postures, and the results showed the
workability of the proposed smart chair. The chair could be provided as a new
tool to companies, hospitals, or other institutions to detect incorrect postures and
monitor postures of people with reduced mobility. This tool can optimise control
procedures or prevent occupational risks.

Index Terms— office chair, smart textile, embroidery, sensor, textile, presence.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN sedentary occupations such as office work, prolonged
static sitting poses a health risk for developing muscu-

loskeletal disorders, cardiovascular, metabolic and cognitive is-
sues [1], [2]. A good workstation consists of suitable furniture
and (technical) equipment, optimal lighting, good air quality
and diminished noise disturbances [3]. Adjusting the worksta-
tion and chair setup to ergonomically optimal positioning may
reduce musculoskeletal risks for pain and discomfort of the
lower back, elbows, fingers, and legs [4].]. The literature often
suggests an optimal office sitting posture where one should sit
straight, yet following the natural spinal curvature, with feet
flat on the floor, hips as far back in the chair as possible and
knees in line with the hips. Elbows should be flexed at 90
degrees at the side of your body, shoulders relaxed, and wrists
in a neutral position. The monitor should be directly in front at
arm’s length, with the top of the screen at eye level to prevent
neck strain [3], [5].

However, there has been some controversy in the literature
regarding the most ideal sitting posture or whether it even
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exists. The long-standing belief of sitting ‘as upright as pos-
sible’ has been slowly replaced by the concept of ‘dynamic’
or ‘active sitting’ where sitting positions are changed as often
as possible [6], [7]. Yet again, a literature review [8] suggests
that there is no ideal sitting posture, and for preventing low
back pain one should sit with preferred lumbar lordosis and,
in addition, move regularly. Frequent position changes for
office workers, which include working in standing position and
moving regularly, are usually recommended by ergonomics
experts and physiotherapists to avoid work-related discomfort
and injuries [9].

People have adopted their own ways of sitting that are
natural and comfortable for them, and the same sitting posture
that feels good to someone might feel uncomfortable to
another. In fact, eight main sitting postures have been identified
in the literature [10], [11]: upright sitting; slumped sitting;
leaning forward; leaning backward; leaning left; leaning right;
right leg crossed; and left leg crossed. Often the users are not
aware of the postures that they have adopted [12].

Ergonomic office chairs have been designed to help achieve
optimal posture with their shape, adjustable height, armrests,
adjustable reclining backrest and additional lumbar spine sup-
port [3]. Users, however, do not utilize all the adjustments, and
thus do not use the office chair in the most optimal ergonomic
way [12], either due to lack of knowledge or simply their
habitual sitting positions. A feedback system integrated into
the chair may help tackle this issue and guide the user towards
a more optimal sitting posture.

A feedback system should be designed to be naturally
integrated into the chair. Ergonomic chairs are commonly
covered with textiles, which could be the ideal substrate to
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integrate sensors on. Capacitive textile sensors provide the
opportunity to obtain direct sensing, which could not be
obtained with common electronic sensors. Electronic sensors
would have to be installed into the chair foam, which could
affect the user’s comfort and make replacement of the sensors
difficult; therefore, this solution would be unfeasible for the
feedback system. Chair upholstery is easier to replace if the
textile sensors fail.

The most important characteristics of capacitive textile
sensors are the flexibility, low cost, low impact on the user,
comfortable feel , and applicability in different fabrics and
wearables. In healthcare applications, capacitive textile sensors
are showing comparable results to common electronics, such
as those that measure blood flow [13], or pH [13], or that
monitor breath [14], sweat [15], urine leakage, humidity [16]
or motion[17].

To integrate the sensors into the chair fabric, there are plenty
of textile processes used at the present time. Nevertheless, to
produce a system that accomplishes the requirements, i.e. fast
prototyping and low-cost production, the embroidery method
has been selected. Embroidery is commonly used in commer-
cial garments and furniture and is thus well known to people,
which is an asset when designing unobtrusive technology.

To produce a capacitive textile sensor, it is necessary to
use conductive yarn, which is nowadays being commercialized
by some yarn companies, such as Shieldex [18] or Bekaert
[19]. These yarns have conductive properties, which allow
integrating a sensor within, but also textile properties, which
are derived from the manufacturing process to be unnoticeable
by the user.

The works of [20]–[23] analysed some feedback systems
on office chairs. One of these works revised [21] an office
chair with electronic distance sensors and pressure sensors
for real-time posture classification. The distance sensors were
installed on the chair’s back; meanwhile, the pressure sensors
were installed on the seat. The chair was capable of obtaining
information about people’s sitting positions. This information
was taken and analysed to classify the positions automatically
by a neuronal network (machine learning). The ergonomic
chair with the Internet of Things (IoT) presented on [20] is
also designed with a common electronic force sensor. Despite
the fact that they could obtain more information from the force
sensor, they are only distinguishing between pressure detected
or not. In this case, the capacitive textile sensor presented in
this work could substitute for the electronic sensors, using
only one kind of sensor with a single type of data which can
contain information about distance and pressure.

To obtain the data from the capacitive textile sensors, a mi-
crocontroller is connected to the sensors. The microcontroller
analyses and organizes the data of different textile sensors
to store it and then send it to a database or visualization
software. These real-time data provide an information source
which reacts when it detects a bad position that could provoke
disorders and notifies the user to take preventive actions. This
feedback system could be provided as a tool to companies
to promote their workers’ health, or to hospitals to improve
the wheelchairs usability and their attention to people with
reduced mobility.

As the related work shows, the embroidered sensors have
potential in tracking physical factors. A case study with em-
broidered capacitive sensors that aims to track body positions
from an office chair is presented next.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Office chair preparation
The locations of the sensors were identified to correspond

to the most optimal sitting ergonomics as identified in the
previous section. The smart chair and the sensor distribution
are shown in Figure 1. The sensors are positioned in the spots
on the chair where the user’s body comes into contact with
the chair.

Fig. 1: Smart chair with sensor distribution and number
identification.

The following sensor locations were identified: i) bilaterally
on the lower back (to promote straight posture with the hips as
far back in the chair as possible); ii) bilaterally on the upper
back just beneath the shoulder blades to promote the user’s
contact with the backrest of the chair and to prevent slumped
sitting and forward lean posture; iii) bilaterally on the sides
of the mid-back to prevent excessive leaning to the side; and
iv) bilaterally on the buttocks and on the back of the thighs
to ensure contact with the seat and to discourage crossing the
legs.

To detect the user’s sitting position on the chair, ten inter-
digitated capacitive embroidered sensors were produced. The
interdigitated pattern can be observed in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Interdigitated sensor geometry (dimensions in mm).

The decision to use an interdigital structure was made due
to two conditions: the capacitive sensor integrated in one
layer and the response obtained by this well-known structure.
Capacitance value is determined by the dimensions of the
pattern and properties of the materials around them. Because
the sensor is going to be used to distinguish between certain
position circumstances, dimension parameters acquire higher
importance than other parameters. Dimensions should be big
enough to characterise different sitting positions and levels
of body proximity, but not so big that the capacitive value
derived experiments cause an excessive increase or occupy too
much space. Bigger sensors could produce misunderstandings
in position distinction. To obtain an approximation for the
capacitance of each sensor, the dimensions are determined by
the following equations [24].

CRH =
εRH10−3

18π

K(k)

K ′(k)
l(N − 1)(pF ) (1)

K(k)

K ′(k)
=

π

ln2 1+
√
k′

1−
√
k′

(2)

k = tan2(
aπ

4b
) (3)

a =
W

2
(4)

k′ =
√

1− k2 (5)

b =
W + S

2
(6)

Where l is in microns (10−3mm), N is the number of fin-
gers and εRH is the effective dielectric constant of the material
substrate, W finger width and S space between fingers. The
result obtained is the capacitance of the interdigital sensor in
pF.

After obtaining this balance, the sensor was embroidered on
a Husqvarna Viking Designer Ruby Royale sewing machine.
The pattern was designed in Autocad and introduced as a JPEG
file in the embroidery machine software. The embroidery
parameters, such as stitch density or embroidery pattern, were
selected at this stage. A Shieldex 110/34 dtex 2-ply conductive
yarn [18] was inserted as top thread during the embroidering

process. A common cotton yarn with a similar density was
inserted from the bottom. The final substrate used was a 100%
wool crepe fabric. To embroider the sensor on the substrate, a
support non-woven fabric was used to avoid movement during
the manufacturing process. The support fabric can be removed
afterwards by being diluted in water. The final presence textile
capacitive sensor (PreCaTex), embroidered, can be observed in
Figure 3.

(a) Top side of the sensor

(b) Bottom side of the sensor

Fig. 3: PreCaTex sensor embroidered with the Husqvarna
Viking Designer Ruby Royale.

A commonly available office chair without the armrests was
used for this prototype. The chair was covered with 100%
wool crepe fabric to create a surface to which the sensors
would be attached. Sensor attachment was designed to be
movable. People are individually shaped and sized, and due to
these facts, the prototype needs to be adjustable to the user’s
attributes.

There are several options for attaching the PreCaTex sensors
to be movable, such as attaching them to the cover, using the
magnets to hold them in the right location or utilising Velcro,
which allows easy relocation of the sensor. We decided to use
the last mentioned.
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Most of the sensors were sewn individually, and to add
possibilities to inspect the optimal locations, a couple of sen-
sors were sewn in sets of twos. The embroidered fabric would
be face-up on the office chair. The Velcro fabric (hook side)
would cover the bottom of the sensor flap, thus connecting to
the Velcro (loop side) placed on the cover.

The embroidered sensor pieces were cut to suitable sizes,
i.e., 5.5 cm * 5.0 cm, and each sensor piece’s sidelines were
folded to the reverse side, then pinned and as last neatened
with hand-basted stitching. Afterwards, the Velcro was cut to
same size pieces as the front ones, 5.5 cm * 5.0 cm , that
match the embroidered pieces, and then sewn together with
top stitching. Figure 4 shows the ready-made sensor.

Fig. 4: Ready-made sensor from both sides.

B. Test procedure
To gather the data from the PreCaTex sensors, a micro-

controller is used. Each individual sensor is connected to
the microcontroller, which is in charge of measuring the
capacitance of the sensor. To evaluate the data from the
PreCaTex sensor, a cycle count method is used (Figure 5).
Two microcontroller pins are required, as the send pin and
receive pin. These pins are connected with a 10MΩ resistance
between them. On the receive pin side is connected one sensor
electrode to measure the tension. The measurement process
starts setting up a tension of 5V in the send pin. Then the
current goes through the resistance and starts charging the
sensor capacitor. Each cycle the microcontroller programming
compares the tension measured in the received pin with the
sensor in the send pin. If there is no match between them,
the software increases the cycle count by one and starts a
new cycle. Each cycle that the program evaluates the receive
pin to compare it with the send pin is counted as a new cycle.
When the sensor capacitor is fully charged, the receive pin gets
the 5V and the program stops counting the cycles. The cycles
counted are used as the value of the sensor. This measurement
process is performed for each sensor constantly.

The measurement methodology explained provides the op-
portunity to obtain information which could be used to dis-
tinguish between levels of pressure. These different levels of
pressure are expected due to the body weight distribution.
The more pressure applied with the body, the higher the
capacitive value the sensor will take. The capacitive sensor
value variation is related to the distance between the sensor
surface and the person’s skin. This distance has a minimum
value, which is found where maximum pressure is applied

Fig. 5: Measurement circuit of each individual sensor.

on the sensor surface and the clothes in contact with it are
compressed. In the following table different levels of activation
are presented.

Sensor
levels

Surrounding
detection Contact Close contact

(pressure)
Close contact

(high pressure)
Cycle
count ±500 ±1000 ±1500 ±2000

TABLE I: Levels of activation of the sensor depending on the
cycle count.

The first sensor level that indicates contact between the
sensor and the body is marked with a red dashed line in each
figure in the Results section.

As this was an initial proof of concept, the number of
participants was relatively small. For future studies the sta-
tistical data from PreCaTex sensors operativity would be
searched more thoroughly. The five volunteer participants took
part in the technical evaluation. All the measurements were
taken in office settings, and the researcher adjusted the chair
height to meet each participant’s individual fit, meaning that
the participant’s feet were in contact with the floor and the
participant’s buttock area was located as close to the back of
the chair as possible. Researchers asked the participants to
focus on exaggerated positions to obtain accurate data from
the capacitive sensor. The capacitive sensors were confirmed
to meet the desired locations corresponding to the participant’s
physical markers. In other words, the upper sensors met the
scapula (shoulder blade), and the seat’s sensors meet the
ischium bones (the bottom bones that touch the seat) and both
thighs. There were only slight changes made to the capacitive
sensor locations between the measured participants.

The position measurement process was focused on the
evaluation of eight sitting positions. The positions selected
included the optimal sitting position for work, which is defined
by the ergonomic studies [3], [5], and other common sitting
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positions found in related work [20], [21]. Additional common
sitting positions were included in the process. These positions
are presented in Figure 6.

The pre-selected measurement positions were explained and
demonstrated by the researcher and practised by participants
before the official measurement.

People sitting in the same positions could have different re-
sponses from the system regarding different sizes, pressure and
clothes. The aim was to demonstrate that the capacitive sensor
is capable of monitoring the sitting position and evaluating it.

Fig. 6: Measured sitting positions during the smart chair test.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To obtain data from the smart chair, five people with
various body heights and weights were selected to participate.
Participants’ clothing was homogeneous. They were dressed
in different kinds of jeans and shirts or T-shirts. Homogeneous
clothing is expected to decrease the variability of the sensor
values during the measurement and facilitate the analysis of
the measurement.

The smart chair was prepared to obtain data from different
positions for each person. PreCaTex sensors were placed and
connected to the microcontroller. During the test, different
levels of activation were expected (as mentioned in Section
2).

The smart chair data are presented for each position in
a figure, which includes the value for every participant for
that particular position. Values for each PreCaTex sensor were
compared between the participants. The values for general and
individual characteristics of each position and participant were
analysed.

A. The ergonomic posture
Firstly, participants were asked to assume the ergonomic

posture. This is the position that should not provoke disorder

risk or tension all over the body. Data from the ergonomic
position are shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7: The ergonomic posture sensor values as shown in
Figure 6a.

The data from the ergonomic position for all five partici-
pants were compared. The buttock position was monitored by
sensors 1 to 4. The four sensors were activated during the
ergonomic position, acquiring values around 1000 cycles.

The position of the legs could increase or decrease the value.
A sensor value lower than 1000 indicates that the legs could
be displaced from the sensor.

The level of activating the backrest sensors depended on
how the participants had their upper and lower back positioned
on the chair. The graph shows that side sensors 6 and 9 are not
reaching the red dashed line, which indicates that the sensor
is detecting the body’s proximity but is not in contact with the
sensor.

Participant 4 did not activate upper back sensors (7 and 8)
which may indicate that their back curvature did not permit
them to be close enough to the sensor. For the remaining
participants this sensor value was activated and reached the
dashed line.

Three participants (2, 4 and 5) showed a noticeable asym-
metrical distribution to the right. The differences observed
for the sensor values were calculated as ∆S = (S2 − S4).
The result provided an estimation of how much more pressure
was applied to the right side. Participant 2 had a ∆S = 456,
participant 4 had a ∆S = 152 and participant 5 had a ∆S =
1170 which was the highest asymmetrical value observed.
However, participant 3 showed an asymmetrical position to
the left. The value ∆S = −325 was obtained. The negative
value indicates that the higher value was obtained in sensor 4,
which corresponds to the left side.

B. Right and left leg crossed

Consecutively, right leg crossed, and left leg crossed were
analysed. These are common positions used by office workers
to provide distension to their bodies. First, participants were
asked to cross their right leg over the left leg. Right leg sensor
values are shown in Figure 8.

During the measurement of this position, values close to 0
or lower than 500 were expected on the right edge seat sensor
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Fig. 8: Right leg crossed sensor values as shown in Figure 6b.

(sensor 1) which was the sensor in contact with the right leg.
Four participants, all but participant 2, matched this condition
and showed how the pressure remained only in the left edge
seat sensor (sensor 3). Participant 2 increased the pressure
in sensors 8 and 9, which corresponds to right side upper
back and side middle back. The upper back sensor (sensor
8) increased its value of 308 cycles due to the pressure, and
the ide middle back (sensor 9) showed an increase of 306
cycles. Participant 4 held all the pressure change on the lower
back sensor (sensor 10). The increase of 946 cycles indicates
that the pressure applied changed the level of detection of the
sensor to the close contact high pressure. Participant 1’s right
leg movement caused a decrease of the pressure on their high
back, which is displayed on the high backrest sensors (sensors
8 and 9).

To view when the leg crossed changed from left to right,
the pressure redistribution can be observed in Figure 9.

Fig. 9: Left leg crossed sensor values as shown in Figure 6c.

The most noticeable change is provoked by the leg change.
The right edge seat sensor (sensor 1) reaches the value that had
during ergonomic position. However, the left edge seat sensor
(sensor 3) values decrease due to the left leg movement. As in
the previous situation, the values in sensor 3 decrease lower
than the 1000 cycle count. Participants 1, 2 and 3 show values
close to the detection line; their flexibility or leg size do not let
them detach enough the leg from the sensor. Backside back
seat sensor values reach a higher value when the leg from

the side is crossed, which is due to the increase of contact or
pressure during the movement. This fact is more observed in
the values of the participant 5 in both positions. During right
leg crossed, the sensor 2 value increased to 331 cycle counts,
but for the left leg situation, the cycle count increased to 1290.

Left backrest sensor values exchange some pressure with the
right backrest sensors. This pressure change is noticeable in
sensor 5. Participant 4’s left low-mid backrest sensors (sensors
6 and 7) decrease significantly during movement, especially
sensor 6 with a 0-count cycle.

The crossed leg position shows how the smart chair could
monitor the movement and detect pressure distribution depend-
ing on which leg is crossed.

C. Detachment from the backrest

The movement of detaching the back from the seat is per-
formed by workers when they are doing tasks under pressure
or focussing too much on the screen they are working on.
Position values are shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 10: Detach from the backrest sensor values as shown in
Figure 6d.

The movement of detaching the back starting from the
ergonomic position shows how the high backrest sensors (7
and 8) and side backrest sensors (6 and 9) are deactivated
because of the back movement to the front. Values of the low
backrest sensors 5 and 10 depend on the back movement and
if the back is detached when the movement is performed. Here
we can observe that participants 1, 2 and 3 did not move their
lower backs as much as participants 4 and 5, who moved their
backs away from the backrest in this position.

Seat sensor values are similar to the ergonomic position
values, but some pressure change is observed.

D. Sitting on the edge of the chair

Sitting on the edge of the chair is one of the positions
that some people take when sitting for a short time or just
before standing up. The values for this position are presented
in Figure 11. This position has activated only the edge seat
sensors, 1 and 3. The rest of the sensors are not activated.
This position should be defined in the microcontroller with a
clock, which would activate an alarm if there were no change
in 10 seconds.
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Fig. 11: Sitting on the edge of the chair sensor values as shown
in Figure 6e.

E. Right and left leaning
Right and left leaning can happen if a person is about to

fall off a chair or if the sitting position is very asymmetrical.
Thus, two leaning side situations were measured. Firstly, the
values for a person lean to the right are presented in Figure
12 .

Fig. 12: Right leaning sensor values as shown in Figure 6f.

When the participants leaned to the right side, sensors 6 and
7 were deactivated; their values go close to 0 cycle count. The
values of sensor 9 (mid backrest side sensor) increased due to
the body lean to the right. The increase observed is from 200
to 500 cycle count for each participant. Sensor 8 displayed
an increase in the value between 200-500 cycle count, which
is the consequence of all the pressure lying on the right side
of the chair. In participant 4, sensor 8 displayed the biggest
increase, which means 2500 cycle count more, because the
participant was unable to push their back close enough to the
sensor when in the ergonomic position.

Following the procedure, the participants leaned to the
left, and sensor responses were the opposite of the previous
position. The sensor values for left leaning are shown in Figure
13.

Sensors 8 and 9 are deactivated due to the movement to
the left. Sensor 6 and 7, which were off previously, now are
activated. Some of the data taken show that sensor 10 expe-
riences some value decrease, and in the meantime, sensor 5
increases the values due to the leaning, which results in all the

Fig. 13: Left leaning sensor values as shown in Figure 6g.

participant having values higher than 1000 (contact detection).
Seat sensors are not experiencing value changes during the
movement of the leaning to the sides. For both leaning situ-
ations, though, detection is demonstrated. Leaning detection
could be more useful in other smart chair applications, such
as a wheelchair, where people with mobility disorders need
to be monitored to avoid harm. Another application could
be the detection of hyperactivity in kids. In these potential
applications, feedback is essential for the smart chair to be
useful.

F. Sitting on the edge and leaning the body back

This position is usually adopted by tired workers in an office
situation. In this position, the lower back is detached from the
backrest and moved forward while the upper back stays in
contact with the chair. The back is thus not fully supported by
the chair’s backrest and remains curved. These characteristics
are observed in Figure 14 .

Fig. 14: Sitting on the edge and leaning the body back sensor
values as shown in Figure 6h.

Sensors 1 and 3 from the seat and 7 and 8 from the
backrest are the ones activated during this position. Sensor
2 is detecting body weight over it in some cases due to the
position taken by the person during the measurement. A clear
pattern is observed when this position is taken.

The values of 1, 3, 7 and 8 are at their higher points, which
indicates higher pressure on them than in previous positions.
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Furthermore, the value difference between the sensors acti-
vated and the rest of the sensors is noticeable. The rest of
the sensors show values from 0 to 500 cycle count, which
correspond to sensor deactivation or body detection close by
but not in contact.

From the results obtained, it is demonstrated that the chair
permits differentiation between different sitting positions and
different levels of contact indicating proximity, contact, close
contact or high pressure on contact. The chair provides a tool
to correct the position, to detect an asymmetrical gesture or
monitor movement behaviour. The information obtained by the
smart chair may be useful in prevention of low back pain or
musculoskeletal disorders while sitting for a long time. The
programming of the microcontroller at this stage focuses on
the ability to notify the user to change the sitting position
or to stand up and move, in order to prevent musculoskeletal
disorders.

Future work would be the complete integration of the
sensor into the upholstery of the chair and different kinds of
integration depending on the applications, such as wheelchairs
or school chairs. Also, the alarm system needs to be studied
according to the ergonomics studies. Maximum sitting time,
detecting the incorrect sitting position and correcting it, and
notifying the user to stand up and move should be improved
in the future. The measurement tests should be accompanied
by video or images to obtain more precise information for
analysis of the sitting positions.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a detailed description of the
initial prototype of an office chair with presence capacitive
textile sensors (PreCaTex) detecting the user’s movement and
positioning. The PreCaTex sensor can identify four levels of
proximity and contact of the body; two of them are close
contact detection. Real-time data provide perfect information
to the microcontroller to prepare warnings for the user, such as
movement need or poor position taken. It is essential to note
the sensors’ low-cost and relatively effortless fabrication with
a commercial embroidery machine. However, as this study
was to proof of concept and tests were made in laboratory
conditions, we still have many unanswered questions about
the chair’s viability in real-life-use. Nevertheless, after more
thorough investigation of the sensors’ features, we might be
able to adopt this fabrication method to create applications to
serve, for example, people with disabilities or impairments.
If a similar kind of covering were placed on a wheelchair, it
could help identify those body parts that are easily exposed
to redundant pressure and insidiously cause skin traumas and
discomfort.
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